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COVER STORY 

Enterprise at last 

It's been a long time coming but 
the Enterprise is now in the 
shops. When it was announced 
in the distant past, it sounded 
like the ultimate machine — 
how does it stand up to the 
competition now? Find out in 
our full review of one of the first 
production models. 
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OUTPUT 

SPECTRUM CmBs_12 
Everybody’s favourite, ugly hero is back in this version of 
Hunchback for the Spectrum. Could be a real bell-ringer. 

QL Collection 

This batch of routines and utilities could make life easier for the 
QL Basic programmer.__ 

64 m Space 

Don your jetpack and do battle with a number of alien miscreants 
in this animated game.__ 

Machine code routines to spruce up your graphics—and you don’t 
need a paint brush to get you going. 

PERIPHERALS 
COMMODORE compatibility 

The Comprint interface links your Commodore 64 to an Epson 
printer. The slot-in device offers all the gizzmos and gadgets you’d 
expect — for less cash. 

BBC catches a mouse 34 

With this add-on from AMS. the BBC becomes the first home 
computer to boast a mouse. But get a load of the software . . . 

SOFTWARE 

IBM under new management 

QED checked out — will it put your life in order? 

REGULARS 

Oric distances itself from UK, 
page 1; Hot gossip on Acorn, 
Commodore and Sinclair, page 
2; Atari takes on the Lillipu¬ 
tians, page 3; ACT spreads its 
wings, page 4; and Home Front, 
page 5. 

PCN Charts 5 

See who scored in 
mas contest. 

the Christ- 

Random Access 7 

Your opinions and 
earn £15. 

a chance to 

Routine Enquiries 9 

Whatever your problem, we can 
help. Just ask . . . 

10 

Shortcuts and sanity savers 
from the most intelligent read¬ 
ers in the business. (That 
means you.)_ 

Once more we free the resident 
troll to bring you the latest 
adventure news. Read it by 
lamplight._ 

Go ahead .. kill something. 

So Santa didn’t bring you that 
computer? Buy it here._ 

We know the jokes are bad, 
we’re resigned to it (geddit???). 

French launch 
hitch for Stratos 
Oric's plan to take the French 
market by storm with its Stra¬ 
tos computer has suffered a 
mqjor setback as Oric moves to 
foreign manufacturing. 

The 64K machine with 6502 
processor, two ROM slots and 
two joystick ports was sche¬ 
duled to make its d6but this 
month. But Oric has announced 
a change of tactics and the 
computer will now be available 
in March. 

Bruce Everiss. managing 
director of Tansoft, said: 'It 
looks as though the Stratos will 
be manufactured in France and 
not the UK as originally 
planned. 

The French Government 
tends to support new technolo¬ 

gy more than the government 
over here. We’ve designed the 
Stratos around French require¬ 
ments because that will be its 
initial market.’ 

But with only two months to 
get its act together, Oric still 
has to package the machine and 
produce a manual before it can 
go into full production. As for 
the UK, it’s still unclear 
whether the Stratos will be 
available under another name. 
Everiss said: The first six 
months of this year are going to 
be tough. 

'There’s going to be a compu¬ 
ter price war—and we re going 
to see what happens before we 
make any commitments in the 
UK.’ 

Simpler US network on 
A system called the American 
People/Link (APL) network to 
be launched on April 1 could be 
worth investigating if you’ve 
ever looked enviously at US 
information services. 

This new communications 
network is an online entertain¬ 
ment system pitched at home 
users. A spokesman from the 
company said: 'Our system is 
easy to use compared to others. 

'The commands are simple 
and all you have to do is to be 
able to get online to Telenet.’ 

Telenet is one of the US 
communications services that 
is equivalent to Packet Switch- 
Stream (PSS) in the UK. PSS is 
a data transmission network. 

The cost of using the APL 
service may look high but 
compared to CompuServe and 
The Source it’s relatively 
cheap. 

the horizon 
The equipment you’ll need is 

a BABT-approved modem 
which will cost about £70. In 
addition you must pay a one-off 
fee of £25 to use PSS and 
off-peak dialling charges to the 
US will cost in the region of 
£6.90 an hour. 

To subscribe to APL will cost 
$14.95 (refundable on a trial 
basis up to Apri I ifyou don’t like, 
the service i and $2.95 to con-* 
nect to Telenet. 

Besides access to information 
the facilities of APL include a 
party line where you can talk to 
other people, a user directory 
and electronic mail. 

For further information con¬ 
tact Jules Hillman, American 
People Link, American Home 
Network Inc, Arlington Ridge 
Office Centre, 3215 N Frontage 
Road, Suite 1505, Arlington 
Heights IL 6004. US. 
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The wait may be over for BBC users 
wanting to buy the IBM com¬ 
patible Graduate add-on from 
Torch. The company says that it 
will be shipping the Graduate 
by next week. An added bonus is 
that it will come with a degree of 
IBM approval; Torch invited 
Big Blue to take a look at the 
machine to make sure that it 
didn't infringe IBM’s copyright 
on the ROM code. 

Legend’s followup to Valhalla. 
The Great Space Race (TGSR), 
is now widely available in the 
shops. At £14.95 Commodore 
users will be able to buy this 
star of PCN’s 'Why are we 
Waiting?’ feature. Legend says 
TGSR is an extension of the 
computer movie aspect with 
animated characters. 

Granada TV Rental has knocked 
down the BBC micro’s £399 
price-tag and is offering it for 
£378.95 (while stocks last). You 
also get a free data recorder and 
five software packages worth 
over £70. 

Impex Software <01-900 0999) has 
become the first independent 
supplier of Plus. 4 business soft¬ 
ware to win Commodore 
approval. Its Company Pac 
1*2*3 is an accounting suite. 
The package comes on disk 
whereas Commodore’s main 
thrust with the Plu»/4 seems to 
be ROM applications. 

Mac users can hook up to main¬ 
frames and minicomputers if 
they have any handy, now that 
Apple has launched its MacTer- 
minal data communications 
software. IBM, ICL and DEC 
contacts are possible, but if your 
needs are more modest you can 
use it to get into BT Gold, 
electronic mail and telex ser¬ 
vices. It costs £99. 

Listeners in the Chiltem Radio 
area are about to be bombarded 
with clues in a treasure hunt 
that will lead to the first prize of 
a BBC B. All you need is a road 
map of the area, and 'a little 
computer knowledge’ — no 
spades, parrots or wooden legs 
required. 

Tandy Has updated the Model 100 
lap-held portable with another 
Japanese-built system. 

The new model, called the 
Model 200, was announced in 
the US last week 

The micro features a larger 
screen (16 lines as opposed to 
the eight lines on the Model 
100), 24K memory as standard 
and expandable up to 72K. In 
the US the 4.51b machine will 
sell for $999 which includes 
Multiplan spreadsheet soft¬ 
ware. 

Big Three's plans 
spark launch fever 
There is no shortage of 
rumours, gossip and wishful 
thinking about what’s coming 
in 1985. Acorn, Commodore 
and Sinclair are all said to have 
upgraded old favourites ready 
for imminent launch. 

Front runner in the hot 
rumour department is the BBC 
B Plus, otherwise known as the 
BBC C. Acorn flatly denies that 
there is any )plan foraBBCC— 
which, of course, only helps to 
fan the flames. 

In reality, there will be not 
one new machine but two. 
Apart from the Communicator 
(issue 931 the second machine, 
due out this month, is the 
previously announced Acorn 
Business Machine, based on the 
BBC board. 

Harmless pleas for a look 
inside the ABC machines at the 
PCW Show back in September 
were met with a point-blank 
refusal. 

What is known is that it will 
feature the ADFS double densi¬ 
ty disk filing system that has 
appeared in the Plus 3 add-on 
for the Electron. 

And if Acorn felt it necessary 
to tamper with part of the BBC 
board to make it suitable for 
busi ness use, why not the rest of 
it? 

Informed gossip suggests 
that Acorn has reconfigured the 
memory arrangement in a 
manner similar to that done on 
the add-on memory boards from 
Aries and others. As a result, it 
wi 11 ha ve 64 K of usable memory 
— compared to the miserly 32K 
in the BBC board. 

Other changes are rumoured 
to include extra sideways ROM 
sockets and a reduced chip 
count by use of custom made 
ULA chips. 

A redesigned board to power 
the ABC range is one thing; a 
new Beeb is something else. 

Acorn may have no plans to 
package the new board in a BBC 
box, but that doesn't stop others 
from suggesting that it would 
be a good marketing ploy. After 
all. a BBC B Plus selling at the 
current price of £399, with the 
existing BBC B priced some¬ 
where nearer £200, could only 
be good news for everyone. 

Don’t expect too much from 
Acorn in this area, however. 
The BBC B is still a nice little 
earner at its current price, and 
Acorn does not see itself under 
any pressure to cut prices. 

A more positive rumour is a 
128K version of the Commod¬ 
ore 64. The product does exist in 
the US, and it is highly likely 
that it will make its first 
appearance at the Consumer 
Electronics Show in Las Vegas 
this week. 

Of course, the machine that 
Commodore watchers are 

really waiting for is the Amiga 
16-bitter with its 256 spectacu¬ 
lar colours, but, this is unlikely 
to be seen in this country before 
the end of the year. 

Development work is still 
incomplete, and Commodore 
UK is basing its plans this year 
on the launch of an IBM- 
compatible in the spring, fol¬ 
lowed by the Z8000 Unix 
machine in the summer; it is 
therefore improbable that the 
Amiga will arrive in time to fill 
Christmas stockings. 

The same is the case with the 
portable Spectrum from Sinc¬ 
lair. UncleSirClive has heavily 
hinted to anyone who cares to 
listen that he thinks it would be 
a good idea. It is suggested that 
it would incorporate a Sinclair 
fiat-screen monitor, Micro- 
drive(s) and integral modem, 
for around £250. 

Suggestions that such a 
machine is very close to being 
unveiled may again be wishful 
thinking. 

Original sins bring 
about Adam’s fall 
One of the micro world’s most 
famous shooting stars has 
burnt up. Coleco has abandoned 
its Adam, and what remains of 
the orphaned machine is in the 
hands of a US retail outlet. 

Coleco announced last week 
that it had sold-off its inventory 
of Adam systems and spares, 
and that it intends to return to 
full-time toymaking. Its UK 
distributor has followed suit, 
and the machine launched in a 
blaze of publicity in 1983 is now 
something of an embarrass¬ 
ment to all concerned. 

The Adam was never official¬ 
ly launched in the UK and 
according to a spokesman for its 
distributor, CBS Toys, very few 
people bought an Adam here. 'I 

don’t think they’ll find it a 
major problem to obtain logis¬ 
tical support from other sup¬ 
pliers,’ he 8a id. 

’We never put any muscle 
behind it,’ the spokesman 
admitted. 'It was very low 
profile as far as we were con¬ 
cerned because the company 
felt that it should watch the 
market before it made any 
commitment.' 

The reason for its caution was 
that the Adam was virtually 
out on its feet by the time it 
came to this country. After the 
first flush of enthusiasm based 
on its spec and Coleco’s produc¬ 
tion promises, the project ran 
into snags. 

Perhaps an 80K machine 
with daisywheel printer, high¬ 
speed tape drives, and ’profes¬ 
sional’ software for $600 was 
too good to be true. Certainly it 
didn’t take long for the price to 
go up — to $700. But the 
production targets began to 
look over-ambitious, and the 
quality of both hardware and 
software was called into ques¬ 
tion at early demonstrations. 

Reports from the US said tha t 
hundreds of early production 
models were returned as faulty, 
but Coleco itself claimed that 
the rate of complaints was less 
than ten percent. Early in 1984 
it received a pair of much- 
needed boosts — Honeywell 
took over responsibility for 
maintenance, and Digital Re¬ 
search implemented Personal 
CP/M on the machine. But as 
the year progressed, the 
machine wandered lost in the 
Commodore-dominated home 
micro market. 

Coleco lost $35 million in the 
fourth quarter of 1983. Its 
figures for 1984 have not yet 
been published, but a loss for 
the year is expected, despite the 
continuing success of the Cab¬ 
bage Patch dolls. 

Coleco Adam: 1985’s first casualty, not likely to be the last 



IEW FROM THE US 
Atari gets tough over 
software rip-offs 
There’s never a dull moment at 
Atari since Jack Tramiel took 
over. It savages prices and 
snarls at the opposition, and 
now it’s sinking its teeth into 
dodgy software. 

Superior Software has 
agreed to stop selling Zany 
Kong Junior after Atari pro¬ 
tested that it was too close to a 
well-known Atari original. The 
same company had earlier 
withdrawn Wonder Warlords, 
which bore a close resemblance 
to Joust. 

A month ago Atari laid its 
course when it moved against 
MRM Software over Castle of 
Gems, which contained 'sub¬ 
stantial similarities’ to its own 
Crystal Castles (issue 89) 

Both cases have been settled 
fairly amicably without any 
court action, and Atari’s John 
Dean commented: 'We’re not 
looking to put anybody out of 
business. It’s the principle 
we’re trying to expose, not the 
software house.’ 

But he confirmed that Atari 
was going to get tough on 
offenders. ’A blatant rip-off is 
inexcusable,’ he said. 

Dean dismissed the argu¬ 
ment that high prices encour¬ 
age piracy and said that some¬ 
thing had to be done about 
copyright legislation in the UK. 
He added that Atari is becom¬ 
ing involved in joint ventures 
with software producers. 

ACT tie-ups increase " 
Apricot's appeal 
ACT is continuing its rapid 
expansion with the takeover of 
a German distributor and a 
tie-up with Tandy. 

The deal with Tandy involves 
setting up a new company, TA 
Computerworld, that will take 
over ACT’S 20 Computerworld 
stores and the 49 Tandy compu¬ 
ter centres. The new company 
will sell Tandy’s range of com¬ 
puters as well as the Apricot 
micros from ACT. 

In addition, Tandy will be 
selling parts of the Apricot 
range in 140 of its general retail 
shops along with 290 Tandy 
dealers and franchises. 

The deal will boost sales of 
the Apricot in European coun¬ 
tries where ACT has only a 
limited sales penetration. 

Tandy’s finance director, 
Andrew Barwood, says the com¬ 
pany is ’still undecided about 
the rest of the range, but we are 
definitely interested in the FI’. 

In a separate move, ACT has 
taken over Beaugrand Daten- 
technik, a German micro and 
ofTice equipment company. It 
will market and provide full 
after sales support for ACT 
products. 

With a wholly-owned sub¬ 
sidiary in France, the recently 
established Apricot Inc in the 
US and a jointly owned distri¬ 
butor in the Far East, ACT is 
now well on the way to making 
its presence felt around the 
world. 

Commodore ads 
taken to tusk 
Poor Commodore is in trouble 
over an advertising campaign 
again. Following its dishonour¬ 
able mention from the Adver¬ 
tising Standards Authority last 
year, it has fallen foul of the 
RSPCA and the elephant li¬ 
beration front. 

Animal lovers around the 
country have protested against 
Commodore’s use of Maureen 
the circus elephant in its TV 
advertising, and the Indepen¬ 
dent Broadcasting Authority 
has responded by banning the 
ads. This strong action turns 
out to be shutting the stable 
door after the elephant has 
bolted — Commodore had no 
plans to use it again anyway. 

Dumbo Award 
A clear winner — Commodore 
for the most photogenic abuse of 
an elephant. 

Crystal ball: PC# three weeks ago. 
The elephant controversy 

will come as no surprise to 
regular readers. Commodore 
won the coveted Dumbo Award 
(issue 92) in our Golden Turkey 
special supplement. If the other 
awards are as prophetic, Erics¬ 

son should look out for letters 
from the NSPCC. 

To its credit, Commodore is 
taking the matter seriously. It 
argues that it checked with the 
RSPCA before it filmed the 
commercial, in which Maureen 
sat placidly on a stool. It had 
the script checked by the 
Independent Television Con¬ 
tractors Association. There is 
no way that we would con¬ 
sciously set out to offend public 
taste or subject an elephant to 
cruelty,’ a spokesman said. 

Sour apples for 
computer tutors? 
Educational computing is a hot 
topic here this winter, and it is 
prompting a questioning of 
such basic things as ’what is an 
education?’ Reading, Riting 
and Rithmetic? Endless hours 
under the stem eye of the Beak? 
’As Caeser subdues ancient 
Gaul7 Or Logo, domestic econo¬ 
mics. breakdancing graphics, 
and micro-guided automobile 
repair? 

Government estimates that 
there will be 1.5 million compu¬ 
ter-related jobs by 1955 have 
helped set off a mad scramble in 
US universities, as students, 
who would much rather be 
studying Romantic Poetry or 
Petroleum Geology. force them¬ 
selves into Computer Science 
classes. The crush in these 
courses recalls memories of the 
glut of Ph Ds in the mid 70s — 
will these computer-related 
jobs really be there in 10 years’ 
time? 

Progressive states like Min¬ 
nesota and New York are plac¬ 
ing computers in classrooms 
and sending (often unwilling) 
teachers off to computer 
courses. Computers are seen as 
the big status symbol of the 
moment for school administra¬ 
tors — it helps if people know 
what to do with them. 

But the process by which 
schools computerise is hapha¬ 
zard and bedevilled with prob¬ 
lems: some schools spent their 
whole budgets on hardware and 
forgot to buy software; in 
others, the computer room was 
no sooner set up than it was 
ransacked because no-one 
thought to provide security. 

In some states there are such 
absurdities as one-day district 
seminars featuring ’Whip them 
up’ lectures, where 100 
teachers work out on two mic¬ 
ros. and leave baffled at the end 
of the day with Aspirin, not 
computing, on the mind. 

Even in those districts where 
the micros are on the desks, the 
struggle is to find something 
other than ’computer-literacy’ 
drills to do with them. The 
integration of micros into 
school work is the new ideal, but 
the mqjor problem, outside of a 
shortage of money to buy 
enough hardware, lies in the 
software field. 

Of some 7,000 educational 

software currently available, 
more than half are concerned 
solely with computer literacy 
andskilU. Anon-going study by 
Educational Products Informa¬ 
tion Exchange of Long Island, 
NY, has evaluated 600 pieces of 
software. 'About 5 per cent of 
what we examined was first 
rate,’ said Kenneth Komoski, 
executive director, ’and the rest 
is pretty depressing: pedes¬ 
trian, simple, and easy to pro¬ 
duce. Schools are paying $50 for 
what they could have gotten in 
a $5 work book.’ 

Another problem is computer 
phobia on the part of teachers. 
Enter such new names as the 
National Computer Training 
Institute, which offers a $195 
45-hour course to train primary 
and secondary teachers in com¬ 
puter use. With 90 locations in 
place, and 200 planned by the 
end of the year, business is 
booming. NCTI also offers IBM 
a wedge into the education 
market, which has been Apple's 
preserve for the most part — 50 
per cent of computers in US 
schools are Apples. 

NCTI was turned down by 
Apple, and was happy to get Big 
Blue’s support. Each NCTI cen¬ 
tre will have 15 PC Jrs with 
256K, colour monitors and 
printers, all on loan from IBM. 
Says Robert Wallace, IBM’s 
manager of industry market¬ 
ing: 'We have figures that 
suggest that for every child to 
be able to use a computer in 
schools for 20 minutes a day, the 
schools would need at least four 
million computers. The battle 
for the education market is far 
from over.’ IBM currently holds 
eight per cent of it. 

Computers are infinitely pa¬ 
tient with slow learners and 
handicapped students. Some 
teachers have discovered that 
micros are great for teaching 
writing to students with learn¬ 
ing disabilities who find hand¬ 
writing next to impossible to 
master. Others have discovered 
that they can turn the brighter 
kids in their class loose on the 
computers while they concen¬ 
trate their human efforts on 
those who need it most. 

As for the college kids cram¬ 
ming Comp So, there appears 
to be no likelihood of a shortage 
of jobs for them when they 
emerge. But in the age of mass 
programming and increasing 
user-friendliness, those jobs 
will either be too demanding or 
extremely tedious. It seems 
doubtful that the computer 
work field will provide very 
many undemanding yet well- 
paid employment opportuni¬ 
ties. 

The obvious next stage in the 
scenario will be a vigorous 
boom in the games machines 
business, as the inadequacies of 
education are laid bare. 

Chris Rowiey 
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ONITOR 
moves in 

— and out of shops 
The first batch of Enterprise 64 
computers that trickled into a 
few retail shops over Christmas 
have been scooped up — leaving 
a lot of likely buyers dis¬ 
appointed. 

Although Enterprise is reluc¬ 
tant to specify the number of 
machines distributed to shops 
(issue 93), the company says 
that all the machines sent out 
have been sold. 

John Menzies in Scotland 
took on the Enterprise on a trial 
basis and so far has found a 
favourable response. A spokes¬ 
man said: 'We’re pleased with 
the initial interest shown in the 
Enterprise. 

'However, we have to see 
what customer response is in 
the long term before we can 
make any sort of commitment.' 

Another bigretail chain, WH 
Smith, is also evaluating the 
Enterprise and it will decide at 
a later date whether to add the 
machine to its range. 

Caroline Jones of Enterprise 
said: 'From the feedback we’ve 
had the Enterprise sold out 
within days of it appearing in a 
limited number of shops.’ 

'We also shipped some 
machines to Europe and they 
are said to be selling well over 
there. As you'd expect there’ll 
be a shortage of the computers 
until we go into full production. 
By the end of February there 
should be enough supplies.’ 

• Boldly turn to page 24 to find 
a full Pro-Test of the Enterprise 
64, which already promises to 
be the most controversial micro 
of the year — and of last year, 
and of the year before that. 

CST puts pressure 
on QL Microdrives 
After a long wait, a working 
model of a disk drive system for 
the QL will soon be in the shops. 

CST will be marketing its 
interface through Computer- 
mate (0782-811711) at a price of 
£150 excluding drives. It is 
hoping to have it in the high 
street shops in the next few 
weeks. 

The cheapest complete sys¬ 
tem will weigh in at £250 for a 
single-sided 40 track double 
density system, giving 200K of 
storage. 

Since CST has not used the 
infamously unavailable 8271 
disk controller, the system has 
the ability, via the 1770 control¬ 
ler, to interface to any of the 
standard Shugart disk drives— 
3in, 3.5in, and 5.25in — auto¬ 
matically. It can be used with 
virtually all drives currently 
available for the BBC micro. It 
will run up to two drives giving 
a maximum of 1 Mb of storage 

The system software is on 
ROM and gives a set of addition¬ 
al commands including random 
access files and wild card direc¬ 
tories. The interface and ROM 
plug into the interface via a 
plug that looks remarkably like 
that on the BBC. 

Loads of problems 
lead to product recall 
If you’ve bought a copy of Fall 
Guy or a Powersoftware Elec¬ 
tron Joystick Interface recently 
you may have to wait a while 
longer before it will work prop¬ 
erly. Elite Systems, producer of 
Fall Guy, and Powersoftware 
are both calling in these pro¬ 
ducts. 

The problem with some early 
copies of Fall Guy for the 
Spectrum is in the loading 
process. A turbo-load used to 
deter copying is giving trouble 
— Elite suggests that you may 
get round it by re-ac(iusting the 
alignment of the cassette deck 
heads, but if the problems 
persist the company asks you to 

return the tape to be ex¬ 
changed. 

In the case of Powersofl- 
ware’s joystick interface there 
are dark hints of monkey busi¬ 
ness at Acorn. A number of 
recent Acomsofi games. Power- 
software says, won't run with 
its Electron Joystick Interface 
and it puts this down to 'Acorn’s 
adoption of a new loader prog¬ 
ram for its games’. 

The company goes on: 'It 
would appear that the only 
joystick interface available at 
present that will work with 
Acorn’s most recent games is its • 
own.’ Acorn denied this. 

Powersoftware is offering a 
free upgrade service to users of 
its interface. For details contact 
0384-370811. 

Battle warms over 
Sirius name rights 
The previously profitable rela¬ 
tionship between ACT and Vic¬ 
tor Technologies has degener¬ 
ated into a legal tussle over who 
owns the rights to the Sirius 
name. 

Victor has applied to the 
courts to have the ownership of 
the Sirius trademark transfer¬ 
red to itself and for ACT to be 
prevented from using the Sirius 
name except for Victor pro¬ 
ducts. 

With ACT now promoting the 
Apricot in preference to the 
Sirius, sales had slumped to 
around 100 a month. Victor, 
newly rescued from bankrupt¬ 
cy, is clearly keen to revive 
sales in the UK and announced 
last month that it was to take 
over distribution of the 
machine itself. 

And therein lies the problem. 
Because the micro is known as 
the Sirius in the UK there are 
clear advantages in retaining 
the use of the name. For its part, 
ACT is not willing to pass on for 

ACT has filed a counter 
action preventing Victor from 
usingthe Sirius trademark. 

ACT acquired the rights to 
the Sirius name from ICL and 
used it for the 16-bit micro that 
it imported from Victor in the 
US. Elsewhere in the world the 
machine was known as the 
Victor 9000. 

It had an exclusive distribu¬ 
tion agreement for the UK 
which expired on December 31. 

free a trademark that it has 
invested a lot of time and effort 
in promoting. 

As PCS went to press the 
issue had not been resolved. 
Both companies say that mat¬ 
ters are in the hands of their 
legal advisors. It looks, though, 
that an out-of-court settlement 
may be in the offing, saving 
both sides from the expense and 
embarassment of an unseemly 
courtroom battle. 
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Coleco calls it quits 
on computerland 
Ten green bottles standing on 
the wall. .. and what do you 
know, another green bottle has 
accidentally fallen. 

Coleco is the latest casualty. 
It looks as if all the king's 
horses and all the king’s men 
would have their work cut out 
putting the Adam together 
again Coleco has abandoned 
the home computer market, 
selling its stock off to an opti¬ 
mistic retail chain and turning 
its attention to the low-tech 
business of toys. 

In Coleco's case it seems that 
pride came before a fall. The 
Adam emerged in a blaze of 
publicity in mid-1983 and Cole¬ 
co announced that it would 
have 500,000 on the streets by 
Christmas. In the event it 
shipped fewer than 100,000 and 
lost the sympathy of some 
important friends in the pro¬ 
cess. 

The biggest boost the 
machine received in its short 
career came just after its first 
Christmas. Coleco Bigned a deal 
with Honeywell through which 
the big computer manufacturer 
would offer a national service 
network for Adam owners. Iro¬ 
nically, even this rebounded on 
the luckless Coleco by drawing 
attention to the question of 
reliability. 

In quick succession the large 
retai ler JC Penney cancelled its 
orders for Adams because the 
machine failed to meet its 
quality standards and Consum¬ 
er Reports magazine refused to 
rate the Adam because, it said, 
none of the four early produc¬ 
tion models it had seen could be 
coaxed into action. Encourag¬ 
ing comments from Honeywell 
executives weren’t enough to 
allay public suspicion. 

The history of the Adam's 
fretful progress towards the 
shops was a story of nagging 
problems and increasingly 
weighty doubts. The machine 
promised much, but by the time 
it was delivereda large credibil¬ 
ity gap had opened. The writing 
was on the wal 1 before it arrived 
in the UK, and the Adam never 
made a significant impact here. 

There are several strange 
features in this tale of failure. 
The Adam wasn’t a straightfor¬ 
ward home computer — with a 
built-in daisywheel and a 
pioneering form of high-speed 
drive, itoffered very much more 
than the average box. But it 
wasn't a straightforward busi¬ 
ness computer either — there 
were question marks against 
the reliability and durability of 
the hardware and against the 
quality of some of the software. 
Nor, in its initial form, did it 
have CP/M. 

On the face of it. the Adam fel I 
between two stools. Perhaps it 
was before its time — as a home 
micro with the potential for 
serious applications it was a 
clear forerunner of such 
machines as the QL, the Plus/4, 
and other systems that will 
emerge during the year as the 
manufacturers try to persuade 
us that microcomputers have to 
develop beyond games to sur¬ 
vive. 

It was also comparable to the 
Amstrad, in that it tried to 
make a splash in a market that 
was new to the company with a 
product that offered most of the 
necessary features in one 
package. 

So will Sinclair, Commodore 
and Amstrad read the news of 
the Adam’s expulsion from the 
garden with the feeling that 
somebody's walking over their 
graves? It isn't likely. They will 
console themselves with the 
thought that Coleco wasn’t 
equipped to enter the home 
micro market in the first place 
and that it made mistakes that 
old hands wouldn’t make. They 
may even gloat at the fact that 
another loud-mouthed com¬ 
petitor has got his eome-up- 
pance. 

But Coleco’s last words on the 
Adam are relevant to all micro 
producers on both sides of the 
Atlantic. 'Rapidly changing 
consumer preferences, fre¬ 
quent technological develop¬ 
ments, overproduction and sig¬ 
nificant and continuing price- 
cutting have created an un¬ 
usually volatile business mar¬ 
ket which is likely to continue 
for the near future,’ the com¬ 
pany says. This mouthful 
means that times are hard for 
micro makers, and they’re not 
going to get any easier for a 
while. Coleco, famous for the 
highly profitable Cabbage 
Patch Dolls, is turning to toys. 

Toys are exactly what most 
of the present crop of micro 
manufacturers, the remaining 
green bottles on the wall, are 
trying to get away from. The 
image of the home micro as a 
toy is one that doesn't satisfy 
them. But the failure of the 
Coleco Adam shouldn't satisfy 
any of them, and it indicates 
that 1985 could be another 
difficult year David Guest 

As featured on Radio l’s 
Saturday morning Chip Shop. 

GAMES 
1 TW LW TITLE PUBLISHER MACHINE PRICE 

1 2 Ghost Busters Acti' vision SP.C64 £9.95 

2 20 Airwolf EliU ! SP £7.95 

3 16 Match Da y Ocet in SP £6.90 

4 I Knight Lore Ultimate SP £9.95 | 

5 5 3D Star Strike Real Time SP £5.95 

6 | 1 Elite Acomsofl AC £15.00 

7 6 Staff of Kama th Ultii inate C64 £9.95 ' 

8 17 Select 1 Comp. Records SP.C64 £12.49 1 

9 13 HunchBack II Ocean SP.C64 £7.90 

10 10 1 Doomdark's Rev. Beyond SP £9.95 1 

11 7 DTt i Decathlon Ocean SP, C64 £6.90 { 

12 9 1 Underwurld Ultimate SP £9.95 

13 4 Skooldaze MicroSphere SP £6.95 

14 — Gift of the Gods Ocet in SP £9.95 

15 8 1 Raid over Moscow US Gold 064 £9.95 1 

16 12 1 Booty Firebird SP.C64 £2.50 

17 — , American Football Argus SP. C64 £7.95 

18 — 1 Beach-Head US Gold SP.C64 £9.95 

19 19 < Combat L ynx Durell'Martech SP, C64 £7.95 

1 20 H ] Kong Strikes Back Ocean SP £7.90 

SPECTRUM COMMODORE 

i 
! TW TITLE PRICE TW TITLE PRICE 

1 GhostBusters £9.95 1 GhostBusters £9.95 1 

2 Airwolf £7.95 2 StaffofKamath £9.95 | 

3 Match Day £6.90 3 HunchBack II £7.90 1 

4 Knight Lore £9.95 4 Raid over Moscow £9.95 

5 3D Star Strike £5.95 5 Booty £2.50 

6 DoomdarksRev. £9.95 6 Select 1 £12.49 

7 Select 1 £12.49 7 KongStrikesBack £7.90 

h 8 Underwurld £9.95 8 DTs Decathlon £7.90 

9 DTs Decathlon £6.90 9 Combat Lynx £7.95 1 

| 10 Skooldaze £6.95 10 IndianaJones £9.95 | 

V 1 1 CR0S 
BELOW £1,000 ABOVE £1,000 

TW MACH ME PRICE TW MACHINE PRICE 

1 CBM 64 £199 1 IBM PC/XT £2,390 

2 Spectrum £125 2 ACT Apricot £1,760 

3 Electron £199 3 Compaq £1,795 

4 Amstrad £349 4 Olivetti M24 £1,596 

6 BBC B £399 5 Televideo TS1603 £2,640 

6 Spectrum Plus £175 6 Dec Rainbow £2,359 

7 CBM 16 £140 7 NCR Dec Mate V £1,984 

8 Atari 800XL £140 8 Apple III £2,755 

9 IBMn) £276 9 ACT Sirius £2,525 

10 Memotech £199 10 Macintosh £1,795 

These charts are compiled from both independent and multiple source* aero** 
the nation. They reflect what * happening in high street* during the week up 
to January 3 The games chart is updated every week. The price* quoted 
are for the no-frill* model and include VAT Information for the top-celling 
micro* is culled from retailers and dealer* throughout the country and ia 
updated every month. PCN Charts are compiled exclusively for u* by RAM/C, 
who can be contacted on 01-892 6596. 
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I©(00WR1 hubs 
THE HOME COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 

BBC‘B’ + DFS 
with 20Ok disk drive 

£589 

BBC‘B’ 
with cassette recorder 
Plus 5 software packs 

£399 

SINCLAIR QL £369 

COMMODORE 64 
with cassette recorder 

£234 

ACORN ELECTRON 
with Plus 1 interface 

£234 

ACORNELECTRON 
with joystick and interface 

£209 

QL14"MONITOR £175 

BBC 200K 
Disk drive 

£120 

FRIENDLY ADVICE & SERVICE AT EVERY BRANCH 

230 TOLWORTH RISE SOUTH. SURBITON 01-337 4317 

30STAT1ON ROAD,BELMONT,SUTTON 01-6422534 

114GUNNERSBURYAVE,EALING 01-9925855 

26 STANLEY ROAD. NEWBURY (0635)30047 

1 MANOR ROAD. CADDINGTON, LUTON (0562)458575 

^71 £1000 instant credit 

QB “COMPUCAB” 
HOME COMPUTERISTS STOWAWAY CABINET DESK 

FROM ONLY £57.50 + carr 

★ DESK TOP SUDES SHUT WHEN NOT IN USE 

★ PROTECTS YOUR EQUIPMENT FROM DUST 

★ NO NEED TO UNPLUG 

★ 3 COLOURS — WHITE/LIGHT OAK/RUSTIC OAK 

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE FOR £.+ £5.00 CARRIAGE. 

PLEASE FORWARD MY COMPUCAB IN (TICK COLOUR) 

WHITE LIGHT OAK RUSTIC OAK 

£57.50 £64.00 £64.00 

Name. 

Address. 

Post to: QUEENBUCK LTD 
BENTALLS. PIPPS HILL 

BASILDON, ESSEX 

IP«rcll'val 
lP«sgaia! 

mm m 
m 

THE PERILS OF PERCIVAL PENGUIN 
* Multi screen arcade adventure 
* 100% machine code 
* Full colour mode 2 graphics 
* Sound adjustable during play 
* Exciting "anknalistk:" sounds 
* 27 Highly detailed screens 
* For BBCB-OS1 2 
Guide Pettival across the slippery Antarctic ice to hod the 
open sea but beware of Seals and Skuas and be very careful 
not to fall into a crevasse - unknown dangers await there''' 

(A DIFFICULT ft VtAY COMPULSlVt GAME) 

LANDING PARTY (The Search for Spark) 
A Deep Space Search and Rescue Adventure 
★ A real-time adventure 
★ A Galaxy with 1000 different locations 
★ 5 levels of difficulty 
★ Random locations - every game different 
★ For BBC B or Electron 
One of your officers is missmc Your mission is to go and 
-“ Searching the Galaxy and planets that you 

_must use al your skill and judgment if 
you are to succeed 

TYPING TUTOR -(P6RTUE BBC B 
A complete Typing Tutor - for novices or those wishing to improve th 
Ideal as introduction to typewriting or wordprocessmg 
Learn to touch-type easily and gain confidence in the use of the keyboard 
On-screen display of both keyboard and lesson with worked examples - 
speeds -accuracy- time taken - full self-test facilities 
Comprehensive book of Instructions, with twits and additional information 

PROGRAM ORDERED | 
For Immediate Dispatch 
Send CHEQUE or P.O.to 

(software. 
The Willows. Wrington Lane. 

Congresbury. Bristol BS19 5BQ 
g (0934) 834056 

DEALER 
ENQUIRIES 
WELCOME 

BBC and ELECTRON 
PROGRAMS WANTED 

TOUCH-TYPE 
FOR THE 48K Sinclair Spectrum 

DO YOU YEARN TO DO SOMETHING 
USEFUL ON YOUR SPECTRUM? 
Are you fed up with silly games? Make this the moment you take a 
step forward using your Spectrum into the world ol “The Office of 
the Future!" 

Leam to touch type on any QWERTY keyboard using the Spectrum 
as the teaching machine 

★ Full touch typing (no eyes down to the keyboard) from the first 
lesson. 

★ Carefully designed lessons progress from key teaming to speed 
practice at each stage. 

★ Full ten finger touch typing with coned left and right shift key 

★ Learning psychology built in to the program to keep you 
motivated and interested in progressing 

★ Full feedback of performance you know it is working you 
are learning to type. 

* Leam at your own pace neither humed nor restricted by other 
pupils. 

* Comprehensive instruction manual included with every cas¬ 
sette 

In this age of computers isn't it time YOU learned to type! 

£8.95 inc p+p and VAT. 

To )CS SOFTWARE. I Paddocks Clow Cobham. Sumy. KTII 2BD Tet: 0932 65354 
OX I'm ready lo step forward and unprove my ability Please rush me a corny of 
TOUCH TYPE lor the 48IC Spectrum I endow a cheque tot IS 95 (P 
payable lo JCS Software) 

PCN JAN 9 

TOUCH-TYPE TOUCH-TYPE TOUCH- 
TYPE TOUCH-TYPE for the Spectrum 48K. 
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f]* ANDOM ACCESS 

Share your wonbof prat—Of sewd us a rockrt about PCWL We want to hear y<wirvieW»«ndfeding«| 

oa the artfcks m print—and tho— you fad wa ought to. Write to tomtom Access, Penoiul 
Computer News, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. You could win £15 for the 

best letter of the week. 

Peripherals provide 
another option 
I agree with Sir Clive (issue 91) 
that the British can beat the 
Japanese with their MSX com¬ 
patibility. But it means produc¬ 
ing new and better machines. 

But what of people like my¬ 
self who own Spectrums and 
can’t afford to buy a new 
computer every time a better 
one is produced. Why not use 
the Spectrum as a basis, adding 
more peripherals to make it 
better and more up to date? 

Come on. Sir Clive, give us a 
second processor with extra 
ROM plus a different language, 
or perhaps a music synthesiser. 
Anthony Cleall, 
Bognor Regis, W Sussex. 

Great Space Race 
rides on reputation 
I’ve just bought Legend’s long 
awaited and much publicised 
game, The Great Space Race. I 
was so astonished I fired up 
Tasword straight away to tell 
you about it. It is incredibly 
bad! 

I feel I have been conned out 
of £14.95 for a £5.00 game in a 
flashy box. 

A year on from Valhalla, 
which was a reasonable game at 
the time, one expects some¬ 
thing really special, not 39K of 
code, nearly 16K of which is 
Basic. (The break key is not 
protected). 

I suppose it’s my own fault for 
not waiting for the reviews in 
PCN. Anyway, Knight Lore 
makes anything look bad. 

The manual with TGSR 
states that the game is incom¬ 
patible with Microdrives and 
full size printers. This is non¬ 
sense. After BRKAKing the prog¬ 
ram it can be directly saved to 
Microdrive, and my EP22 prin¬ 
ter works once the oppropriate 
channel is opened. 

We deserve better than this, 
which I see as a cynical con 
riding on the reputation of 
Valhalla. 

I suppose no-one would like to 
buy the game off me? 
R Pitman, 
Worcester. 

Freeing another link 
in the Vu-File chain 
A somewhat belated reaction to 
Carl Lawrenson’s article Vu- 
file unchained (issue 86). 

He states that we are grab¬ 
bing every spare byte here, 
when converting the Basic to 
Microdrive and sacrificing un¬ 
necessary 'frills’. 

Not being an expert nor a 
user of Vu-File, I still think it is 
normal practice, when you are 
pressed for memory space, to 
use VAL “numerical express¬ 
ion” and sgn pi for 1, not pi for 0. 
If I remember correctly this will 
save three bytes each time. 

For fun I typed in the changes 
to Mr Lawrenson’s listing and 
recorded a saving of 70 bytes 
(from 251 to 181 bytes), but if it 
is substantial, you could save a 
lot of memory by going through 
the entire listing and changing 
it in this way.savingafewofthe 
frills and perhaps even make 
room for another Microdrive? 

A final nit-pick — in the 
article, the save name is given 
as “Vu-File”; in the No 2 listing 
as “Vu-FILE”, which makes a 
difference of course. 

Congratulations on an in¬ 
formative and readable maga¬ 
zine, by the way. 
Joachim Smith, 
Solna, Sweden. 

Sharp PC 5000 gets 
its own user group 
A few weeks ago (issue 88) you 
published a letter from a reader 
enquiring about a user group 
for the Sharp PC 5000. 

Such a group is in the process 
of being formed, and interested 
PC 5000 users — or indeed any 
users of Sharp pocket compu¬ 
ters — should contact Mr Ro¬ 

land Saam, 149 Gloucester 
Road, London SW7 4TH, who 
will be glad to help. 

Your reader and other 5000 
users may be interested to know 
that there is an undocumented 
command in the machine's GW 
Basic, lcopy is fully supported 
by the built-in printer (used, 
incidentally, for this letter) in 
all three modes. Thus: 
lcopy o prints a screen dump 
over the full paper width 
lcopy i prints a dot for dot 
screen dump 
lcopy 2 prints the contents of 
the screen as text in the mode 
currently selected for printing. 

Of these, lcopy ineedsalittle 
more explanation. The PC 
5000’s screen has a horizontal 
resol ution of640 dots, whi le the 
printer produces 1,280 dots 
horizontally. Therefore a 
graphic printed with the i.copy 
i command is effectively repro¬ 
duced at half size. 

The printer is in fact very 
versatile, and, although using a 
matrix technique is capable of 
very high resolution. 
Pete Fletcher, 
Hextable, Kent. 

Source solution 
to Flex problem 
I am quite surprised by the 
response you had to the letter 
from D W Abel on Flex. I am a 
user of Flex on Dragon 64s and 
also have an updated Dragon 
32. I purchased my Flex from 
Compusense and 1 understand 
it has a number of programs 
available. 1 have also pur¬ 

chased DBasie. a program 
allowing you to program in 
Basic from it. 

Other programs are avail¬ 
able from the following sources: 
Compusense 
PO Box 169 
Palmers Green 
London. N13 5XA 
Tel: 01-882 0681/6936 

Sterling Micro Systems 
241 Baker Street 
London NW1 
Tel: 01-486 7671 

Micro Concepts 
Cheltenham 

Windrush 
Worstead Laboratories 
North Walsham 
Norfolk 
Tel: 0692-405189 

A Flex system which also [ 
runs on a Dragon 32 can be | 
obtained from Andtek, 41 Peb- | 
worth Road, Harrow, Middx. | 
HA1 3UD. (01-422 4724). The 
gentleman also runs the 68 
Micro Group which has Flex 
programs in its library. 

Other information and prog¬ 
rams can also be obtained from 
the US magazines, Rainbow 
and 68 Micro. If anyone has any 
further information about Flex 
an its availability, I would be 
interested in knowing. 
L Peters, 
London NW9. 

Adding fuel to the 
reliability debate 
I am writing to fuel the recent 
debate on micro reliability. I 
Early in 1983 I bought a Com¬ 
modore 64 (I paid £330!). It had 
to be returned twice but it is 
now functioning perfectly. 

In January 19841 supervised 
the purchase of another 64. 
which had to be replaced three 
times. The last one is still not 
100 per cent right. 

However, my company now 
uses 15 Commodore 64s, all 
bought in the last three months, 
and all perfect (although one of 
the transformers was defec¬ 
tive). Our SX64 survives de¬ 
spite some brutal handling and 
all three disk drives continue to 
give satisfaction. 

All in all, I have no com¬ 
plaints, when compared with a 
mere two years ago, about this 
pretty amazing equipment 
Stephen Rodgers, 
London SE1. 
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EX VAT 
ANAOEX DP 6500 SOOcps (2234.00 
ANAOEX WP 6000 (1001.00 
BROTHER EP44 POA 
BROTHER HRS POA 
BROTHER MIOOOSOcpt (156.00 
CANON PW1080A IHOcpslNLQ) (200.00 
CANON PW1156A 160cps(NLQ) (370.00 
EPSON RX80T tOOcps POA 
EPSON RXaOEmoOcpa POA 
epson Fxaoieocps poa 
EPSON FX10OF/T160CPS POA 
EPSON LO 1S00200cps(NLO| POA 
HONEYWELL From (37S.00 
MANNESMANN MT8080cps (177.00 
MANNESMANN MT160 180cps(NLOl (S70.00 
NEC PINWRITER P2(PXNLO) (535.00 
NEWBURY DRE 8850 3001pm (2006.00 
NEWBURY DRE 0925 240cps (1306.00 
OKI 84A200cps (626.00 
OKI OKI92P160cps (300 00 
OKI OKI 24lOP3SOcps (1636.00 
OLIVETTI DM4100E 120cps (520.00 
PANASONIC KP1091120cpt ♦ NLO (240.00 
SHINWA CP80 Modal 11 FT (166.00 
STAR DELTA 10160cps (290.00 
STAR OELTA15 lOOcpt (300.00 
STAR GEMINI 10X 120cp» (100.00 
STAR GEMINI 1SX 120cps (200.00 
STAR RADIX 10200cpsiNLQ) (410 00 
STAR RADIX 1520OcpsiNLQ| £526.00 
TOSHIBA TH210OH 192cps (1276.00 
TREND 930200ep*NL080eps (1350.00 

BROTHER 
BROTHER 
BROTHER 
BROTHER 
BROTHER 
OAISYSTEP 
OIABLO 
DIABLO 
FUJITSU 

HR1 
HR15 
HRtSKoytooord 
HRISSheettawder 
HR25 
2000 20c ps 
630 API 
Sheet Feeder 
SPl/UH 
61OOi0cps 
2010 Serial 20cps 
2030 Parallel 20cps 
36l0Serial35cp« 
3530 Parallel 35cp* 
7710 Serial 5Scps 
7730 Parallel 5Scp» 
0Y45045cp* 
11/40RO 
*45RO 
LETTERPR012/20 
RP1300S 
RP1600S 
RP1600SFLOWRITER8K 
RP1600S FLOWRITER BA 
IBM PC 
RP1600S Sheet Feeder 
RP1000S Tractor 

PORTABLE from 
256K315K.2 MONITOR 
256K 720K«2 MONITOR 
X. 256k 10MB MONITOR 

CIFER 
r OMMOOORf 
COMMODORE 
COMMODORE 
COMMODORE 
COMMOOORE 
COMMODORE 
COMMOOORE 
COMPA02 
COMPAQ 
IBM PC 
OLIVETTI 
OLIVETTI 
OLIVETTI 
SAGE 
SANYO 
SIRIUS 
SIRIUS 
SIRIUS 
ACT/IBM 
PLUS 5 

9000 Multi User 21 MB 
8250 DISK DRIVE 
8296 
SX-64 PORTABLE 

MBC 555128K 2« 160K Driv 
2SM10MB 
256K2 4MB 
128K 1,2MB 
Memory Expansions horn 
External Hard Disk Orrves 

ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT 
LOW COST 

D BASE III (360.00 
WORDSTAR (1*5.00 
OPEN ACCESS £360 00 
LOTUS 123 (295 00 
SYMPHONY £420 00 
MULTIMATE (24000 
0 BASE II (230.00 
DMS OELTA £395 00 
FRIDAY £135 00 
FRAMEWORK (34500 
Not only do we oiler lop quality products at low 
prices. We also support and develop Software with the 
assistance ol our long established software dept 
NEW RELEASE - UNIX MULTI USER ACCOUNTS AST. HERCULES. OUAORAM. SIMONS 

ALL AT BIG SAVINGS SOFTWARE 

LIGHT TO 
THE POINT 

ir^mra 

There are strong reasons to believe the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer is planning to 
impose VAT on your magazine. 
Such a move would turn the clock back 130 
years — the last tax on newspapers and 
journals was repealed in 1855. Since then ‘No 
tax on knowledge’ has been a principle 
agreed by all Governments, even in the darkest 
days of war. 
A free Press is a tax-free Press. 
No Government should be given the power to 
impose financial pressure on a Press it may 
not like. 
Tell your MP to say NO’ to any tax on reading. 

Issued by the Periodical Publishers Association. London 

£17.25 

£11.50 
Inclusive 

NO INTERFACE REQUIRE!) 

Discover the exciting world ot creating your own 
graphics on screen. 

The Trojan Light Pen will draw boxes, circles, lines, 
freehand pictures, save and load pictures with full erase 
facility 

All in Hi-Ftes screen in any of 4 colours for the Dragon/ 
Tandy. 8 colours for the Spectrum, and 16 colours for 
the Commodore 64 

For educational or leisure use. 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Micro Computer Software & Accessories 
Send cheque/P.O. to. 
TROJAN PROOUCTS 

166. Dertwyn. Dunvant. Swansea SA2 7PF 
Tel: (0792)205491._ 

UNBELIEVABLE 
SAVINGS 

COMPUTERS - 

' SOFTWARE * 

** MATRIX PRINTERS 

MAYFAIR 
MICROS 

TEL 01-870 3255/871 2555 
We Accept official orders from UK Government end 
Educational Establishments Man Order and Export 
Enquiries welcome Callers by appointment 

DAISYWHEEL 
** PRINTERS ** 

TEC STARWRITER F 1040 40cps £895.00 
TEC STARWRITER F505555CPS (1235JX) 
TEC Sheet feeder (469.00 
TEC Tractor (136.00 

** VDU’s& TERMINALS** 
CIFER T4 (790.00 
HAZELTINE ESPRIT Fixed Keyboard (306.00 
OUME QVT 103{VT100 VT131) (906.00 
TELEVIOEO 910 (460.00 

•MEMORY EXPANSIONS* 



Got your dfcta in a twM over a problem? Caat decide what micro to buy? Need tome sensible 
advice? Why not try writing to the experts? Remember we cannot reply personally, so no 

stamped self addressed envelopes, please. Address your questions to Routine Enquiries, PCN, 
Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street London W1A 2HC. 

Strike the Wafadrive 
with White Lightning 

|h it possible to SAVE*, LOAD' 

Wafadrive unit for the Spectrum? 
R Bennett, 

London SE13. A No, it’s not possible to use 
the White Lightning pack¬ 

age with the Wafadrive in the 

way you suggest, and it’s not 
really feasible to amend the 
program to make it possible (if 

anybody’s done it we don’t want 

to hear from them ...) 
There shouldn’t be any prob¬ 

lem using add-on keyboards, 
however, as the idea of these 

beasts is that they just replace 
the Spectrum’s keyboard. On 

the other hand, we have en¬ 
countered problems where 
something as inoffensive as a 

keyboard buffer can stop some 
software loading. We suspect 

this is because the software 
house has decided to check 

something really esoteric in the 
Spectrum’s ROM. 

So in principle you’ll prob¬ 
ably have no problems, but we 

can’t guarantee it. 

Flexible filing 
on the Spectrum Ql ran a small works, and wish to 

keep files on each individual fob 
beaded by the client’s name and job 

number. I have tried to use my 
Spectrum for this purpose, with both 

Micro! database and Sinclair Vu- 

File. In both cases I have the problem 

that there is only a screen for each 
job, and the information I need to 
keep requires more than one screen. 

J Nathan, 
London. 

A Can we talk you out of doing 
F%what you want to do? Think 
in terms of manual filing sys¬ 

tems. If you’re using a card 
index you’ll have minimum 
details on the card, while you 
can get more information on the 

files in a filing cabinet. 
But what do you do if a si ngle 

company file in a filing cabinet 

gets too bulky? You split it into 
a number of subheadings, 

right? 
What you want to do seems 

analogous to this, and Vu-File, 
for example, can be set up so 
that you have one level offiling 

for the clients’ names, and 
beneath that another level 
which deals with individual job 

numbers. Looking at this sug¬ 
gestion you may feel it's less 
convenient than what you want 

but, in fact, once you try it you’ll 
find it's much more flexible. 

The cost of logging 
on to Compunet 

tin issue 88 you reviewed the 

tell me the rough cost of logging on to 
Compunet, and is there a Compunet 
in Scotland? 

C Walker, 
Glasgow. A Membership of Compunet is 

included in the cost of the 

modem so for the first year at 
least, you will pay only for the 
use you make of the system. 

Compunet terminal systems 
will be established around the 

country and from Glasgow that 
should mean phone calls at 

local rates. How much else you 

pay is up to you. Compunet is 
offering several services for 
which you will be liable to a 
charge, from downloadable 
software to mailbox facilities. 

4*<fl A JANUARY 
tlUOFFER 

I want Personal Computer News delivered to my door 

every week 

□ 1 year (51 issues). CIDOtXr C 10.00 

□ 1 year Europe. 00 £25.00 

□ 1 year airmail. . 646^0 £55.00 

□ I enclose my cheque made payable to Personal Computer News 

□ Please charge my Access/Visa/D.ners/American Express cord (delete where not 

applicable) 

Account No_Expiry date: 

Get Personal computer News delivered free What type of computer do you use? 

to your door every week for a year in our Do you use it 

special January half-price subscription 
offer. Name 

Address 

Fill in the form below and be sure of getting 
your copy of action-packed Personal _ 

Computer News for less than half the shop _ 
price...just £10 for a whole year instead of 

the normal price of £20. 1—»—*—*—*—* 

for home/work/education’ 
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ICROWAVES _J 
Have you any good answers for Amstrad owners or brainwaves for the Beeb? Share them with 
Mkm computer u«er» by tending them to us. Not only will you get £10 for every tip published, 
but you could find a bonus at £50 comet your way if you are chosen as the Microwave of the 
month. Send them to Microwaves, PCN, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. 

Amstrad control 
code inputting 
The enclosed program demons¬ 
trates the ability of the Am¬ 
strad CPC464 to accept control 
codes enclosed in strings which 
can then be printed to the 
screen. 

This is particularly useful for 
multicolour block graphics 
where the graphics take up 
more than one text line. This 

way the cursor does not have to 
be moved between individual 
print statements, and colours 
can be changed within the 
string. 

The program shows a galleon 
in three colours moving back 
and forth across the screen. It is 
printed as a single string and 
includes codes to move the 
cursor around; transparent 
print and alter colours. 
David Muir, 
Peverell, Plymouth. 

20 IN) 0,11: INK 1, 11 IN). 2,24: INK 3,6 
30 CLS 

SYMBOL 235,24,24,24,60,60.24,24,24 
50 SYMBOL 254,0,0,24,24,60,60,24,24 
60 SYMBOL 233,126,255,235,233,233,253,235,129 
70 SYMBOL 232,0.0,126,233,233,233,253,129 
BO SYMBOL 231,0,0,6,6 
90 SYMBOL 230,0.0,102,102 
100 SYMBOL 249,0.0.96.96 
110 >hip*-CHR*(I3)«CHR*<2>‘» "‘CHR* (232)‘CHR* (233)‘CHR* (232) 

"♦CHR*(10)‘STRING 4(3,8)*" -♦STRINB»<3,233)4“ ” 
120 ship»=ship»‘CHR*(10)‘STRING*(3,B)♦CHR*(13)+CHR* (3)♦• 
♦CHR* (213) ‘CHR* (143) ‘C MRS (21 2) ♦* *♦CMR4 (15) ‘CFR* (l>‘STRING* 
2,11)‘STRING*(4,8) 

1 30 mb 1 p *-«h 1 p« ♦ C)«* < 22 HCMR* (1 >‘CHR* (234) ‘CHR* (233) +CMR* (234) 
>CHR*(10)‘STRING*( 3,B)‘STRING*(3,2331‘CHR*(lO)‘STRING*(3,8) 
CHR* (231) +CMR* (230) ‘CHR* (249> ♦CHR* (22 > ‘CHR* (O) 

140 FOR »-l TO 36(LOCATE i,12:RRINT USING ;ship»,t 
(FOR pausB-1 TO 40:NEXT:NEXT 
|l38 FOR i-33 TO 2 STEP -1:L0CATE i,12(PRINT USING -fc-jmhlp*:: 

pause -1 TO 40: NEXT:NEXT:GOTO 140 

Recolouring tips 
for the QL 
I have used the SQUARE and 
CIRC procs explained by Alan 
Turnbull ( issue 88) as a basis for 
a demonstration of thepower of 
the rkcol command. Once the 
filled picture has been drawn 
recoi. is first used (line 490) in 
the obvious way to cycle around 

I all the colours. 
A less obvious use (line 510) is 

to shift the colours down to the 
background colour so that the 
picture gradually disappears, 
leaving behind intricate 
shapes, where the original 
build-up had eaten into pre¬ 
vious colours. 
Peter Edwards, 
Heading ton Quarry, Oxford. 

100 REMark Dec ’84/recol_demo 

110 REMark Adapted by Peter Edwards 

120 REMark Square,Circ by A. Turnbull 

130 : 

140 MODE 8:PAPER 0:CLS 

150 REPeat main 

160 FOR order=4 TO 6 

170 SQUARE 74,50.48.order 

180 recolour order 

190 circ 80.50,32,order 

200 recolour order 

210 END FOR order 

220 END REPeat main 

230 : 

240 DEFine PROCedure SQUARE < x,y,1,o) 

250 IF o>0 THEN 

260 INK o:FILL 1:LINE X-l/2.y-l/2 tI 

O X+l/2.y-l/2 TO xM/2,y*l/2 TO x-l/2| 

y+1/2 TO x-1/ 

2.y-l/2:FILL 0 

270 SQUARE X-1/2,y-1/2.1 DIV 2.0-1 

280 

290 

300 

310 

320 

330 

340 

350 

360 

370 

0 

380 

DIV 

390 

DIV 

400 

DIV 

410 

DIV 

420 

430 

440 

450 

460 

470 

480 

490 

500 

510 

520 

530 

SQUARE X*l/2.y-l/2,1 DIV 2,0-1 

SQUARE X+I/2.y*I/2,1 DIV 2.0-1 

SQUARE X-l/2,y+l/2,1 DIV 2.0-1 

END IF 

END DEFine 

DEFine PROCedure circ(x.y.r.o) 

IF O>0 THEN 

INK o:FILL 1:CIRCLE x,y.r:FILL 

circ x+r/SQRT*2),y+r/SQRT(2),r 

2.01 

circ x-r/SQRT(2>.y+r/SQRT(2).r 

2.0-1 

circ x-r/sqrt<2).y-r/SQRT(2),r 

2.0-1 

.circ x♦ r/sqrt<2),y-r/sqrt(2).c 

2.0-1 * 

END IF 

END DEFine 

DEFine PROCedure recolour(1irait) 

FOR j « 1 TO limit 

FOR k=1 TO 7 

RECOL 0.2.3.4.5.6,7.1 

END FOR k 

RECOL 0.0.1.2.3,4,5.6 

END FOR J 

END DEFine 

Discovering the name 
of your Oric program 
Here is a small routine for the 
Oric 1 which allows you to find 
out the name of an unlabelled 
program you may have just 

It works by using the fast 
interrupts to print the contents 
of memory locations #49 on¬ 
wards. The Oric 1 stores the file 
name at these locations. 

PHA 
TXA 
PHA 
TYA 
PHA 

Save the register 
contents 

1.DA £#49 
LDY £0 
LDX £2 

TAT 
PLA 
TAX 
PLA 

Print whatever is 
at #49 onwards 
on the status line 

Restore the 
register contents 

Continues with 
interrupt 

To load: 
10 FOR l = #400 TO £416 

20 RF.AI) D* D = VaU‘# ” + D$): 
POKE 1,0 

SO NEXT I 
40 DOKE #22»,#400:KND 
SO DATA 48,SA,4S,98,48 
SO DATA A8,49,A0,00,A2,02, 

20,60, 
Ffl 

70 DATA 88, AS,6S,AA,68,40,22,EE 

To stop the routine: 

DOKE #2SW, #KC03 (Oric 1) 
DOKE #245,#EE22 (AtmOS) 
J Worsley, 
Fare ham, Hants. 

Amstrad’s full steam 
ahead command 
Most people would agree that 
the Locomotive Basic on the 
Amstrad CPC 464 is very good. 
However, it is a shame that it 
does not supply a 'wait until key 
pressed’ command. 

Rather than using IF IN¬ 
KEYS = THEN or loops. I 
suggest that if you need such a 
command you should simply 
call #BB18. 
Kevin Moss, 
Worthing, W Sussex. 
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An Epson in Commodore clothing 

Price 
£61 99 
inc VAT 

Pleas* add £1 P&P 

/m 
micro 

OK A-LIME COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
1 CHURCH FARM LANE. 
WILLOUGHBY. WATERLEYS -- 
LEICESTER LEI 3UO SYSTEMS LTD 
TEL (B537SI) 4M TEL(l77S)7f— 

£199 
£399 
£229 

£96 
from £175 

Acorn Electron. 
BBC Model B 1.2 O S. 
CP 80 Printer (inc cable) 
Disc Operating System 
Disc Drives 
Disc Operating system D-Density £104 
G3 WHO RTTY PROGRAM (TAPE) 
G3 WHO RTTY PROGRAM (EPROM VERSION) 
Circuit board lor RTTY decoder Mk.3 (inc. instructions) 
Star lOXPrintr (inc. cable) 
CANNON Dot Matrix 160cps NLQ 
Joysticks (pair) self centering + analogue 
Printer Cable (Centronics) 
Speech Synthesis. 
Disc Doctor. 
WORDWISE Word Processor 
Slow Scan TV Circuit Board + Program (inc 

£7 
£20 

£7 
£275 
£350 

from £17 
£12 
£55 
£33 

instructions) £17 

Wide selection ot software, books, leads, plugs, etc 
SAE tor full list All available Mail Order 

All prices apply while slocks last — carriage extra 

48 Linby Road, Hucknall, Notts. 
NG15 7TS 

Tel: 0602 640377 

All prices include VAT 

PROGRAMS 
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UTPUT: SPECTRUM 

GETTING THE HUMP 
Dodge spears, crevasses and rolling barrels in this entertaining version of the Hunchback, written by Andy Charalambous. The Castle, for the Sinclair Spectrum 
is a version of the Hunchback 
arcade game, where you have to 

make your way through a number of 

screens to rescue Ezmarelda. 

In the case of The Castle there are 
seven screens with varying difficulty 

levels. You play the part of the hunch¬ 
back, and you must move along the 

castle walls, avoiding spears, crevasses 
and rolling barrels. 

You start with three lives, and you’re 

awarded one extra life for rescuing 
Ezmarelda. There’s a time limit for each 
screen, and failure to complete the 

screen within this limit results in your 
losing a life. 

A super bonus is awarded if you 
complete five screens without losing a 

life, but you’ll have trouble doing this. 
The game is written in Basic, but is 

quite fast enough to keep you busy — the 
animation of the hunchback is particu- 

Listing 

0 CL 5 PRINT RT 0.19, INK 0, 
PAPER O, ’’THe CA9TLC" 

3 PCSTORK lO FOR ■-3 TO 01 9 
TOP 4 READ q« 

4 FOR 0-1 TO LEN q|-l 6COP . 
0005 .n«00 PRINT RT a , O , q$ (LON <* 
0-n TO LON AH NEXT n 

5 ROAD q| FOR H-l TO LON q| 
OCOP .0005.0 400 PRINT AT a 40,3 

0-n,ql(1 TO n> NEXT n 
© NEXT H 

19 DATA "HCLP THE HUNCH BACK S 
RUE . EZMARELDA BY MOUCINO ACROS 

210 PRINT AT 10,y,"R * LET l-l 
OO TO 900 

911 PRINT AT lO.y,"S LET l-O 
930 LET y.y-1 
240 IF y-O THEN PRINT AT 10,041 
" ” LET y-29 
080 IF b-y AND j-10 OR b-l-y AN 

D J — 10 THEN BEEP .1.10 BEEP .1, 
0 LET lt-ll-1 GO TO 610 

200 RETURN 
300 PLOT OUER 1,120.167 
310 DRAU OUER 1,l,>90 
390 LET l-t4y IF l<--42 THEN L 

018 IF y-24 THEN PRINT AT 10.y4 
1.” LET y-0 
020 LET la l-l PRINT AT 7 . 1 . *U 

008 IF J-l-7 AND b-l OR J-l-7 A 
ND b 41—i THEN OO TO 420 

©30 IF l-l THEN PRINT AT 7,1,” 
LET l-24 

035 LET X —X —1 PRINT AT 9,X,"S 

040 IF j<>0 AND b-x OR j < >6 AND 
b 41— x THEN GO TO 420 
045 IF x-1 THEN PRINT AT 9,x,” 

T AND ! ’RINGING THE BELL.THERE A 
RE 5EUEN" 

308 PLOT 106.167: DRAU 1,-00 
330 IF 1> —42 THEN LET y--B 

049 OO TO 410 
050 RESTORE 060 FOR 4-187 TO 1 

11 DATA ’SCREENS AND EZMARELDA 
IS LOCKED ."AUAY IN THE SEOENTH 

340 IF b-INT C(1204141)✓ ©>-1 TH 
EN LET b — b4INI <y/6* PRINT AT j 

60 FOR 0-0 TO 7 READ b BORDER 

D UIHOUT”,"LOOSING A LIFE THEN A 
SUPER" 'BONUS IS AUARDED.USE 1 

EN LET b■b 4INT (v/ll PRINT AT j 60 FOR n =0 TO% REPD b^BOCDER 

FOR LEFT-.”0 FOR RIGHT AND O TO 
JUMP . 

EN LET b — b ♦INT <y ©) PRINT AT j 
b-0. " " . AT j-1.b —2. ” 

44H.b NEXT n NEXT 4 
660 DATA 60.126,055.055.255,288 

PER 6, PRESS ANY KEY TO PLA 

05 PRINT AT 0.10, INK ©. PAPER 
1. OUER I,"®” FOR n-11 TO 1« 

PRINT AT O.n. OUER 1. INK 6. PAP 
ER 1. •'I” , AT O.n-l. INK 0. PAPER 
O; ■’ NEXT n PRINT AT 0.10. OU 
ER 1. INK 0, PAPER 0. "®” 

30 IF INKEYS- •• THEN GO TO 0O 

WETimil 
360 IF ATTR <j♦1.b* <'80 AND ATT 

R <j4l.b4l><'SO AND J-10 then OO 
TO 4 00 
370 RETURN 
410 IF ATTR (jsl.b) <'60 AND ATT 

R 1 j4l,b*l> <>50 AND j-19 THEN GO 
TO 4 00 
418 RETURN 

.107.63.60,106.085.255,255.255,2 
54,982.31.7,3.1 1 0 0.0.240,204 
192.120.120,0 00 
070 BORDER 5 FOR a-0 TO lO FO 

R n-7 TO 2 STEP -1 PRINT AT 7.0 
5. INK n.NO-.AT 0.25. PQ 

060 NEXT n NEXT a 
090 FOR a-O TO 1 RESTORE 098 

FOR n-O TO 3 READ 4 READ b BE 
EP 4,b NEXT n NEXT a 

40 GO TO OO 
SO PRINT AT 10.10. OAHE OUER 

BEEP 1.-0O 
60 PRINT AT 4,Sj ’’ PRESS Y TO P 

LAY AGAIN ’.AT 6.7; - OR N TO STO 

b "BO ,AT n-l,b. AC AT n-0.b, 
BEEP .in NEXT n LET li-li 

-1 OO TO 910 
499 RETURN 
BOO LET t-MINT iRND•3 > i •0 » •6 

095 DATA .1,10,.1.0,.1.7,.1,6 
090 FOR n-10 TO 14 BEEP .1.0 

PAUSE 6 NEXT n 
097 LET 1b —4 b 40 LET U-(l4l L 

ET a 4 —9 OO TO 911 

70 IF INKEY4 • “ y " THEN GO TO lO 10.1.-R-.AT 11, t. S ’.AT 10,l!-T- 
900 LET IC-O LET 11-3 LET aa- 

9 

78 IF INKEYS*MnM THEN STOP 
OO OO TO 70 828»IF b41-l THEN FOR H-IO TO O 

908 >LET a4 —9 
910 LET |b•-2. IF ii-O THEN GO OOTRESTORE lee FOR 4-144 TO 1 

SS FOR n-0 TO 7 READ b POKE U 
SR CMRI a«n,b NEXT n NEXT 4 

1OO DATA 00.3.7,7.6.4,4 

STEP -1 BEEP . 008 . r> NEXT n L 
ET 11-li-1 OO TO 910 

830 BEEP .005,30 PRINT AT 9,1. 
.AT 10,1,” .AT 11 l. INK 0. 

TO 80 
911 IF »b-B THEN OO SUB 9000 
910 RESTORE 913 FOR 4-156 TO 1 

60 FOR n-O TO 7 READ b POKE U 191 DATA 10,14,18,18,31.6.10.0 
1O0 DATA 0.0,104,044.084,104,10 

4.06 

100.30 
104 DATA 10,19,19.14,31,1,1,1 

N-.AT 19,l,“O",AT 13.1 ,"R" 

640 LET y-y-1 PRINT AT 7 , y , IN 
K INT y ✓B. -M - 

650 IF J-1—7 AND b«y OR J-l-7 A 

SR CMR© 4 4n . b NEXT n NEXT 4 G 
O SUB -441000 

913 DATA 985.10.16.10.288,1,1.1 
920 OPTO 3.*.13,11,11,11.11.23, 

a3.s3.47.es.lei,ass,63,l.102.224 
108 DATA 00.00.00,994,940,190.1 

90,994 

30 

600 IF y-1 THEN PRINT AT 7,y, 
LET y-99 

699 OO TO 800 
700 LET y ay 41 PRINT AT 10,y, - 

708 IF J-IO AND b-y4l OR j-10 A 

,a40,249.840,546,£40.246.246,249 
.ass.as4.ass.ass.asa.126 
930 PRINT OT 6 6 SCORE L. 

xues time 
931 PLOT 0.167 ORAL) 2S4,0 
939 PRINT AT 0.7. INK 7.*C , AT 0 

40 , OO 
160 DATA 0,94,7,7,18,3,30,4 
111 DATA 0.6,6.7,18,1,1,7 
111 DATA 46.40.40,112,040,100,1 

96.106 

ND b-y THEN GO TO 400 
710 IF y-20 THEN PRINT AT lO,y4 

1.” LET yzl 
799 GO TO 500 
O00 IF b-94 THEN OO TO ©50 

941 PRINT AT 10,31, INK 2,”* 

94 2 > F OR n-5 TO 9 PRINT AT n.31 
INK 2. ” |” NEXT n PRINT AT 4, 

180>OUER O PAPER 5 INK 1 BOR 
DER 5 CLS 

005>LET y-y 41 PRINT AT 10,y, - 29. INK 2, _ 
943 IF a 4 < 5 THEN PRINT AT 8,29, 
INK INT (RND-Bl . *NP", AT 6,29, O 

109 OO TO 900 
200 BEEP .001,30 GO TO 21041 ND b-y THEN OO TO 400 © PLOT 240.119 DRAU 0,-14 

944 IF a4 <5 THEN PRINT AT 2.0. 
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Variables used 
h Jump variable. When h«0 

the Hunchback jumps up, 
when it’s 1 he goes down. 

q$ Instructions, 

t Time left, 
sb Number of screens cleared 

without losing a life. 

U Lives left. 
Sc Score. 
p Direction Hunchback is fac¬ 

ing in. 
j,b Coordinates of Hunchback, 
xjr Coordinates of obstacles. 

Wa Screen. 
1 Position of rope (screen 2). 
No Horizontal position of guard 

with spear up. 

Program notes 
2-30 Prints instructions. 
50-80 End of game routine. 

90 Set up UDGs 
100-111 Data for graphics. 

150 Sets up screen attributes. 
200-299 Subroutine for screen 1. 
300-370 Subroutine for screen 2. 
410-415 Subroutine for screen 3. 

420 Fall routine. 
500-599 Subroutine for screen 4. 
640-699 Subroutine for screen 5. 

Subroutine for screen 6. 

Subroutine for screen 7. 
Rescue Ezmarelda sub¬ 

routine. 
Defines graphics for heart 

and makes border flash. 

Data for heart. 
Prints heart on screen. 

Play tune. 
Awards extra life, extra bell 
towards super bonus and 
restarts game from screen 1. 

Set up variables. 
Checks to see if super bonus 

has been won. 
Set up more graphics and 
goes to subroutine to draw 

current screen. 

700-799 
800-849 

850-897 

905-910 

911 

930-935 Print score, lives left. 

942-944 Print bell. 
945 Sets up variables. 
946-947 Draw castle on lower part of 

screen and shows position of 

Hunchback. 
950 Prints Hunchback on left 

hand side of screen. 

1000-1999 Main loop. 
1100 Checks if key 1 has been 

pressed, and moves Hun¬ 

chback to the left. 
1110 Checks for key 2, and moves 

to the right. 
1200 Checks if key 0 has been 

pressed, and if so jumps. 

1400 Checks to see if Hunchback 
has reached the bell, and if 
so, increases score by the 

amount of time left. 
1450 Time countdown routine. 

1500-1511 Animate Hunchback’s legs 

and arms. 
2000-8999 Set up screens. 

2000-2999 Screen 1. 
3000-3999 Screen 2. 
4000-4999 Screen 4. 

6020-6999 Screen 5. 
7000-7999 Screen 6. 
8000-8999 Screen 7. 
9000-9020 Award super bonus. 



A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR 
STARTS HERE AT 

THE SOFTWARE WAREHOUSE 
For the IBM PC and 100% Compatible Machines 

SUPERCALC 3.2 with FASTMATH a totally integrated 
software package. Spreadsheet, letter 
writing, text editing, data management & 
graphics incorporating SIDEWAYS to 
rotate a large report 90 for printing on 
continuous stationery. RRPE295 

SWP £225 

EASYWRITERII integrated word-processing, spell¬ 
checking & mail-merging with either 
American. English. French or German 
dictionary RRP£290 SWP £220 
(Legal or medical dictionaries available) 

EASYFILER database management system RRP 
£270 SWP £210 

OTHER PRODUCTS SELECTED FROM OUR RANGE 
RAP SWP RRP SWP RRP SWP 

dbasell C365 £240 PC Forty C120 E9S Woxblv £294 £195 
dbaselll £495 030 Peflmaster £850 ESI# WS+Mailmerge £390 £2*0 
Enday! £195 (ISO Pwlm«l«r * £850 EM5 WS Professional £495 03# 
Open Access £450 01# E«y Salts Pro 060 £240 fasy Planner £170 £145 
Or 030 £270 Frame*** £495 03# Mudimwi £339 £2H 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 

Please enclose payment with order 
Add 15% VAT to above prices. Post & Packing £2 

THE SOFTWARE WAREHOUSE 
9 Lapponum Walk, Reading, Hayes. Middx. UB4 9PN 

Tel: 01-841 1209 

S. ENTERPRISES 

h IILLLLBLIMF 

tiii i iomiTor your computer 

■M^a ideal 
■ FOR 
■ THE Ql 

C5 0fT JT 
using ttila advert V 

British made 

Superbly styled in a rich teak 
effect finish and brown 

frame. 
And the leak finish is easy to clean. 
Suitable tor use with aH leading makes 
of personal home computers 
Spectrum, Vic 20, Commodore64. 
One. Dragon and the OL 
Them > romlcf a tape recorder printer. Os* 

36 "W x 34-H x 19-0 

fubuor ueai wo, — loi rm ort*#e»KrtApl|o<*r 

oulSrSIrti «rth We i-eliimim o»oeeeerd^1 
ertcixy r»ieicer«Coin)^l>»« « mee li» 

Easily assembled. just slot 
together and tighten fittings. 

Mon^ben'guweWH Irm uMleocrovxlM Vie 

T V a comcuMr luppeod By CurtY » 
AndpMeeefc»ai«io*1 aey< loi deanery 

Designed for the computer genius in the home 

tn^penr,) -hart. oul lor l b* 50 Andrew HFWr 
Court Churah SOW! UWn.BMtordVw.LU' 3JJor 
t fcfl 49 » rto ''« You can Aw codec! ar 

NAME 

• 4 na i • mane cornecloMi* Med 13 amp (Hug 
■oMy iecaMa end leada tram low apeaenoea 
Jim C8 99 Wra when orderod w** Compu-Oee* 

ADDRESS 

CHEQUE POs FORC ^INQUIRIES Tel 0582 27663 

Personal callers welcome at our extensive showrooms most equipment on demonstration 

Commodore DPS1101 
Daisy Wheel Printer tsxmlar to Juki 0100) 
compatible with a# Commodore home computers 
C304.30 +VAT~ £349.95_ 

Printer Prices Mail Order + Export + Trade 
Hot Lina Phone 01-686 6362 

Barela ycard No . f 
despatch on receipt of order or cheque clearance. 

Or you can Telex your order 
946240 Attn 19001335 

CASH 
& CARRY 

COMPUTERS 
53-59 High Street, 

Croydon, Surrey CRO1QD. 

available for the (blowing computers: 
Amstrad (textonly) . Cl 19 00-*-VAT = £136.95 
BBC. One.Dragon . C11300 + V»T= £129.95 

^wRhKampeton |/F C139 09+V»T= £159.95 
SindairOL C130 39 + V»T= £149.95 
MSX.Cl 19.09-f-VAT= £136.95 

BBC. One. Dragon C243 43 + VAT= £279.95 
MSX.G249 52 + VAT = £286.95 
Amstrad . C249 52 + VAT= £286.95 
Sinclair OL.C260 83 + VAT= £299.95 

S*thKempstonl/F . 0269 52+VAT = £309.95 

FMcaga pnee incfcjdea 100 sheets of paper phis pmter 

£130.39+VAT= £149.95 

GP700A Multi-colour 
Dot Matrix 

Printer 

CBM MPS801 Dot Matrix Printer 



The Sinclair QL has brought a new 
level of computing power within 

reach of its owners; however, the 
sound capabilities are a different mat¬ 

ter. Compared with even the Vic 20 (of 
fond memory), the QL sound system 

looks archaic and crude — a single 
channel, no volume control and a 

piezo-electric transducer. 
To make matters worse, the controll¬ 

ing commands from Basic are clumsy 
and unpredictable, and the process of 
extracting useful sounds is largely a 

matter of trial and error. However, all is 
not lost and we will try to illustrate here 
that it is possible to produce some 
exciting sounds on the QL, assisted by 
two programs — Sound Explorer and 

Music Maker. 
As the QL user manual implies, the 

only way to learn about the workings of 
the system is to experiment. The prob¬ 
lem is that the beep command, the only 

sound command on the QL, can be 
followed by up to eight parameters 
which results in experimentation being 
a tedious and unsatisfactory process. 
What is more, most parameters are not 

truly independent, so changing one 
alters the effect of others. The answer is 
provided by Program 1, which I have 

called a Sound Explorer. 
It starts by setting all the beep 

parameters to 1 and produces the 
resultingsound. All the parameters may 
then be changed by pressing the 
appropriate keys while the screen dis¬ 
plays the current values and the 'louds¬ 
peaker' emits the corresponding noise. 

The program can be used to sec how 
changes in specific parameters affect the 

overall sound and fordeveloping specific 

sounds — when you find one you like, 
simply make a note of the parameters. 

In one sense the range of sounds is 
almost infinite, although all the sounds I 
have found so far are of similar type — 
rather non-musical and very electronic 
sounding. Nevertheless, if you can bear 
the noise a half-hour’s experimentation 

will produce some surprising sounds, 
and there is always the 'peace' facility 

within the program. 

BEEP parameters 
Duration is the first parameter of beep 
which allegedly defines the duration of 
the sound in units of 72 microseconds. 
This commendable precision did not 

seem to apply to my machine although it 
is quite true that a duration value of 
10000 gave the expected duration of 
approximately 0.72 seconds; however, 

higher or lower values did not change 

the actual duration in proportion, a 
situation made worse by the necessity to 

start again with a value of -32768 once 
positive values up to 32767 have been 
exhausted. (If this sounds complicated 

it’s because it is.) Incidentally, a dura¬ 
tion value of 32767 gave about 1.9 
seconds of sound on my computer 

compared to the expected 2.36 seconds. 

There is, of course, another way of 
controlling the duration of a note which 
seems more reliable, but it has the 
disadvantage of stopping further prog¬ 
ram execution while the note is sound¬ 

ing. The method is to beep with duration 
0, which paradoxically gives indefinite 

sound, to beep the required time, and 
I then to pause with no parameters which 181 

SOUND BARRIER 
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UTPUT: QL 
^ 15 kills the sound. 

A further problem with duration 
values is illustrated by this short 

program: 
io REPeat loop 
20 BEEP 0,10 

30 PAUSE 26 

pitch value 33 (assuming avoidance of 
the pitch varying properties of duration 
0). Other approximations are given in 

program 2, which is a modest attempt to 
allow playing ofshorttunes over a range 

of one octave. 

Program notes 

One final point on pitch—it is possible 
to produce subjectively higher tones 
than that produced by a pitch value of 

zero by using appropriate values for 
other parameters. The sound explorer 

will let you find out how — try all 

50 PAUSE 25 
60 END KEPeat loop 

You will see that the program should 
give a continuous high pitched tone, 
pitch 10, but actually sounds like an out 
of tune police siren. This illustrates the 
fact that BEEPing duration 0 affects the 
specified pitch — all other values for 
duration give the correct tone. All in all 
the duration parameter could do with 
more development. 

The second and third parameters of 

beep are pitch 1, the main pitch and 
pitch2, the secondary pitch. The sound 
will move between these levels if en¬ 
couraged by grade x and grad y, the 

fourth and fifth parameters. The pitches 
can take values between 0 and 255, 0 

being the highest frequency. Values 
higher than 255 can be used, but the 
pitch produced seems to be pitch MOD 

255. The range of notes produced is quite 
wide, but the lower notes are rather 

unmusical. 
Valuers of 160 downwards produce 

notes which can be used in music 
generation and according to my tuning 

fork the 'C' at 256Hz is approximated by 

Listing 
too RENark 
110 REMark QL SOUND EXPLORER 
120 REMark *»**»**»*«**»***« 
130 REMark (c) November 1984, Janes 
Lucy 
140 NODE 8iWINDOW 448,200,32,16iBORDER 
10,0,7iPAPER 4tINK 0 
150 CLStCSIZE 3,liUNDER liAT 
0,5iPRINT"QL SOUND EXPLORER"iUNDER 
OiCSIZE 2,OiINK 2 
160 AT 4,OiPRINT* Do you require 
Instructions? (y/n)” 
170 a$=INKEY$(-l):CLS 3tIF a$-"y"0R 
a$«"Y" i instructions 
180 
d“Oiplelip2«ligx*l«ay"liv"lifelir*l»REM- 
ark SET INITIAL VALUES FOR BEEP 
PARAMETERS 
190 headings«keys«AT 17,7iPRINT"Pre*s 
'FI* for peace” 
200 parameter 4,pltparameter 
6,p2iparameter 8,gxiparameter 
10,gy«parameter 12,wtparameter 
14,fiparamater 16,r 
210 REPeat soundloop 
220 BEEP d,pl,p2,g*,gy,v,f,r 
230 a=C0DE(INKEY$(-l)) 
240 SELect ON a 
250 ON a - 232<BEEP »AT 17,5i PRINT 
"Press any key to continue”sPAUSEiCLS 
3iAT 17,7(PRINT "Press ’FI' for peace" 
260 ON a-113i pl=pl+liparameter 4,pliIF 
pl>255 ipl*255iparameter 4,pi 
270 ON a°49:pl-pl+10iparameter 4,pit IF 
pl>255ipl»255iparameter 4,pi 
280 ON a=97ipl*pl-liparameter 4,pit IF 
pl<0ipl»0tparameter 4,pi 
290 ON a*1221pl*pl-101parameter 4,pliIF 
pl<0ipl=0:paraneter 4,pi 
300 ON a-119i p2-p2+ltparameter 6,p2tIF 
p2>2551 p2=2551parameter 6,p2 
310 ON a>50ip2-p2+10iparaneter 6,p2tIF 

QL Sound Explorer (the first listing 
given below) works by setting up a loop 

in which key presses are detected and 

the appropriate changes made to the 
selected beep parameters. The loop 

(lines 210 to 490) is entered after 
introductory formalities have been com¬ 

pleted, and consists of an inkey instruc¬ 
tion (line 230) to wait for a key press, and 
a select on instruction (line 240) to ta ke 

the appropriate action. 
Although the method of actually 

displaying changes to the parameters 

appears rather lengthily coded the idea 
has been to 'hide’ as many instructions 
as possible behind the on instruction, 
thus speeding program execution. Proc- 

edure instructions simply display in¬ 

structions if required. 
The spaces in the text (lines520to 540) 

have been carefully arranged to give a 
neat display — ignore them at your 

peril! 
PROcedure keys is responsible for the 

on screen caption of the keys to be used to 

change the various parameters, and 
PRocedure headings displays the names 

p2>2S5ip2«255iparameter 6,p2 
320 ON a=llS i p2=p2-liparameter 6,p2lIF 
p2<0 ip2«0:parameter 6,p2 
330 ON a=120tp2=p2-10iparameter 6,p2iIF 
p2*Oip2-Oiparameter 6,p2 
340 ON a=101igx=gx+ltparameter 8,gxiIF 
gx>l 5tgx=l51parameter 8,gx 
350 ON a*51:gx=gx+50iparameter 8,gxiIF 
gx>15igx*15tparameter 8,gx 
360 ON a-100 i gx-gx-liparameter 8,gxilF 
gx<-32768 i gx=-32768iparameter 8,gx 
370 ON a«99igx»gx-50iparameter 8,gxiIF 
gx<-32768igx=-32768iparameter 8,gx 
380 ON a-114igy-gy+1iparameter lO.gyilF 
gy>7igy«7iparameter 10,gy 
390 ON a>102 i gy=gy-liparameter 
lO.gyilF gy<-8igy«-8iparameter 10,gy 
400 ON a=116iv=v+ltparameter 12,viIF 
w>32767iv«32767iparameter 12,v 
410 ON a=53»v=w+50iparameter 12,vtIF 
w>32767 tw=32767iparameter 12,w 
420 ON a=103iv=w-ltparameter 12,vtIF 
wr0iv*01 parameter 12,v 
430 ON a“98iw«v-501parameter 12,wsIF 
wtOiw^Oiparameter 12,v 
440 ON a-121 i f-f+liparameter 14,fiIF 
f>15 if=151parameter 14,f 
450 ON aa1041f=f-It parameter 14,ftIF 
f«0if=0iparameter 14,f 
460 ON a>ll7ir*r+liparameter 16,riIF 
r>l5ir«15iparaaeter 16,r 
470 ON a=106ir=r-ltparameter 16,rtIF r*0 
THEN r-Oiparameter 16,r 
480 END SELect 
490 END REPeat soundloop 

510 DEFine PROCedure instructions 
520 AT 3,0iPRINT "The sound command 
BEEP can be followed by up to eight 
parameters which are 
duration,pitchl.pltch2,grad_x,grad_y,wr¬ 
aps, fuzziness and random," 

of the parameters being changed, and 
PRocedure parameter, which uses 
values passed from the main program, 
displays the actual value of the para¬ 
meter. This method was chosen rather 
than a complete reprint of parameter 
values to maximise speed around the 
loop. As PRocedure parameter is widely 
used in the program, it is suggested it is 
given a shorter name when typing in, for 
example 'p\ 

The program is largely self-explana¬ 
tory in use. The seven parameters 

pitchl, pitch2, grade_x, gracLy, wraps, 
fuzzy and random are increased by one 
by pressing the keys 'q-w-e-r-t-y-u’, and 
decreased by one by the keys 'a-s-d-f-g-h- 
j’ (note lower case). In addition the 
parameters which have a large of values 
— pitchl, pitch2, grad x and wraps 

have a fast forward and rewind in the 

keys 1-2-3-5, z-x-c-b. 
Reference to the keyboard will show 

that the keys are logically and conve¬ 
niently arranged. The only other key 

necessary is Tl’, which in the interests 

of sanity of the user, mutes the sound. 

530 PRINT "This program allow* you to 
change the parameters (except duration) 
while hearing the sound produced.The 
parameters will be displayed on the 
screen." 
540 PRINT "To increase the parameters 
use the block of key* QWERTYU and to 
decrease ASDFGHJ. To stop press'FI'." 
550 FLASH liPRINT' Press any key to 
continue"!FLASH OiPAUSE 
560 CURSOR 0,8iCLS 2 
570 END DEFine 

590 DEFine PROCedure keys 
600 INK 3tAT 2,15tUNDER liPRINT'up keys 
down key*"iUNDER 0 
610 AT 4,18■PRINT "l,q a,z" 
620 AT 6.I81PRINT "2,w s,x“ 
630 AT 8,181 PRINT "3,e d,c" 
640 AT 10,18iPRlNT"r f" 
650 AT 12,18iPRINT"5,t g,b" 
660 AT 14,18iPRlNT"y h" 
670 AT 16,18iPRINT”u j" 
680 INK 2 
690 END DEFine key* 

710 DEFine PROCedure headings 
720 AT 4,2iPRINT"Pitchl - " 
730 AT 6,21 PRINT'Pltch2 ■ " 
740 AT 8,21PRINT "Crad x - " 
750 AT 10,2iPRINT "Gradjf - " 
760 AT 12,21 PRINT "Wrap* - " 
770 AT 14,2iPRINT "Fuzzy ■ " 
780 AT 16,2«PRINT "Random ■ " 
790 END DEFine headings 

810 DEFine PROCedure parameter 
(LINE,value) 
820 AT LINE,11«PRINT' "»AT 
LINE,11tPRINT value 
830 END DEFine parameter 
840 REMark e»***«*»4******e* 
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parameters = 0 except gradex =1. 

Grad_x and grad_y are the fourth and 

fifth parameters of the beep command. 
The idea is that the pitch moves in steps 
of size grad_y between pitch 1 and 
pitch2, the rate of this movement being 

controlled by grad_x. That is the theory 
but in practice it proved difficult to see 
the parameters working as expected. 
Experimentation with the sound explor¬ 

er is the best policy here. 
Wraps, Fuzziness, and Random are 

the sixth, seventh and eighth para¬ 
meters. Wraps is mysteriously named in 

that^t is difficult to see how the sound 
wraps or what it wraps round. The effect 

on the sound is quite dramatic in most 
cases and seems to be a kind of repeating 

sound at the end of each movement 
between pitch 1 and pitch2. Lower 
values of wraps give more comprehen¬ 

sible results. 
Fuzziness and Random serve to furth¬ 

er modify the sound and to further 
complicate the situation. Neither is very 
predictable and they appear to have very 

little effect until they near their maxi¬ 
mum values, when both tend to produce 

'noise’ rather than tones. 
If you have followed this article so far 

and have tried the sound explorer, you 
hopefully will have discovered that 
sound on the QL can be interesting, it 

can also be infuriatingly convoluted and 

perverse, in which respect it is quite in 
keeping with the whole computer. f 

Listing 

100 REMark ************** 450 ON d=4:length(a)=50 across,posltion+h,2(FILL OiLINE 
110 REMark QL MUSIC MAKER 460 ON d-REMAINDER iGO TO 260 across+2,position+h TO 
120 REMark »>*«»»»»»«*♦ 470 END SELect across+2,position+h+12 
130 REMark (c> December 1984, Jane* Lucy 480 drawnote h,d 770 ON d«2iCIRCLE 
140 MODE 81 WINDOW 448,200,32,161 BORDER 490 BEEP -1,pitch (a) across,positlon+h,2iLINE 
10,0,71PAPER 4»INK 0 500 PAUSE length(a) across+2,posltion+h TO 
150 CLSiCSIZE 3,liUNDER liAT 0,51 PRINT 510 BEEP across+2,position+h+12 
"QL HUSK MAKER"lUNDER OiCSIZE 2,0(INK 2 520 END REPeat loader 780 ON d«3(CIRCLE 
160 PRINTiPRINT"Do you require 530 AT 17,5>CLS 3i PRINT "Press any across,position+h,2iLINE 
Instructions? (y/n)” key to play" across+2,posltion+h TO 
170 i$«INKEY$(-l)iIF i$=”y" OR 540 PAUSE acroBS+2,position+h+12iFILL 1(CIRCLE 
l$-"Y"(instructions)ELSE CLS 3 550 across-0(position-70 across +5,posltion+l+h,liFILL 0 
180 DIM note*(50)i DIM duration(50) 560 FOR b-1 TO a 790 ON d«4(CIRCLE across,position+h,2 
190 DIM pitch(50)iDIM length(50) 570 across-across+lOdF 800 ON d-l.5(FILL liCIRCLE 
200 a=0(posltion«70(across=0 across-l60(across»10( posit ion-posit ion— across,position+h,2iFILL OiLINE 
210 stavs position 25 across+2,position+h TO 
220 REPeat loader 580 INK 7tLINE across,position-5 TO across+2,position+h+12iFILL 1:CIRCLE 
230 a«a+l across+2,position-5 across+5,posltion+l+h,l«FILL 0 
240 IF a-46ia-45iEXIT loader 590 BEEP -l,pltch(b) 810 ON d«.5(FILL 1(CIRCLE 
250 AT 17,5«PRINT"(Press 'ENTER' 600 PAUSE length(b) across,position+h,2(FILL 0(LINE 
between)" 610 SEEPlINK 4iLINE R TO -3,0 across+2,posltion+h TO 
260 AT 16,5iINPUT "note, duration? 620 END FOR b - across+2,posltlon+h+12(LINE R TO 3,-3 
"inote$(a),duration(a)(CLS 3iCLS 2 630 INK 2 820 END SELect 
270 IF notel(a) INSTR "abcdefga" 830 END DEFine 
280 ELSE GO TO 260 640 AT 17,3iCLS 3«PRINT "Press any key 840 REMark *************** 
290 END IF to play again" 850 DEFine PROCedure Instructions 
300 IF note$(a)=“c" spitch(a)"llih»10 650 PAUSE 860 AT 3,0(PRINT "This program will 
310 IF note$(a)»"d" ipltch(a)-28ih—2 660 GO TO 550 accept up to 45 notes and display them 
320 IF note$(a)«"e" ipitch(a)»24ih*0 670 REMark a************** on a stave. The notes range over an 
330 IF note$(a)-"f" ipitch(a)-22ih-2 680 DEFine PROCedure stave (position) octave and are in ascending order 
340 IF note$(a)-"g" »pltch(a)«19:h»4 690 LOCal a d-e-f-g-a-b-c. A time value of l gives a 
350 IF note$(a)=“aM (pitch(a)=15(h=6 700 POR a-0 TO 16 STEP 4-.LINE crotchet. Other notes are in 
360 IF note$(a)-"b" ipitch(a)«12«h*8 0,posltlon+a TO l70,posltlon+a(END FOR a proportion. Press 'ENTER' after 
370 IF note*(a)="z" ta=a-liEXIT loader 710 END DEFine stave selecting the note and again after the 
380 d*duration(a) 720 REMark *************** duration. To terninate type note 'c', 
390 SELect ON d 730 DEFine PROCedure drawnote (h,d) • duration 1." 
400 ON d-.5(length(a)»6.25 740 across • across+10(IF 870 AT 17,5(PRINT"Press any key to 
410 ON d=l(length(a)-12.5 acroaa*160iacross<«10» posit ion-posit ion- continue"(PAUSE(CURSOR 0,7(CLS 2 
420 ON d=1.5ilength(a)-18.7S 251 stave position 880 END DEFine instructions 
430 ON d-2(length(a)*25 750 SELect ON d 890 REMark a************** 
440 ON d*3ilength(a)=37.5 760 ON d=l(FILL 1:CIRCLE 

Program notes 

QL Music Maker i s intended to work on a 

TV set, but better graphics could be 
obtained on a monitor in Mode 4. It 

allows the playing and display in 
conventional musical notation of a short 
tune and is intended to be a demonstra¬ 

tion of the (rather limited) musical 
capabilities of the QL. The program can 

play along quite nicely with someone 
trying to learn the descant recorder, and 
would make a useful training aid — one 
of the more difficult aspects of learning 

an instrument is knowing how the music 

should sound. 
The program works by loading arrays 

with pitch and duration in the loader 
loop (lines 220-520). It passes the pitch 
and duration values to i*Hocdrawnote, 
which draws the appropriate note in the 

next available position; PRocdrawnote 
also calls PKocstave, which draws the 
five line stave when required. For 
program brevity bar lines and a time 

signature have been omitted, but could 
be included by adding an input state¬ 

ment and a counting device in the 

PRocdrawnote. 
Once the arrays have been loaded and 

terminated using pitch V, they are 
played using the for-end for at lines 

560 to 620. As the notes are played a 
white marker line is drawn under the 

note being sounded. As this marker is 

drawn and erased in the time between 

notes the drawing time required can 
make the music staccato. If this is 
unacceptable, delete the drawing in¬ 

structions in lines 550 to 620. The sound 
is produced by the beep command at line 
590 — note the use of duration — 1 
rather than the expected zero to avoid 
the pitch distorting effects mention- 

tioned elsewhere. 
As a final point on this program it 

would be quite easy to make it a good 
deal more sophisticated by increasing 
the range of notes, including rests and 
providing room for a greater tune 

length, however, because the notes are 
approximations, people with perfect 
pitch had better try a Commodore 64. 

The program requests input of a note 

and a duration. The 'enter' key should be 
pressed after each note and each dura¬ 
tion. A pitch other than 'a-b-c-d-e-f-g' 

will be ignored. The duration can be 0.5, 
1,1.5,2,3 or 4 where a value of 1 gives a 
crotchet. Other numerical values will be 

ignored but a letter will give an error. No 
harm results — simply type 'continue’. 

When 45 notes have been entered, the 

program will ask you to hit any key to 

play the tune. If only a short tune is 
required terminate the input with note 

*z\ pitch '1*. Type Ctrl-Space’ to escape 

the program. 
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A complete 
workstation for 
the price of a 
home computer. 



It’s mouthwatering. 
64KofRAM,32KofROM,ahigh 

resolution green screen VDU, integral 
cassette data recorder, typewriter style 
keyboard, numeric keypad and a very 
fast extended BASIC. All for £249. (The 
C PC464 is also available with a colour 

of the CPC464’s high specification 
and speedloading capability. Which 
means even complex programs can be 
loaded quickly. 

Business applications, educational 
programs and arcade games are all 

designed to make maximum 
use of CPC464’s im¬ 

pressive graphics, stereo 
sound and processing 

abilities. 

valuable prizes and contact with other 
Amstrad users. 

Whether you’re interested in serious 
commercial applications or simply a 
games fanatic, you’ll want to join the 

Club. 

CPC464. 
Unlimited scope for expansion. 

We’ve thought of everything you’re 
likely to need in the future. That’s why 
there’s a built-in parallel printer inter¬ 
face. Alowcostoptionaldiskdrive 
system includingCP/M* (withtheop- 
tion to access 3000 programs) and 
LOGO. Joystick port. And the virtually 
unlimited potential of the Z80 data bus 
with sideways ROM support. 

Finally, apowersupplyand modu¬ 
lator (MP- 1) allows you toconnect your 
CPC464green screen VDU system toa 
colour TV. 

CPC464 colour monitor (CTM640) 

monitor instead of the green screen 
VDU for £359 complete). 

You’d be hard pressed to find a com- 
parablecomputer at that priceletalone 
the monitor and recorder. 

And theCPC464comes complete and 
ready-to-go. Just plug it in. 

64K RAM (42K available). 

The low cost but powerful CPC464 is 
equally at home in business and educa¬ 
tional applications as it is running the 
household budget or playing games. 

With42KRAMavailableto BASIC, 
the opportunities for sophisticated and 
complex programming are consider¬ 

able. 

80 column text display. 

The green screen VDU is purpose 
designed with a bright, crisp, 80 column 
text display that compares favourably 
with systems costing several times as 
much. 

You can program up to8 text windows 
and there’s a graphics window, too. 

The CPC464 has a typewriter style 
keyboard, large ENTRY key, sensibly 
positioned cursor keys, numerickeypad 
for fast data entry and a full 8-bit 

1 
character set. 

I f y ou think that sounds impressive, 
waituntilyouhearthe3-voice, 7-octave 
stereo output through a hi-fi amplifier 
and speakers. 

Amsoft. High quality software. 

A wide range of programs is already 
available and we’re expanding it rap¬ 
idly. The software takes full advantage 

Amstrad. User Club. 

Members enjoy immediate benefits 
like the privilege card, Club binder, 
regular magazine, competitions for 

BOOTS COM€T Dixons 

Menzies RUMBEL0WS 

I’d like to know more about the new CPC464 complete computer system. 
Please send literature right away. 

r*Tr«d» mark Digital Research 

I 
I 
j NAME 

j ADDRESS 

I _ 
I j 

ONE GREAT IMA AFTER ANOTHER ] 

j To Amstrad Consumer Electronics pic, Brentwood House, 1(W King's Road. 
J^Brentwood. Essex CM 14 4EF. Tel: Brentwood (0277) 228888._ 



UTPUT: COMMODORE 64 

BRUCE 

RESCUE 
Don yow jetpack and tackle the rebate 

| in the search fafyourfair lady in 
this game from Andy Clarke for you 

to key In to your Commodore 64. Bruce for the Commodore 64 pre¬ 
sents you with a few tricky prob¬ 
lems. You are Bruce, equipped 

with a jet-pack and searching through 
robot-infested caverns. Your goal, 

Bruce, is to find your girl — we assume 
she’s called Sheila. . . 

In order to play the game you’ll need a 
joystick in port one. 

Playing the game 
Level one 

At this level you have five lives to play 
with and can move in eight directions. 

Program notes 
0-5 Read in data. Colour the 

screen 

8 Gosub sound routines and 
titles 

10 Sets variables 

12-22 Set up game. Sprites etc 
24-30 Check position limits of our 

man, Bruce 

32-38 Joystick input routine 

O PRINT"!CLEAR)!YELLOW)* IPOKE53280 ,0:60S 
UB490 
1 TO10tREADBiNEXT 
2 FORM"1TO10IREADBiNEXT 
4 FORS-230TO2S1 1FORT-0TOA2sREADQsPOKES*A 
4+T,0:NEXT:NEXT 
5 S-252lFORT=OTOA2:POKES»A4*T,0iNEXT 
8 GOSUB350iGOSUB300iGOSUB380lSOSUB490 
10 GOSUB490|FL-5>SC-O 
12 PR I NT *' C HOME 1 LEVEL 1 LIVES •“ |FL iFOR 
K-l TO10O0 sNEXT :PR1NT> CHORE] 

13 1FFL=0THEN12® 
14 POKEV+21 ,OiGOSUB430iGOSUB49OiGOSUB2OO 
,0-5 IGOSUB260 i BO-5000 
15 POKEV+23,0 iPOKEV-29 ,0 iPOKEV ,30 «POKEV< 
1,230 
18 POKEV+39,2sPOKEV+38, 12sP0KEV+37,7 
20 POKEV-21,255IPOKE2040,230iPOKEV-28,25 
51Z -01 GOSUB 102 
22 Y1-230|X1-30|SP-7|HSB-@«G-1«DS-0 
24 IFMSB-1ANDX1>-A4THENX1-A4|G0T02B 
25 IFHSB-OANDXl >-255THENXl-Xl-255iPOKEV» 
1A,(PEEK(V+1A)41):MSB=1:GOT028 
2A IFNSB-0ANDXIO25THENX1-25iGOTO28 
27 IFHSB-1ANDX1<-OTHENX1-X1*255iPOKEV-1A 
, (PEEK CV+1A1-1) IMSB-0tG0T02B 
28 IFY17-230THENY1-2301GOTO30 
29 IFTl<-50THENTl-50 
30 P0KEV , X1 iPOKEV-1 , Y1 lGOSUB220 tPOFEV-30 I 
,0tPOKEV«31,0 
32 J8-255-PEEKI5A321> 
34 IFJS-0TlCNGOSUBA20tGOTO50 

You begin at normal speed. Pressing the 
Fire button once takes you into top gear 
— press it again and you revert back to 
the normal pace. 

Your objective is to collect three 

cannistersoffuel before your bonus runs 
out, without touching any aliens, robots 
or electrified girders. You get 1000 

points per cannister but if you lose a life 
you forfeit the cannisters you’re car¬ 
rying. 

To get on to level two without going 

through the first section you can cheat 
by pressing Run'Stop while level one is 

58-60 Read collisions 200-216 
62 If all fuel is collected then 

add remaining bonus to 

220-230 

score 250 256 
66 Prints bonus and decreases 

it by 20 280-282 
68 Checks if bonus has run out 
70 Continues main program 300-326 

loop. (Level 1) 350-396 
100-102 Screen messages for speed 
120-146 Game over routine 400-490 

underway — then type ’z=3 :cont’ and 

press Return. 
Level two 

You’ll need some nifty work with the 
joystick and speed controls to get 

through this level. To rescue Bruce’s girl 
you have to duck between girders, avoid 
aliens and get three fuel pods and the 
sword. 

Moving in only four directions it’s 
advisable to go for the sword first;—once 

you’ve got it you’re invincible. When the 
sword, three aliens and three fuel pods 
have been taken the game ends. 

3A IFJS-1ATHENGOSUBAIA 
38 ONJSGOSUBA00,A02,99,A04,A0A,608,99,A1 
0.A12.A14 
58 CO-PEEK(V-30>lGOT0500 
AO StIA—PEEK < V+31 > i IF t (SflAANDl > —1 > THEPFL— 
FL-11GOSUB450IGOTO12 
A2 IFZ—3THENPOKEV-21,1tSC-SC+BOIG0T098 
AA PR I NT-[ MOfC It BONN 1C DOWN 1C BONN 1IDONNK 
DOWN 1C BONN 1C DOWN 1C DOWN 11 BONN 1 ( DOWN 1C C Y AN 
3BONUS-" | BO | ‘CLEFT 1C YELLOW] Cs VI* I BO-BO- 
20 
AB IFBO<0THENFL=FL-l:SOSUB450tGOTOl2 
70 G0T024 
98 GOTO 1000 
99 RETURN 
100 PR 1 NT ” C HOME ) CDOWN ) C DOWN 1CDCMN) CDOWN] 
CRIGHTICR IGHT1(RIGHT 1CRI6HT]CRIGHT1CRISM 
T1C RIGMT 11RIGHT1C RIGHT11RIGHT1C RIGHT1C RI 
GMT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT1C 
RIGHT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT 
3 CRIGHT]CRIGHT ] Cc 31SPEED CGREEN]THRUST 
- .-RETURN 
102 PRINT" CHOME)CDOWN} CDOWN] CDOWN]CDOWN] 
CRIGHT)CRIGMTICRIGHTICRIGHT)CRIGHTJCRIGH 
T]CRIGHT)CRIGHT ]CRIGHT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT]CRI 
GHT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT)! 
RIGHT]CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT]CRIGHT)CRIGHT 
)CRIGHT]CRIGHT]tc 3)SPEED Cc A3NORMAL "l 
RETURN 
120 POKEV+21,0iPRINT"CCLEAR)“ 
122 PRINT”CDOWN]CD0WN]CDOWN]CDOWN]CRIGHT 
3 CRIGHT] CRIGHT) CRIGHT)CRIGHT]CRI8HT)CRIG 
HT1CRIGHT]CRIGHT 1CMHITE1ALL LIVES LOST" 

robots — makes them ’turn’ 

124 FORT-1TO10 
12A PRINT”CMOME)CDOWN)CDOHN)CDONN)CDOWN) 
C DOWN 3 C DOWN ) C DOWN ] C DOWN ] C DOWN ] C DOWN ] C DOW 
N)CRIGHT)CRIGHT]CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRI 
GHT 3 CRIGHT]CRI6HT)CRIGHT]CRIGHT)CRIGHT)C 
WHITE3GAME OVER" 
128 FORS-1TO200INEXTG 
130 PRINT" CHOHE) CDOMN] CDOWN) CDOWN] CDOWN) 
C DOWN 3 C DOWN ] t DOWN 3 C DOWN 31 DOWN 3 C DOWN 3 C DOW 
N]CRIGHT 3CR1GHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CR1 
GHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIBHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT)C 
WHITE) 
131 FORS-1TO200 tNEXTS 
132 NEXTT 
134 PR I NT " C CLEAR 3 C DOWN 3 C DOWN)! DOWN)! DOWN 
3 CDOWN] CRIGHT) CRIGHT3CRIQHT) CRIGHT] CR1GH 
T1CR1GHT]CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT]CRIGHT]C YE 
LL0W3SC0RE |CWHITE)”|SC 
13A PRINT” I DOWN) CDOWN] CRIGHT] CRIGHT] CRI6 
HT1CRIGHTICRIGHT]CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT J CR 
IBHT]CRIGHT]Cc A)PRESS Cc 31FIRE Cc A] T 
0 GO AGAIN" 
138 PRINT”CRIGHT)CRIGHT]CRIGHT]CRIGHT)CR 
IGHT]CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT)CRIGHT) 
Cc 7J0R Cc 3] 'O' Ce 73TO OUIT" 
140 FORT-1TO20iGETA*iNEXT 
142 GETA4 : IFPEEK <5A321) -239TPCNCLR sRESTO 
REiPRINT”CCLEAR)”sRUN8 
144 IFA0O"O”THENI42 
14A END 
200 POKE2041 ,2451POKE2042,245 
202 POKE2043,245:POKE2044,241 
204 POKE2045,237 sPOKE204A,237 
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500-514 

600-624 

1000-1006 

1010-1046 
1048 

1049-1056 

Check for a significant colli¬ 

sion 
These lines are oosuBed 
depending on what the joys¬ 

tick input is — from lines 

32-38 
Titles for Level 2 
Screen graphics for Level 2 

Gosub tune and set and 

variables 
Set sprite pointers 

1058-1074 Set up sprites 

1076-1088 Get joystick input 

1090-1092 Check for collisions 
1094-1099 (’heck for end of game 
1200-1210 Move the aliens 

1300-1310 Check for Bruce passing 
right x position and 

pokev+16 with appropriate 

value 
1500-1512 Check for significant colli¬ 

sions with or without the 

sword 
1550 Print score and lives 
1900-1912 Check for collisions if Bruce 

has the sword 
2000-2016 Win message 
2018-2034 Bruce rescues the girl! 

2036-2046 Another go? 
20000 Data for ditty 
30000 Sprite data — RF.Mmed. 

Note: Some lines are the 

same. 

1 Listing (cont) 
206 POKE2047,237 tBS-245 
208 X2-301X3-175 »X4-170(X3-30 
210 POKEV*3,104 iPOKEV*3,104 (P0KEV*9,36 

T(POKEV+39,T(NEXT tPOKEV+39,2 
467 POKEV+21,0 
468 GOSUB490 (RETURN 

214 P0KEV*4|x3sP0KEV*6,X4(6OSUB400 * 470 POKEWA,23(POKEHF* 14,3(POKEHF,SDsRETU 

220 X2-X2+Q1X3-X3-0(X4-X4*01X5-X3*0 (0O8U 490 FORC-54272TO54296lPOKEC,0(NEXT (RETUR 

222 IFX4>2S3THENX4-X4-233:P0KEV*16,(PEEK 500 IF ((COAND33)-331 THENSC-SC* 1000 (POKEV 

224 IFX4<0THENX4—X4*235(POKEV*16 , (PEEK <V 382 * IF((C0AND63)-63!THENSC-SC+1000(POKEV 

226 IFX2<30ORX2>175THENO--Q 

EV*8,X3 

250 POKEV*10,64|P0KEV*16,96(POKEV*11,54 308 GOT060 

234 POKEV*14 ^23(POKEV*13i102 312 IFQ >*THEN0«0*2 

URN 600 POKF2040,234(Tl-Yl-SPiPS-0(RETURN 

HENBS-245 

3*0 A-40iB-400xLF-S4272«POKE5328i,*«T-* RETURN 

304 POKEK,86(POKEK+LF,7 RETURN 

308 POKEK-A,98iPOKEK-A*LF,10 612 POKE2040^231iXl-Xl*SPiYl«Yl-SP(PS-l( 

312 POKEK^A*B,226lPOkEK>A*LF4*,10 614 POKE2040,231IX1-X1*SP(Y1-Y1+SP(P8-1t 

316 NEXT 616 IFSP-7THENSP—15(GOSUB100(RETURN 

320 POKE! ,86(POKEK*LF , 7 62* i FPS" 1 THCNPOICC2*4*723* tRETURN 

324 POKEK-A ,98 iPOKEK:-A^LF , 10 624 RE 1 URN 

3-50 V-33248iPOKEV*21,0iPOKEV+33,14 _ ,21G 

333 POKEV* 1 ,0 (POKEV*3 ,0 (P0KEV*3 ,0 WN 3 C DOMN ] C DOWN J t DOMN 3 C DOWN 3 C RI GMT 3 C RI GHT 

336 P0KEV*28 ,*7 IpOKEV*23 ^7 tP0KEV*29 ,’7 HT]LEVEL 2- 

360 POKE2040 ] 238^1 POKE2041 ,239 iPWE2042,2 IGHTMRIGHTURI6HT3CRIGHTHRIBHTJCc 63L1 

362 FORT-0TO200(GOSUB410 1**6 FORT- 1TO2®*0 iNEXT 

366 NEXT(RETURN 0« (POKEWA,21 (POKEHF* 14,20 

382 C3—PEEK(V*411 (C4-PEEK (V*37! 3 
384 C5—PEEK(V*381 
386 FORT-0TO40|P0KEV*38,TiPOKEV*37,T*5 1016 FORT—1103TO19838TEP40 tW—W-3(GOSUB41 
388 QOSUB410(FORD—1TO100(NEXT (NEXT 
390 POKEV*39,ClsPOKEV*40,C2 1*18 POKET,243iPOKET♦LF ,2 iNEXT 
392 POKEV+41,C3(POKEV+37,C4 
394 P0KEV+38.C5 1022 POKET,242(POKET+LF,2(NEXT 
396 RETURN 
400 VO-34296(AT-54277(SU-34278 1026 POKET,241(POKET+LF,2(NEXT” 
402 WA-34276«HF—54273iLF-34272 
404 POKEAT,32(POKESU,233(POKEVO,13 0SUB413 
406 POKEWA ,23 (POKEHF+14 ,5 (RETURN 
410 POKEHF.TiRETURN 0SU8415 

429 REHMM4PLAYB TUNE OSUB413 

432 POKELF+3,9 (POKEWA ,63 (POKEVO, 13 (RESTO OSUB413 

434 RE ADA 11F A— l TKCNRE TURN 1038 FORD—1T04 (F0RT-BT0B+4 (W—W*2 (GOSU841 

438 GOT0434 1040 POKET,06(POKET*LF,7 

440 GOSUB404 1044 POKET+401119(POKET+40+LF * 10 
442 POKEVO, 143 (POKEHF+l4 ,20 
444 FORT-0TO200QTEP2 (POKEHF ,T (NEXT 1048 GOSUB490(GOSUB400(GOSUB430(SW—0(Z—0 

449 R£H*t**»L0S£ LIFE 1049 GOSUB13301IFFL-0THENI20 
430 GOSUB404 
452 POKEVO.143(POKEHF+14,20 1052 POKE2042 ^241(POKE2043 ^241(POKEV+43, 
434 FORT—200TO0STEP—2 (POKEHF ,T (PO<EV*39, 
T (NEXT (P0KEV*39,2 1034 POKE2044 ,236 IPOKE2043,236 
456 FORT-Y1TO230STEP .5lP0KEV*l ,T (POKEHF , 
T (POKEV*39,T (NEXT tPOKEV*39,2 1038 T1-218(T2—601Y3-210(X1-248 

I860 POKEV+2 ,88(POKEV+4,168 (POKEV+6,248 437 POKEV+21,0 
438 GOSUB490 (RETURN 1062 POKEV+8 ,30 (POKEV+9 ,90 (HSB—0 
459 REM till(LOSE LIFE LEVEL 2 
460 GOSUB404 1066 POKEV* 12! 126(POKEV* 13,186(POKEV* 14 , 
462 POKEVO, 143 (POKEHF+14 ,20 
464 FORT-200TO0STEP-2(POKEHF,T(POKEV+39, 1068 POKEV*13,68(POKEV*16,144(0—3(POKEV* 

466 FORT-Y 1T0218STEP.5 (POKEV* 1 ,T iPOKEHF , 1070 GOSUB1200(GOSUB 1308(POKEV*1,Y1 (POKE 

v,xt 
1072 POKEV+3 (Y2 (POKEV+3, Y3 
1074 PaKEV+7,Y2iPOKEV*3®,8lPOKEV*31 ,0 
1076 JS-PEEK(56321) 
1078 IFJS-247TMEN8OSUB610 
1080 1F JS- 231T HENGOSUB604 
1082 IFJS-2S4THENGOSUB600 
1084 IFJS-233THENGOSUB602 
1066 IF JB-239AHDSP-2THEN8P-10 (PRINT" CHON 
£ 3 [DOWN] t DOWN] [ DOWN3C DOWN] [RIGHT] [RIGHT 3 
(c 33HIGH"(GOTO1090 
1088 IFJS-239ANDSP-18T1CNSP-2(PRINT"[H0H 
E31 DOWN! C DOWN! CDOWN3CDOWN3 [RIGHT 3 [RIGHT] 
tc 63NORH" 
1090 CO-PEEK <V*30> I GOT 01500 
1092 IF(PEEK<V*31)AND1)-1THENGOSUB460iFL 
•FL-1I0OTO1048 
1094 1F2-3ANDDA-3THENPRINT"[CLEAR3“ sPOKE 
V+21 ,0(POKEHF,0iPOKEl**14,0aGOTO2000 
1099 GOTO1070 
1200 Y2-Y2*O(Y3»T3-O|POKEV*40,Y2(POKEV*4 
1 ,Y3tPOK£V*42,Y2 
1202 IFY27210TMENY2-210IY3-60I0—O 
1204 IFT2<60THENY2—60(Y3—210(0—-O 
1206 SD»BS-240(GOSUB470(BS-BS*I i!FBS=248 
THENBS-243 
1210 RETURN 
1300 IFMSB—0ANDX1 7233THENX1-X 1-235 iPOKEV 
♦16,<PEEK<V*161*l>(NSB-1iRETURN 
1302 IFMSB-1ANDX1<0THENX1-X1*253(POKEV*1 
6,(PEEK<V*161-11(MSB—0iRETURN 
1310 RETURN 
1300 IF ( (COAND33! —33) TMENSC-SC* 1000 (POKE 
V*21 , (PEEK<V*21>-321(Z-Z*l100T01S12 
1501 IF < (COANO171 — 171 THENSC-SC+1000 (POKE 
V*21,(PEEK<V*211-161lZ-Z*lS80T01312 
1502 IF(<COAND65)-63)THENSC—SC +1000(POKE 
V*21,(PEEK(V+211—641|Z-Z*1|Q0T01S12 
1504 IF ( (COAND1291-1291 THENSC-SC* 1000 (PO 
KEV+21 , (PEEK (V+211—128! |SW-1 (O0T01312 
1506 IF< <COANDll-l>ANDSW=0THEfFL=FL-l (GO 
SUB460IQOTO1048 
1508 IF ( (COAND1) — 1) ANDSW-1THENGOBUB1900 i 
GOSUB1330 
1310 GOTO1092 
1512 GOSUB440(POKEV+30,0(POKEV+31 ,0iGOSU 
B1330(GOTOl092 
1350 PRINT"[HONE 3[RI0HT3[RIGHT3CRIGHT3CR 
18HT 3 [ RIGHT 3 [ RIOHT 3 [ Y ELL ON 3 SCORE 1 [ WHITE 3 
“|SC,"[YELLOW3LIVES 1[WHITE 3"»FLiRETURN 
1900 IF ( (COAND3) -31 THENDS-2041 sDA—DA-1 
1902 IF((COAND3)-31THENDS-2042tDA-DA*1 
1904 IF((C0AND91—91THENDS-2043 t DA-DA-1 
1906 K-24B i GOSUB4001SC-SC-1000 
1908 POKEDS ,K |K-K*l ■ IFK-253THENRETURN 
1910 FORT-1TO50IGOSUB4101NEXT 
1912 GOTO1908 
2000 PRINT-ICLEAR]-(PRINT-tDOWN](RIGHT3C 
RIGHT3[RIGHT 3[RIGHT 3[RIGHT 3[RIGHT 3(RIGHT 
](RIQHT][R1GHT][RIGHT3(RIGHT][YELLON]SCO 
RE|[MH1TE3")8C 
2002 FORT-1T03 
2004 PR I NT " ( HOME 3 ( DOWN 3 ( DOWN 3 [ DOWN 3 [ DOWN 
](DOWN 3[DOMN3(DOWN][DOWN][DOWN 3[RIGHT 3[R 
IGHT3(R1GHT3(RIGHT3(RIGHT][RIGHT][RIGHT] 
[RIGHT 3[RI GMT 3(RIGHT 3[RIGHT 3[WHITE 3CONOR 
ATULATIONS 
2006 F0RD=1 TO300SNEXTD 
2006 PR I NT "(HOME 3 [DOWN 3 (DOWN 3 [DOWN 3 (DOWN 
3 [ DOWN 3 ( DOWN 3 [ DOWN 3 [ DOWN 3 ( DOWN 3 [ RI GHT 3 ( R 
IGHT 3 (RIGHT 1 [RIGHT] [RIGHT 3 [RIGHT 3 (RIGHT 3 
CRIGHT3(RIGHT 3[RIGHT 3[RIGHT] 

2010 FORD-1TO380 tNEXTD,T 
2012 PR I NT “(CLEAR 3 [HOME 3 [DOWN] [DOWN 3 (DOW 
N)[DOWN][RIGHT][RIGHT]!YELLOW3NOW [WHITE 
3BRUCEI YELLOW] CAN RESCUE HIS GIRL 
2014 FORT-1TO1000(NEXT 
2016 PRINT“[CLEAR]* 
2018 POKEV,8(POKEV*1,0 
2020 POKE2040 ,233 (POKE2041 ,244(P0KE2842, 
242 
2022 POKEV-2,50 lPOKEV-3 ,200 
2024 POKEV+4 ,30 (POKEV+3,210(POKEV+23 ,2 
2026 POKEV* 21 ,71 POKEV ,1301GOSUB400 
2028 FORT—1T02101POKEV*1,T(GOSUB410iNEXT 
(POKE2040,233 
2030 FORT-130TO60STEP-1(POKEV,T(GOSUB410 
(NEXT 
2032 POKEV+21 ,3(GOSUB490 
2034 GOSUB400 (GOSUB430 (GOSUB490 
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ARDWARE PRO-TEST: ENTERPRISE 

A year after its initial ‘launch* 
the Enterprise micro is at last 
ready to hit the streets. Stuart 
Cooke finds out how ready tt 
is to face the final frontier. 

LATE 
STARTER 

A company called Elan originally 
launched the Enterprise in 1983. 
At the time it wus thought to be 

the greatest thing to happen to home 
computing since the invention of the 
microchip. Unfortunately, the machine 
didn’t materialise when promised and 
only now, after the company has 
changed its name three times and the 
projected price of the computer been 
increased, is it set to materialise in high 
street shops. 

At the original price of £199 the 
Enterprise completely wiped the opposi¬ 
tion away. However, now that most 
other manufacturers have lowered their 
prices, the shouts of joy from eager 
customers and praise from the computer 
press have been replaced by a sullen 
silence and the odd comment of'Why are 
we still waiting?’ 

First impressions 
Well, it’s certainly different. With its 
hlack case, red, green and blue keys and 
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extremely futuristic styling the Enter- area above the keys for an overlay, 
prise looks as though it ought to be under Unfortunately, the overlay supplied 

the control ofa Wookieon the flight deck with the machine only has two of the 

of the Millenium Falcon rather than on functions on each key marked as there 
the dining table of a computer buff simply isn’t enough room for the others. 

One of the first things you not ice about Moving around the rear of the 
this machine is the built-in joystick that machine reveals the sockets that con- 

is situated at the right-hand side of the nect to the outside world and none of 
keyboard. It’s a pity that more machines them are standard. Obviously, if you 

don’t have this feature as it certainly is a want to cut down thecost ofa product you 
great plus. Games programs can make cutdownonthenumberofsocketsonthe 

use of it without having to give a rear Sinclair did this by making the 

keyboard option, business and profes- Spectrum’s connector the edge of the 
sional programs can use it to move the circuit board Enterprise has adopted 
cursor around the screen. It simply the same method. Numerous sockets are 

makes life much easier available at the rear but these are all 

Eight function keysaresituatedat the edge connectors, 
topoft he keyboard. This may not seem to Sockets are provided for two control- 
bo many but when you realise that they lers (joysticks?), printer and video The 

can he used together with the Shift, cassette sockets are of the 3.5mm type 
Control and Alt keys, there ure actually found on personal stereos. If you connect 

32 available. The only problem with this 
is remembering which key is assigned to 

which function. 
To make like a little eusier there is un 

SIXTY FOUR 

FUNCTION 6 FUNCTION 7 FUNCTION 8 HOLD STOP 

ENTERPRISE 
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IWlARDWARE PRO-TEST: ENTERPRISE 

The Bask plugs in to the cartridge slot. The second 
connector is the expansion bus where the 
peripherals plug in. 

much criticised keyboard on the Sinclair 
QL. Unlike the QL keyboard, this one is 
actually quite good to use, even if the 
first touch does make you cringe. 
Though the keys have a spongy feel, 
there is an option to have a click sound 
eminate from the built-in loud speaker 
(and headphones if connected) so that 
you can tell when you have pressed a 

key. This facility makes it much easier to 
touch type. 

The joystick to the right of the 
keyboard works on the same membrane 
principle as the keyboard. When you 
move the joystick to the left it pushes 
down on the rubber mat. However, the 
joystick has no feel to it and is rather 
reminiscent of the old Atari type, the 
ones you couldn’t tell if you had made a 
contact with. But with this model, 

whenever you move the joystick a click 
emanates from the speaker. 

First impression of the Basic is that it 
is extremely long-winded. Most versions 
of Basic now use abbreviations for their 
command words. Enterprise, however, 
has gone back a few years and just as 
with Cobol, everything has to be typed 

out in full — cls has been replaced with 
clear screen. This does have one good 
thing going for it — programs are 
extremely readable. There is no mention 

of abbreviations in the manual. Even the 

Instead this information is buried with¬ 
in the text. 

Anyone who wishes to use the Enter¬ 
prise with machine code can simply 
forget it. A grand total of three pages is 
given over to this subject and all this 
does is explain how to reserve memory 
for your program and how to call your 

routine. No doubt some bright spark wil 1 
make quite a bit of money by producing a 

beginner’s guide to machine code on the 
Enterprise. To be a little fairer to 
Enterprise, there is a section at the back 
of the book that lists all the available 
commands and their functions. If you 
can already program on another compu¬ 
ter it is probably advisable to read this 
section rather than the front of the 
manual, only moving further back if 
something is not clear. 

Fora machine that has a large array of 
connectors there is one great omission 
a description of the connectors Nowhere 

in the manual could I find how to connect 
a printer, external joystick or monitor. 

Nice one Enterprise, everyone will have 
to buy their leads from you. 

A word processor is supplied on ROM 
and a chapter is included which explains 

its functions. The following chapter 
describes the function keys that can be 
used with it. But if you aren’t given the 
pin out for the printer connector, what 

ours on the machine. Obviously it is not 

possible to get every colour totally 
different and most of them are simply 
different shades of blue, red etc. This is 
extremely useful when producing games 
and pictures because by using the 
shading carefully you can create the 
illusion of depth. 

A demonstration cassette is supplied 
with the machine and this will probably 
be the first thing that new ow ners look 

at. According to the description there 
should have been numerous sound, 
graphic and program examples on it. In 

fact I could only load a couple of the 
programs and the only way I could hear 
anything on the second side of the 
cassette was to replace the cassette in my 
hi-fi and then turn the volume up full. 

Somewhere along the line something 
went wrong with the duplication. How 
many people are going to get duff tapes 
this year? 

My first reaction to the non¬ 
functioning cassette was to assume that 
it was caused by a bad cassette interface. 
Saving and loading my own programs on 

to cassette soon proved this to be untrue 
as it worked very well. One extremely 

nice touch is the level meter which 
appears at the top of the screen when 
loading. This consists of a green and red 
block. When the green block is lit the 

■425 your headphones or hi-fi to the one 
marked out’ the sound from the Enter¬ 
prise will be replayed in glorious stereo. 

Both the left and right-hand sides of 

the machine have connectors. On the 
right is the expansion bus which will be 
used to connect the Enterprise to disk 
drives, etc when they appear. J udging by 
the amount of time it took for the 
machine to make an appearance we 
could be waiting a very long time. 
Around the left-hand side ofthe machine 
is the cartridge slot. The machine has no 
Basic built in and a cartridge is supplied 

for insertion into this socket. When (or if) 

any other languages become available 
you will be able to insert them instead of 
the Basic, thereby saving valuable 
RAM. 

Examining the keyboard more closely 
shows it is exactly the same type as the 

Commodore and BBC whose Basics 

aren’t anywhere near as long-winded 
allow abbreviations of the keywords to 

be entered, so why not the Enterprise? 

Documentation 
This certainly falls a long way short of 
perfection. A quick glance through the 
229 pages is enough to put even the most 
hardened computer buff off using it. My 
feeling is that it is written for people 
with a master’s degrees in astro physics 
rather than a computer novice. 

Yes, the manual does attempt to teach 

you how to use the machine, it just 
doesn’t do it very well. The information 
is in there somewhere but finding it is 
another matter. For example, the sec¬ 
tion that deals with graphics could do 
with a table that tells you the number of 
colours and the resolution of each mode. 

are you going to use the word processor 
for? 

-For a start, the power supply produces a 

very loud buzzing sound. I can only hope 
that this was the transformer supplied 
with my machine and is not going to be a 
common problem. 

Power up greets you with the name 
Enterprise flashing in multi-colour 

characters on the screen. Unfortunate¬ 
ly, on my Fidelity portable TV which 
works perfectly well with every other 
computer the colour promptly dis¬ 
appeared never to return. The TV still 
works with other computers in colour. A 
second TV proved to work perfectly with 

the computer and the picture and colours 
are extremely clear. 

Enterprise boasts 256 different col- 
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All of the sockets hove more standard connectors and 

load is going okay, if the red block is lit 
your cassette volume needs to be ad¬ 
justed. The manual says that an occa¬ 
sional flash of the red bar is all right; in 
fact I found this to be the best level for 

loading programs. 
One feature that has been hyped up 

about the Enterprise is the provision of 
no fewer than four sound voices and a 

stereo sound facility. I was surprised to 
find that no sound is output through the 
TV speaker, instead a speaker is built 

into the machine. This gives a sound 
quality more reminiscent of the beeper 
on the Spectrum than a four channel 

synthesizer. 
The only way to get decent sound out of 

it is to plug the output into your hi-fi. 
Here, again, I got into problems. The 

stereo sound output is present on the 
cassette output socket. This means that 
if you wish to save programs and listen to 

the sound you will have to keep swap¬ 
ping the plugs at the rear of the machine. 

Unlike some other versions of Basic 
the one on the Enterprise does have 
commands to control sound output from 

the machine. As previously mentioned, 
the Basic is long-winded and the sound 

statement takes the form: 
SOUND PITCH no., LEFT leftvol,RIGHT 
rightvol,duration length, envelope 

number, source voiceno, sync voice 
Though it would have made more sense 
if it could be abbreviated, it does make a 
change to have a Basic that gives a 
statement for all available functions 

without having to rely on pokes. 
Commands to control the graphics are 

also in abundance. There are separate 
commands for setting the graphics 

mode, choosing the colours you wish to 
use and plotting a range of different 
shapes. Logo style commands are pre¬ 
sent for those wanting to draw lines. 
These are plot angle, plot forward, 
plot back, plot right and plot left. 

These are extremely useful for drawing 
axes and graphs, plot palnt is used to fill 
in areas of the screen while the RGB 
commands allow you to select which 
quantities of red, green and blue a 
specific colour number is going to be 
made of. This command has strange 
parameters as full red, green and blue is 
RGB (1,1,1) and if you want to use any 
less the numbers should be less than one. 

Surely it would have been easier to work 
in hundreds so that you could build up a 
colour of say 30 per cent red, 30 per cent 

no pin out It given in tk« annual. 

green and 40 per cent blue. 
Probably the greatest omission on the 

graphics side of the machine is sprites. A 
machine with such stunning graphic 
facilities should have come with at least 
eight sprites to make games program¬ 

ming much easier. 

The Enterprise is actually a nice 

machine for programming on. Line 
syntax is checked whenever a key is 
pressed so you don’t have to wait until a 
program is run before you find you’ve 
made an error. Correction of a line is 
made very simple by the inclusion of a 
full screen editor under control of the 
joystick. If an error is present on a line 

you simply zip the cursor up to the 
offending error, insert or delete using 

the keys to the top right of the keyboard 
and then hit Return. Unfortunately, you 
have to press Return to correct the line 

and if you don’t the changes will not be 
made. If the corrections were made to the 

line stored in memory while you were 
editing, it would be a lot easier to use. It 
is quite easy to forget to press the Return 
key if you are correcting a number of 

lines. 
The joystick is also used for editing a 

document when you enter the word 
processor. Entry to this is made by 
typing the word text, but this erases any 
programs that are held in memory. On 
entry the word processor is in 40-column 
mode. This iseasy to read and is probably 
the only way to use the program on a TV 
set. One of the function keys will switch 

the program into 80-column mode. This 
isn’t very clear on a TV but no doubt will 
be readable on a monitor. 

Most of the functions that you would 
expect from a basic word processor are 
there. Nearly all of the commands are 
available from the function keys. To 
make life easier for you the names of the 
commands given to each key are at the 

top and bottom of the screen. Once you 

get used to using the word processor you 
can remove these so that you can see 

more text. 
There are a couple of major gripes 

about the program. The first may seem a 

little trivial but is actually most impor¬ 
tant when producing documents—there 

is no provision for putting headers and 
footers on each page of printed text. The 
second problem concerns switching be¬ 
tween 40 and 80 columns of text. Since it 
is hard to read 40 columns on a TV set it 

would make sense to input the text in 40 
columns and then switch to 80 columns 
so that you could see what your docu¬ 

ment would look like on paper. UnfoHu- 
nately switching between display modes 

erases all of the stored text. 
One area where the Enterprise wins 

over some of its competitors is its 
structured programming statements. 
These include procedures, if. . .then. .. 

ei.se loops, etc. They are a great plus for 
anyone who would like to move up to a 
higher level language at a later date 
and, together with the very long Basic 
statements, should make a program as 

easy to understand and follow. 

Verdict 
A year ago the Enterprise would have 
stood out as a market leader. Today, with 
Sinclair, Acorn and Commodore and 
perhaps MSX all becoming household 
names, it will probably have a much 
harder time making an impact. Even so 

it’s not a bad machine. The Basic, for all 
its length, is extremely good and should 
prove easy to use especially for the 

beginner. 
However, if the Enterprise is going to be 
a first computer I would wait until 
someone produced a beginner’s intro¬ 
duction, which no doubt they will. I don’t 

think I’d save up to treat myself to an 
Enterprise, but if I had the spare cash it 
would be well worth considering. |T 

£249.95 

Z80 
64K 
32K 

Cassette 
Max text 84 x 56, max graphics 672x512, number of 

colours 256 
2 controllers, printer, video, cassette, cartridge 
69 keys plus joystick 

Retail 
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In your job, businoss or profession 

GET THINGS 

... with the Philips portable 
computer P2000 C. 
In 16 bit and 8. 
With all the RAM you want - 64K to 512K 
with 32K separate for the video. And disk 
capacity - up to 2x 640K floppies and a 
hard disk, built-in if you prefer 

CP/M, p-System and in the 16-bit version 
MS-DOS provide software for every busi¬ 
ness task and for many lines of business. 
And practically all the interfaces you need: 
serial printer, external floppy drives, slave 
monitor, data communication, hard disk. 
IEC/IEEE. 

The 9* screen is glare-free. You have high- 
resolution graphics. The keyboard is low- 
profile. 

And see what comes bundled at these 
prices: 

C 1.990,- for the P2009/16 - 16 bit. 352K RAM. lx 
64OK floppy. MS-DOS 2.11.. CP/M 2.2. Built-ai 10 MB 
hard disk possible Also runs 8 bit software 

C1.690.- lor the P2012 - 8 bit, 96K RAM. 2x 640K flop¬ 
pies and CP/M 22.. TTY. WordStar. CalcStar. MBASlC. 
Business Graphics and SAGE "Try-before-you-buy" 
Accounts Packages 

£ 1.560,- for the P2009 - 8 bit. 96K RAM, lx 640K 
floppy, and CP/M 2.2., TTY. WordStar, CalcStar. 
MBASlC Built-in to MB hard disk possible 

£ 995.- for the P2010 - 8 bit. 96K RAM. 2x 160K flop¬ 
pies and CP/M 2 2 . TTY WordStar. CalcStar, MBASlC 
and SAGE Try-before-you-buy* Accounts Packages. 

• CP/M ts a trademark of Digital Research Inc. 
WordStar and CalcSlar are trademarks of MicroPro Inf Corp 
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Inc 
p-Syslem is a trademark of Softech Micro-Systems Inc 
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UTPUT: ORIC/ATMOS 

PAINT BY NUMBERS 

Oric 1 and Atmos micros have two 
modes of screen display, a text 

mode of 40 columns by 28 lines and 
a high-resolution mode (HIRES). This 

high-resolution display allows access to 
48,000 pixels, 240 pixels by 200 pixels, 
with each pixel individually address¬ 
able from Basic. In addition, a text 

window of 40 columns by three lines is 
displayed at the bottom. 

This respectable resolution is well 

supported by a comprehensive list of 
Basic commands. However, there is one 
function missing, a paint command. 
This article attempts to fill that gap by 

supplying a machine code routine that 
will paint an enclosed shape in the 
foreground colour. 

First, the high-resolution cursor is 
positioned within the shape to be 
painted using the curset command in 
Oric’s Basic. The routine then interro¬ 
gates each pixel to the left of the cursor 

position until the shape boundary is 
reached, colouring each pixel with the 
foreground colour as it moves. The 

exercise is repeated for each pixel to the 
right of the cursor position until the 
right hand boundary iB reached. 

One line of the shape has now been 

painted with the foreground colour. This 
process is repeated until the whole shape 
is coloured. 

Routine creation 
Listing 1 is the Basic loader to create the 

machine code. Type this in and save it on 
cassette. Once saved, you can run the 
program. 

The first screen asks for the start 
address for the routine. An address for 

Listing 1 
1 CLS 
2 PAPCR0:INK3 
3 POKE£26A.2 4 P»IN~ 
9 ®PIWTW'«)CM»*«n#)**PAINT ROUT INC PO 
» ORIC 1" 
A RR1NTCRC»•!CMRR<13SI♦•RAINT ROUT INC 
R ORIC 1- 
7 PRINTtPRINT 
9 PRINTCPc miCMRtl I 39) ♦ -AND ORIC ATNOS * 
• PRINTSPCI13>CHRP(130*’ANC ORIC ATNOS" 
10 PLOT4.20,'Soggaat 30^23 lor 48k And S 

13 PRINT:PR INT;PRINT;PR INT 

IS PRINT-o4 rout1INPUT - •lAOOR 
14 CMCCK-0 17 WAITS® 
IP CLS 
IP PLOT*.10.-PROGRAM BEING CREATED -PLEA 

21 READ CODER 
22 CODE-VAL<•£•♦CODER) 
23 POPE ADD*•LOOP,CODE 
24 CHECK*CHECK^COD€ 
23 NEXT 
26 DONE ADDR*R,ADDR 
77 DOKE ADDR*30,ADDR *87 
28 DOKE ADDReAV,ADDR^02 
2R IP CHECK< >17000 THEN 200ELSE CLS:END 
30 PRtNT-Vour v«r«ion o« t*a PAINT routi 

31 PRINT-*©* baan craatad. It 1R »U99««t 

32 PR INT•you SAVE tha routine belor» run 
ntn?.• 
33 PR I NT : PR f NT : PR I NT 
34 PRINT-To SAVE Rt 1200 baud typaJ-'JPR 

T9 PRINT- "CMRR<i331 I *CSAVE -|CMRR<34>|- 
PAINT-|CMRR<34l| - ,A*|ADDR*,E-ADDR«106 
36 PRINTIPRINTIPRINT 
32 PRINT-To SAVE Rt 300 baud typa: -•:PR I 
NT 
30 PRINT- -CHRR4133>|-CSAVE -|CHRR<34I»- 
PAINT•|CHRR c 34 * I -,SA"IADDR*,C*ADDR^106 
30 print:prxnt:print 
40 PRINT-To USE tha routlnt typa:-a:PRIN 

41 PRINT- -CMROf134)|-CALL*IADDR*6!PRINT 
42 PRINT-Plaaaa road tha Instruction* 4 1 

43 END 
100 DATA 20,10,08,04,02,01 
101 DATA A6.0E.BD.A8,61.83.30.AS,10,09.3 

0.AS.11.99.36.A0 
102 DATA 00,01,30,25,30,00. 14,10,AS, 10,6 
0,20,03,30,AS,11 
103 DATA 69,00,85,3A,01,30.25,30,P0,14,6 
0.20,00,00,30,AS 
104 DATA 39.E9,20,83.39.A3.3A.£9.00,85,3 
A,10.90,03,20,00 
105 DATA 00. 10,A3,39,69,28,05.39,A3.3A,6 
0.00.05,3A.10,00 
106 DATA D3. A3, 38,03,33. A3, 39.09, 30. A3, 3 
A.89,37,01,36.23 
107 DATA 35.00,21,01,36,05,33,91.36.96,3 
5,A3,33,C9,21.90 
100 DATA EC,A5,36,E9,01,O9,36,A3,37,E9.0 
0,03,37,A9,01,03 
109 DATA 33.10,90,D9.A3,30,83,33,AS,39,0 
3.36.A3.3A.03.37 
110 DATA 46.33,00.11,10,A5,36,69,91,05,3 
6,65.37,69,00,83 
111 DATA 37,69,20,89,33,81,36,23.33,00.0 
9,01,36,09,33,91 
112 DATA 36.18,90,DC,60 
200 CLS 
201 PLOT2,3,*An trror hat occurred.* 
202 PRINT 
203 PRINT 
204 PRINT -Plaaaa chack tha program agai 
not tha listing auppliad.” 
203 PRINT 
206 PRINT 
207 PRINT"Pratt any hay to llat DATA tta 

200 OCTAR 
209 POKE £26A,3 
210 LIST 100-112 

33 V 30 
230 REN lor £ typa hash 

Listing 2 

3 HINEM£1000 
19 HIRES 
20 INK3 
30 CURSET45.100,0 
40 CIRCLE30,1 
50 CIRCLE 13,1 
60 CURMOV30,30,0 
70 DRAW60.0,1:DRAW0,-60, 1:DRAW-60, 0,1:DR 
AW0.60.1 
80 CURHOV00.0,1 
90 DRAW60.0,1:DRAW-30.-32,1:DRAW-30,32,1 
100 REPEAT 
110 READX.Y 
130 UNTILX-203 
140 DATA64,90,26,90,45,80,43,119,124,99, 
196,117,203.09 
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L 
Listing 3 

150 GOSUB500 '' ’ r | 
160 END 

500 X-120!Y«100:P0KE775,15 

510 REPEAT 

320 CURSETX-2,Y-3,3 

530 CHAR43,0,2 

540 GETA*:A-ASC(A*>-7 

345 IFA*=" *THENPRINT"CURSET"X","Y",0" 

330 ONAGOSUB600,700,800,900 

360 CHAR43,0,2 

570 UNTILA*=CHR*(13) 

580 P0KE775,39 

590 RETURN 

600 X-X-l:IFX<3THENX«3 

610 RETURN 

700 X-X+l:IFX>256THENX=256 

710 RETURN 

800 Y*Y+1: IFY >193THENY =195 

810 RETURN 

900 Y-Y-l *. IFY< 4THENY = 4 

910 RETURN 

1 _ 

Listing 4 
60 HIRES 

70 PAPER4IINK2 

80 POKE£26A,10 

150 CURSET119,40,3 

160 REPEAT 

1^0 READ A,P 

190 DRAWA,B,1 

200 UNTIL. A = - . 1 

210 DATA1 ,■*, -P ,5,3,2,-5,4,5,1,6,-4,12,5, 

-6,14,-7,3,5,0,-6,5,1,2,6,-2,8,7 

220 DATA4.16,5,2,II,13,-1,2,-8,-3,8,7,-2 

,7,2,1,2,-3,9,1,1,9,-12,16,1,2,1,-2 

230 DATA3,2,3.-2.3,2,-8,8,-2,-2,-4,4,-6, 

-3,-11,1,-l1,3,-4,-3,-3,3,1,3,-7,1 

240 DATA-3,-2,-7,4,-1,2,-3,1,-1,-2,-3,1, 

-l,-3,6,-2,1,-3,4,-1,3,-7,3,-2,9,-1 

230 DATA5,-7, -9,3,-6,-4,-2,2,-1,-2,-3,-2 

,-7,4,-2,-4,2,-2,13,-7,1,-10,-5,1 

260 DATA0,-3,3,-5, 10,-1,1,-3,-2,-2,3,-4, 

-4,1,-4,-9,4,-6,-7,3,-3,1,-1,2 

770 DATA-3,-2,-3,l,-1,-4,5,-7,-1,-7,-1,- 

3,3,-1,-2,-3,-4,3,-2,-2,-1,-4,-2,0 

280 DATA-3,11,-3,2,2,-8,2,-9,5,-1,1,-2,- 

3,1,-4,-3,4,-1,-1,-3,3,-1,1,-5 

290 DATA-3,-1,1,-4,6,-2,-1,-4,4,1,1,-3,5 

,-2,3,2,8,-3,3,4,-.1,0 

300 REPEAT 

305 READZX,2Y 

310 CUPSETZX,ZY,0!CALL<< ROUTINE ADDRESS > 

> 

320 UNTILZX»96ANDZY=171 

330 DATA 104,50, 102,101,103,39,116,39,120 

,57,97,43,94,76,87,73,86,78,85,82,96 

340 DATA101,102,101,127,138,156,134,160, 

158,124,84.91,63,113,111,131,120,135 

330 DATA137,135,163,149,165,122,167,107, 

167,93,174,92,150,103,150,111,130 

360 DATA92,66, 102, 130,96, 171_ 

both the 48K and 16K tiodels has been 

suggested which will place the code at 
the top of user RAM when in wires mode 

It is possible, howewr. to use any 
address in RAM as long as it isn’t 

overwritten by other functions. 
Enter the address and press Return. 

The program will now create the 

machine code routine. 
When the code has been created the 

program will terminate, displaying both 

the slow and fast speed instructions to 

save the routine. Also displayed is the 

call address to allow use of the 
routine. Make a note of this information 

and save the machine code. 

In use 
Type in Listing 2 and run it. The 
program will draw a circle, a square and 
a triangle in high-resolution mode. Note 
that the dots in each shape show where 

the cursor is positioned before the 

routine is called. 
To paint the square type: 

curset i 24,99,o: call <routi ne address> 
Both instructions must be on the same 

line. Now paint the circle using: 
curset 45,«o,o:call <routine address> 

The other circle is only partially pairtted 
because the inner circle forms an 
obstruction to the routine and creates a 

shadow. 
To get around this problem it is 

necessary to paint the object from more 

than one cursor position: 
CURSET 4S, l i»,o: CALL <routine address> 

curset 26,9B,o: call < routine address> 
curset 64,as,o: call < routine address> 

To paint in the triangle use: 
CURSET 196,117,0: call Croutine 

address> 
This demonstrates the other consid¬ 

eration of the routine. It will only paint’ 
until it finds a boundary line immediate¬ 
ly above or below the cursor position. So 

take care when you choose the position. 
To complete the rest of the triangle 

type: 
curset 206,89,o: call croutine address > 

Routine aids 
The program in Listing 3 assists in 
locating the cursor position within an 

object. Append this to Listing 2 and run. 
The cursor will appear as a cross in the 

middle of the screen. Using the cursor 
keys, position the centre of the cross at 

the required location and press the 

Space key. 
The curset instruction to obtain this 

position will now be displayed at the 

bottom of the screen. 
If a printer is attached to your 

machine, changing the print statement 

in line 545 to an lprint will cause the 
curset instruction to be printed. 

To obtain a demonstration, type in 

Listing 4, entering your own routine 

address in line 310. 
Save this to cassette. With the 

machine code routine loaded, run this 

program to see an example of the full 

capabilities of the routine. F! 
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The current paucity of Beeb 
adventures is due to a delusion 
suffered by software houses 
that the programs must have 
graphics, which the machine’s 
memory won’t stretch to. Luck¬ 
ily, these three games prove 
words can be more evocative 
them pictures. 

Horror house 
In Castle Dracula it appears 
Transylvania is still not safe 
and it's up to you to enter the 
castle and serve the Count a 
lightly grilled stake. The story¬ 
line creaks like an old stai rcase, 
but the humour remedies that: 
not by accident is the empty 
bottle in the maid’s room, and 
guess why they call it a Whine 
Cellar? And how did Nicholas 
Parsons get in here? 

I was never quite sure what 
was going to happen next. At 
one point a suit of armour 
blocks your progress — after 
much fetching, carrying and 
experimenting I moved it; un¬ 
fortunately it then began to 
clank resolutely after me. Then 
another wretched creature 
joined in, throwing things at 

Later 1 made it to the safety of 
the kitchens, where I spotted 
some garlic. Even experienced 
adventurers know about such 
things. Hang on, what’s this? 
The smell’s too much for me and 
I’m undead! ’Pangs for playing.’ 

With a well-designed screen 
layout, and quick responses, 
Castle Dracula shows a nice 1 ine 
in horror — and that’s only the 
jokes. 

Wish upon a star 
The best of the trio is Acorn- 
soft’s The Seventh Star. I began 
by the wreckage of a spacecraft, 
from where with just a bucket, 
crowbar and a micro I hoped to 
return to Earth. Heading north 
I was soon outside a large city, 
where a sentry asked my name. 
Playing safe I said Tony Bridge, 
but the sentry let me through 
anyway and gave me a number. 
1 then arrived at a marketplace, 
where the BBC’s sound was 
effectively used to create the 
impression of a bustling alien 
population. 

With one or two items I’d 
collected on the way I obtained a 
large wad of money, and then I 
found a gadget shop where I 
could choose from three items 

IN A BBC 
CON-TEXT 

Owe picture may be worth a 1,000 words, btrt these text-only adventures for the 
_B—b prove that words cm rtW pack « pwcfc, says Mike Gerrard._ 

on display: a new battery pack, Tpr^P law There’s little sense of atmos- 
an electronic scanner and a 1 phere: the fairground, for ex¬ 
briefcase. Feeling I was sure to I-ast and least of the three is ample, seems to exist simply 
need all three, I bought the the Electron adventure, where because the author decided a 
scanner, whereupon the shop the text has taken a turn for the tent pole would come in handy 
owner relieved me of some terse. It does, however, offer somewhere, 
money. The inventory showed I some mind-bending puzzles: There are, however, some 
now had a smaller wad of money like how do you take a key intoa tough teasers, and I’m stuck 
. . . just enough to buy a location where you’re not over an ingenious poser involv- 
briefcase, in fact. allowed to take anything? The ing a platform which you can 

After a fierce encounter with adventure is The Staff of Law raise by tugging at a rope 
an old lady in a charity shop, from Potter Programs 'You attached to a pulley. You can 
who showed remarkably little have been summoned to the get offthe platform half-way up 
charity to me, I had to begin land of Arda, as the chosen one and step into a chamber where 
again. Next time, I roamed the by the Lord Moram,’ you’re told, there’s a locked door. Now 
city till I found a grating that The Despiser has taken the you’ve got a key with you, but 
took me to some slimy passages. Staff of Law and corrupted its you have to put it down on the 
Here I met a robot who was power. Only the chosen one can platform in order to pull at the 
obviously related fairly closely wrest the Staff of Law from the rope. If you pick up the key 
to Marvin the Paranoid Despiser, and so restore peace when you reach the chamber. 
Android, but he couldn’t help and harmony to the land of that means dropping the rope 
me move the rubbish from Arda. Are you up to the task? and down you plunge. With | 
which came some moans Well, not on a screen like this nothing to tie the rope to, I’m 

After a while we found —yellow text on a red back- well and truly stuck. Y 
ourselves, via a different route, ground? Enough to give you the BTmaMm|y » r -^-i- 
back in the city, and outside a screaming ab-dabs, so switch- 
phone box In i went and tned ing to black and white I find I'm I \| — 
the inevitable:'phone home' It in a hallowed chamber in the I VwhWg~T'^^\^ 
can’t have been that inevitable company of a stone slab and an 
as it asked me what to do with exit north Fixed descriptions 
the phone, whereupon I told it, are at the top of the screen, with ^ 
only to be struck by a huge commands and responses UBBi 
thunderbolt from the heavens, scrolling through several close- Ub 
so that was the end of that little ly-packed lines of lower case at / 
escapade. the bottom. All in all, not the ^11" 

id only scored 6 points out of best adventure layout I’ve ever 
100, too. No sense of humour, seen. 
some adventure writers. Moving the slab revealed ^ 
Washing my mouth out I re- steps that led to a fire chamber in- 
turned to the fray. where you find a 'beater', with 

Well, not on a screen like this nothing to tie the rope to, Tm 
— yellow text on a red back- well and truly stuck. Y 

some adventure writers. 
Washing my mouth out I re¬ 
turned to the fray. 

The Seventh Star is the latest which you beat something out 
n a fine series of adventures of the courtyard via a draw- 

from Acornsoft, well-written, bridge that's down (well we all 
and with not a picture to be have days like that) explore the 
seen. But once you get stuck in countryside, a cave, a river- 

KT'iS 7 
you don’t really miss it. | bank and a fairground. 



The Comprint package, which allows 
Commodore owners to plug in an 
Epson printer, is something of a 

novelty as it has the necessary software 
built-in. 

Features 
The package consists of a circuit board 
which plugs into the same slot as an 
Epson expansion interface. The board is 

then screwed firmly into place and is 
ready for use. The software is on one 

2764 8K EPROM, as in the BBC, and 
with the cable provided, it plugs in 

easily. 
With the board installed, you must set 

the printer’s dip switches, depending on 
whether you are using an RX, FX or MX 
printer. The controlling software uses 

the four printer operation commands — 
open, cmd, print, and close, all fol¬ 
lowed by a logical file number. All data 
sent to the printer after one of these four 
commands is easily controlled by secon¬ 

dary addresses. These are numbers 
which set such features as lines per page 
and the definition of programmable 

characters. 
One of the best features of the software 

is the complete control you have over 
formatting the printed output. This 

includes left and right justification, as 
well as the positioning of decimal points. 

Another nice feature is the way the 

software provides complete emulation of 
a normal Commodore printer, such as 
the MPS 801 or 802. This means that the 
Epson can print all Commodore graphics 
and, using the screen dump from Simons 

Basic, produce higher quality dumps 
than from a normal Commodore printer 
(the print quality of which is not as 

precise as an Epson). 

In use 
It is impressively easy to produce all the 
available print types, such as enhanced 
and programmable characters, in any 

combination. The software uses 
chr$( n ) to send commands to the printer, 
with n as a number varying from 1 to 

254. 
To define a character on the printer 

you should lay out an 8x8 matrix, or 11 

x 9 if using an FX80. Next, addingup the 
binary value for the dots in each column, 
these are used as data in the program to 
define the character. Being able to put 
multiple programmable characters on 

one line makes detailed drawings on a 

small scale possible. 
When using the printer with a word 

processor, the 2K buffer speeds up the 
process appreciably. Although the 

special characters included in the soft¬ 
ware are specifically limited to maintain 

compatability with the usual Commod¬ 

ore printers, they are still comprehen¬ 

sive enough to include facilities, such as 
paging and carriage returns, without 

line feeds. 
The manual supplied with the Com¬ 

print contains all the information 
necessary to program any Epson printer. 
It produces a finished article better than 

is usually associated with a Commodore 

machine. 

Verdict 
Overall, the Comprint interface, with its 
built-in high-quality software, pre¬ 
sents excellent value for money, and a 
worthy purchase for any Commodore 64 

or Vic 20 owner who doesn’t want to buy 
a Commodore printer. The software is 

well-written, concise, and takes up no 
basic RAM from the computer; in fact, it 
beats its rivals on several counts. B 

REPORT CARD: 1 TO 5 1 
Feature* 

Documentation •Mi 
Performance •••• 

Overall value 

Name Comprint Pries £61.99 Distributer 
Mail order, Micro Control Systems 
(0773-769011). 

ERIPHERALS PRO-TEST: COMPRINT 

PRINT CONNECTION 
The Comprint interface, with its built-in software, gives Commodore owners 

1- the chance to hook up easily to an Epson-type printer, says Francis iago. 
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ERIPHERALS PRO TEST: BBC 
keys. You can incorporate these controls 
in your own programs using the ‘but¬ 
tons command. In fact, incorporating 
any of the mouse features in your own 

programs is made remarkably easy by 
the provision of several ‘commands in 
the ROM. 

To write your own programs using all 
the functions of the mouse you have to 

BBC users shouldn’t be slow to nibble the bait offered by AMS’s mouse. 
R cost less thaw £100 and b well worth avety penny, says Francis Jago. 

AMX Art is a mirror image of MacPaint. 

use Mode 4. This uses less memory than 

other modes so that detailed programs 
can still be written without having to 
resort to machine code. Although only a 

two colour mode, AMS has used different 
shades of grey to good effect. Combined 
with the 64 icons provided, this shading 
constitutes a distinct improvement on 
what could have been done using Mode 1, 
despite the lack of colour. 

Icons are small shapes drawn on the 
screen to represent particular functions 

of the software, eg a bin means erase’ or a 
disk drive gives access to ’disk utilities’. 
When the mouse is moved so that the 
cursor is positioned over an icon, press¬ 
ing the execute button on the mouse 
selects that particular function. 

A Once you are in Mode 4, 
the first command to use 

'/faii is 'iiksk which dears 
the screen and 

' replaces the 

Using a mouse as a keyboard 

alternative to make computers 
more user friendly is not a new 

idea. Apple’s Lisa was the first and the 
smaller, cheaper Macintosh is the most 

famous implementation of mouse tech¬ 
nology. These systems, however, are 
much too expensive for most home micro 
users. Now all this has changed, because* 
for under £100 Advance Memory Sys¬ 
tems is offering a mouse for the BBC 
Micro. 

Features 
The AMX Mouse package consists of the 

mouse, two manuals, two software 
packages and one 8K EPROM. Because 

of the popularity of EPROM software for 

the Beeb, most serious users will already 
have fitted a ROM board in their 

machines. Unfortunately, the EPROM 
in this package needs to be inserted into 
the highest priority socket, and this 
generally entails moving the Basic ROM 
one slot to the left. 

Once the ROM has been fitted, you 

need only plug the mouse into the user 
port, load the software and you’re away. 
The software is available in three 

formats — 3in and 5.25in disk and 
cassette. 

The mouse itself is a small black box 
with three red buttons on the sloped 

front. Each button can be programmed 
to control a variety of functions such as 
Return, Copy, Delete and the cursor 

black background with a dark grey 
formed of black dots on a white screen. 

You can then start to create menus and 
title screens suitable for your particular 
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program. A menu is easily created using 
the ’window command, and once de¬ 
fined it remains on the screen as a 

separate window. 
Altogether there are 15 ’commands 

on the ROM as well as some detailed 
information on the icons. These com¬ 
mands include ’break which has the 
same effect as pressing the Break key, 
and the more complicated ’pointer 
on/off which combines with the ’break 

function to enable and disable the 

mouse. 

Verdict 
In my view the AMX Mouse is the 
leading contender for the title of 
Peripheral of the Year. In all fields 

except perhaps cosmetics, the device is 
superb. The software on ROM makes 
programming it extremely easy, even 

for the novice. At £89.95 it is a bargain. 

n 
Software 

One of the most impressive aspects of 
the AMX system is the supplied 
software — not so much because of 
what it does, but the promises it holds 

for future programs. 
In addition to the hardware, you 

receive two programs: AMX Art and 

Icon Designer. As its name suggests, 
the latter is a utility program that 
allows you to design icons for use in 

your own programs. 
You can work on two sets of 31 icons 

using the mouse as a graphic pointer. 
The screen display shows both sets of 

graphics, with a large window contain¬ 
ing the icon currently available for 

work. 
You can select any icon from the two 

sets, then drag it to the working 
window where you can erase or paint 
individual pixels. A smaller window 
shows the design in actual size. Once 
you are satisfied with the design, pick 
it up and drag it back to the main set. 

A final, useful feature, is a multiple- 
icon window which allows you to put 
several icons together to see how they 

look as a single 'mega-icon’. 
Still more impressive is AMX Art. A 

single glance shows its heritage — 

Printer User Port 1 MHz BUS 

Mouse hole: the Advanced Memory Systems mouse connects into the BBC’s user port, as arrowed above. 

apart from the fact that the screen has 
been mirrored, it looks identical to 
Apple’s Mac Paint on the Macintosh. 

All of the old favourites are here 
including pull-down menus, windows, 
a box of tools, and a box of textures for 

painting. 
Operation is very close to Mac Paint 

too. Using the mouse, you can select a 
tool from the toolbox, move to the blank 

area and begin drawing. You can select 
a variety of brushes, spray paint cans, 
erasers, rubber-banding, boxes and 

circles. 
You can also add text in a variety of 

styles. Although you are limited to one 
typeface, you can select bold, italics 

and underline modes in any combina¬ 

tion. 
Sadly, some of the Macintosh’s more 

advanced features are missing. For 
instance, there are no zoom or cut and 

paste facilities. 
Nevertheless, this is an exceptional¬ 

ly good piece of software. Print options 
for producing hard copy of your design 
are comprehensive, and the whole 
thingrunsat lightning speed. Given an 

8-bit processor and the BBC’s memory 
limitations, AMX Art is impossible to 
criticise. Peter Wortock 

Name AMX Mouse Price £89.95 
Distributor Mail order from Advanced 
Memory Systems 0925-602690/62907. 
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AMX MOUSE 

The AMX MOUSE is an advanced opto-mechanical device which 

brings to the B.B.C. micro facilities hitherto only available on more 

expensive machines. It enables you to use advanced features such 

as ICONS, WINDOWS, and POINTERS in your own programs. 

The AMX MOUSE can be used with ordinary programs to replace 

the cursor keys and with the AMX software it turns the B.B.C. 

micro into a far more user friendly device, enabling beginners to 

quickly learn to use the computer for a wide range of purposes, 

including COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, Word Processing, and a host 

of business uses - to say nothing of its inclusion in games software. 

A further range of software will be released in 1985. Starting with 

"DESK TOP MANAGER". 

THE AMX MOUSE PACKAGE 

The AMX MOUSE - an advanced three buttoned mouse which simply 
plugs into the B.B.C. user port drawing its power from the computer. 

AMX ART GRAPHICS PROGRAM 

The AMX ROM - contains fast machine code routines for creating on 

screen windows, icons, and pointers and enables to MOUSE buttons 
to be programmed for use with commenal software such as 

Wordwise and VIEW. 

Please send No_AMX MOUSE package/s 
(including AMX ART and EPROM! at £89.95 inc. VAT and P&P. 
I enclose a cheque PO for £_or debit mycredit card. 

“---11111111111111111 ESL 
Name__ 

Address_' 

Signature_ Date_ 

(Please tick choice of □ □ 
medie for AMX ART) Cassette 3' Disc 5i' Disc 

To: Advanced Memory Systems Ltd . Woodside Technology 
Centre. Green Lane. Appleton. Warrington. WA4 5NG. England 

If not avaiable from one of otr main dealers. f« in the coupon and ere wil send you an 

AMX MOUSE with AMX ART with our full no quibble money beck guarantee OR 
phone 0925 602690(62907 for instant Access or Visa orders. 

A MANUAL describes how to operate the MOUSE and the ROM 

routines which are available in both basic and machine code 
programs. 

AMX ART - a superb computer aided drawing program on both tape 

cassette and a 5 J" floppy disc with its own manual. It is suitable for 

a wide range of uses including preparation of illustrations, 

architectural and engineering detail drawings, teachers' worksheets, 

and just creating your own pictures. It soon becomes addictive. 

AMX ART includes ful use of on screen menu boxes, icons, and pull 

down menus so that beginners find it very easy to learn and gain 

confidence in the use of the B.B.C. Micro. 

An ICON DESIGNER program which enables you to create and store 

icons for use in your own programs. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

The AMX MOUSE can be used 

with any B.B.C. Model B 

computer fitted with the 

Operation System \2 and is 

compatWe with the second 

processor and disc or tape fling 

systems. ** 
The AMX MOUSE is adjustable for sensitivity via software 

control and three buttons can be programmed to simulate 24 

different key codes. 

The AMX MOUSE may be disabled by a simple software command 

and wi then not interfere with normal operation of the computer. 

The AMX ART programme 

enables users to print out screen 

displays using any Epsom 

compatWe dot-matrix 

printer. Owners of 

non-standard printers 

may use their own 

screen dump routines. 
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I Ultimate has 
^done it again, 

it’s managed 
to reduce me 
to a writhing 
wreck . Why do I 
succumb to 

GAME 
tion? I have just had a copy of 
Knight Lore fall into my hands 
and am totally hooked. After 
struggling with it for over an 
hour, 1 only managed to con- 
?uer 7 per cent of the game. 

owards the end even the bud¬ 
gie was cowering in the comer 
afraid I would throw the joys¬ 
tick at him. 

What is it all about? Knight 
Lore is Ultimate’s new arcade 
adventure game and it’s bril¬ 
liant, even better than its last 
release, Underwurlde. Ulti¬ 
mate has always been my 
favourite for Spectrum games 
and the company hasn’t let me 
down this time. 

You play the part of a little 
man with a big problem. He’s 
had a curse placed on him and 
has 40days and 40 nights to find 
the wizard and a cure or he 
becomes a permanent were¬ 
wolf. Not a nice thought. 

It isn’t even a nice place that 
he has to hunt for him, but a 
dark, evil castle, full of all sorts 
of nasties. 

Y ou may thinkthat40 days is 
a pretty long time to hunt a 
little castle for a wizard, but 
believe me, 40 years wouldn’t 
be long enough. Even if you 
could make five lives lasta little 
longer, there are so many rooms 
to look in. 

As if that wasn’t enough, 
every evening'when the moon 
rises the little man performs 
some sort of weird rain dance 
and turns into a werewolf. This 
doesn’t prevent you from con¬ 
tinuing on your journey once 
you have calmed down but if a 
ghoolie approches you while 
you are quivering he will kill 
you — extremely unfair. One 
thing that makes the game 
more fun is that you always 
start off somewhere different, 
so you do see different rooms 
each time you play. 

There are two ways of mov¬ 
ing. You can either rotate left or 
right and then move forwards 
or you can move up the screen, 
down, left and right by using 
the directional control option. 1 
found this much easier as it’s 
very difficult trying to decide 
which way to rotate. There is 

also a joystick option. 
The graphics in this game are 

excellent; some of the best 1 
have seen on any machine. You 
can tell what the werewolf is 

supposed to be without having 
to hunt through the instruc¬ 
tions to find out what that 
indescribable blob is, unlike 
some other games. 

The rooms are extremely well 
depicted and animation is su¬ 
perb. Collapsing floors fall 
smoothly away from beneath 
your feet and gates open and 
close very realistically. 

I can’t tell you how many 
different screens there are be¬ 
cause the sequence changes all 
the time and there are always 
new ones appearing. 

As you travel through the 
castle there are different ob¬ 
jects you can pick up, such as 
boots and goblets. But beware, 
if an object has a skull on it, one 
touch will kill you. There are 
also a few statues around which 
seem to kill you if you touch 
them. 

There is always some prob¬ 
lem to solve — objects are 
scattered around that you can’t 
move past and you must discov¬ 
er a way of going over or under 
them. At the same time there 
may also be sentries following 
you or spiked balls dropping on 
your head. 

Never mind a turkey or 
Christmas pud this year, just 
buy a copy of Knight Lore and 
you’ll keep the whole family 
quiet for days I promise you. 

Susan Cooke 

Price £9.95 
Publisher l JI ti mate 0530-411485 

BBC 

ZANY KONG JUNIOR 
I suppose one of the nuyor 
confessions of my life is never 
having successfully completed 
the third screen of Killer Goril¬ 
la. This was partly my own 
ineptitude and partly the fault 
of the designer of the game who, 
in my humble opinion, made it 
far too hard after comparative¬ 
ly simple first and second 
screens. 

Although a different game, 
and from a different supplier, 
Zany Kong Junior falls into a 
similar trap. 

The game loads with no 
trouble, and presents the first 
screen which consists of a num- 

COMMODORE 

CATACOMBS 
Want to make an enemy for 
life? Give them Catacombs — 
it’ll have them biting the carpet 
within minutes. 

This text and graphics adven¬ 
ture has a fussy vocabulary, an 
unsympathetic command ana¬ 
lyser, slowish and unhelpful 
responses and a job-lot of 
idiosyncracies. 

The plot has you searching 
catacombs with your compan¬ 
ion for ingredients to a magical 
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ber of ledges and mushrooms, 
interconnected with vines. The- 
baby gorilla — Junior of the 
title — has to be guided around 
this assault course to reach a 

key at the top of the screen. This 
is only the first of many keys, as 
the evil Maurice, who has 
imprisoned Junior’s mum, con¬ 
tinually pushes her to a new 
position at the top of the next 
screen. 

elixir. You begin by choosing 
whether you want to play the 
part of Duke the Warrior or 
Oswich the Witch. 

The top half of the screen 
showed the first location, with 
such mind bending images as a 
brick wall, door, spider's web 
and lamp. A mangy cat stiffly 
shuffled across the floor then 
stopped. The lower half, used 
for text input and output, told 
me this was the disused entr¬ 
ance with exits west and south. 

Not an auspicious start and I 
made no further progress, and 
terminal frustration set in after 

Preventing you from guiding 
your young ape around the 
screen are a number of snap¬ 
pers — demented sets of false 
teeth which patrol the vines 
and platforms. Any contact 
with these, a more than minim¬ 
al fall, or overstepping your 
time limit leads to the loss of 
one of three lives. 

The whole game gets a bit 
hairy, with a lot of unpredict¬ 
able snappers on the screen at 
once. However well you time 
your swings and leaps, you’re 
all too likely to be snapped from 
behindwhenyou leastexpectit. 
There is a touchingly accurate 
frightened gorilla sprite which 
appears when this happens. 

If you do complete the first 
screen, the second has aardvark 

20 minutes. Almost everything 
1 tried was met with immensely 
helpful 'That’s no good'. 

W (for west) told me I didn't 
have a wooden cross. Go west — 
no good. S (for south)—no good. 
Go south — aha! I couldn’t 

birds, otherwise known as par¬ 
rots, flying round. There are 
also moving ledges and trampo¬ 
lines to add variety. 

The cassette insert warns of 
electric spikes, and these pre¬ 
sumably appear at higher 
levels. There are very few 
occasions when I've reached 
screen two with more than one 
life remaining, however, so I’ll 
have to take Superior’s word for 
it. Good fun, well animated, but 
a trifle too tough. 

Simon Williams 

Rating 6/10 
Price £7.95 
Publisher Superior 
Software 0532- 
459453 

because the door was sealed. 
Right, attack door. (It’s not 
here.) At least that made a 
change from you know what. D 
received the mind-boggling 
'None of you has a dead rat’. 
There's nothing like a good 
adventure for mental stimula¬ 
tion — Catacombs is nothing 
like a good adventure. 

Bob Chappell 

Rating 3/10 
Price £7.95 
Publisher Anirog 
0322-92513 



AMEPLAY 

THE PERILS OF 
PERCIVAL PENGUIN 

There've been a number of 
variations on the platform 
game, but few have asoriginal a 
scenario as this one. 

Percy the Penguin is attemp¬ 
ting to reach the sea to replen¬ 
ish his stock of sprats. On the 
way he has to avoid the atten¬ 
tions of seals, skuas, crabs, 
octopi and other assorted wild¬ 
life — Richard Attenborough, 
eat your heart out! A number of 
pots of radioactive waste have 
been buried in the ice fields and 
these will play havoc with a 
penguin’s metabolism. 

The game loads to display a 
set of instructions and indicate 
the keys to use. (I wish software 
houses would record across both 
channels of the cassette. I can't 
be the only player to use a stereo 

deck to load software, and 
swapping the leads round is 
irritating.) The main game 
loads to a nicely drawn picture 
of Percy and, once started, the 

scenario is displayed. This con¬ 
sists of a number of white 
icefloes interspersed with blue 
pools, blue fish and black seals. 
You avoid the pools and the 
seals and jump on the fish for 
extra energy. 

Your energy level is display¬ 
ed at the top of the screen and 
declines with each step or jump 
you take. If it drops toolow, y ou r 
maximum jump distance is 
affected. The sun provides a 
time element as it slowly slides 
across the sky before sinking 
over the horizon. 

If you fall in any of the pools or 
off the bottom of the screen (and 
it takes a lot of skill to avoid 
this) the scene below is not 
nearly so wholesome. Apart 

from all the animals and nuc¬ 
lear waste, icicles with evil eyes 
detach themselves from ledges 
overhead as you pass. The 
ledges are in the same place 
each time around, but there are 
hidden barriers and slides to 
catch the unwary Percy. The 
music is persistent but may be 
tuned down. 

Everything about this one is 
up to scratch, and yet 1 didn’t 
really epjoy playing it. It lacks 
variety of scene and is rather j 
too tough. Simon Williams 

Rating 6/10 
Price £8.00 
Publisher Willowsoft 
0934-834056 

SPECTRUM 

SKY RANGER 
Fancy flying round fairly 
featureless architecture? Well, 
until you’ve mastered that you 
won’t get far in this game. 

You are the city’s sole guar¬ 
dian, seeking out and des¬ 
troying Watchers. The city pre¬ 
sents itself as miles upon miles 
of wire frame skyscrapers and 
you’re free to fly down low along 
the avenues, or up high dodging 
the tower tops. 

There are plenty of instru¬ 
ments to help you. Altimeter, 
fuel gauge, speedo, etc are 
ranged along the bottom of the 
screen, with the level, your 
score and any high-score up the 
left. 

The key instrument is the 
radar, a green circle with a 
swinging compass above. One 
gripe is that the dots which 
show your targets are so small 
that it’s easy to miss them. Once E>d however, it's foot down, 

to the city’s upper limits 
and away in pursuit. 

The view from the vid-screen 
is very well done. The buildings 
zoom past as you seek your 
victim and it’s just too bad ifyou 
cannon into a wall during a 
tricky manouevre. 

That’s a life lost but, worse 
still, when you regain control of 
your craft, you’ll find a nasty 
crack running down your vid- 
screen. 

More cracks are added for 
every life lost, so by the time 
you’ve mastered the controls, 

you can’t see where you’re 
going or spot the watchers. 

As you speed up the beat of 
your craft’s blades gets faster. 

Once you’ve got a Watcher in 
your sights (the target indica¬ 
tor flashes), let loose with the 
ammo and hope to nail it. 
They’re tricky little devils and 
you may have to do a quick 
about face to trail it. 

There are a number of levels 
to the game and, needless to 

aay, it gets a lot harder. You can 
refuel at any of five stations, 
each of which you can visit once 
only during each game. 

Sky Ranger's a pretty good 
game, but there’s really not 
much to it. Once you’ve mas¬ 
tered the controls it’s just a 
question of tracking, chasing 
and blasting. The graphics are 
good, but not brilliant, and the 
idea is not particularly original 
or demanding enough to make 
you come back to the game. 

I'm afraid that, good as it is, 
Sky Ranger just didn’t grab me. 

Bryan Skinner 

Rating 7/10 
Price £5.95 
Publisher Microsphere 
01-883 9411 

BBC 
3D GRAND PRIX 

Since the success of Atari’s Pole 
Position in the arcades, there’s 
been a rekindling of interest in 
car racing games on a number of 
home computers. This latest 
effort for the BBC micro goes 
one better than most of the 
others simply by incorporating 
bends. 

The program loads using 
Software Invasion’s peculiar 
technique of loading from block 
FFdown — presumably all part 
of a protection system. You are 

COMMODORE 64 
HUNCHBACK II 

For those of you who ran like the 
clappers to your local software 
shop for a copy of Hunchback, 
here’s a new load ofbells to keep 
you hunched over your screens 
for a little longer. Not that 
there’s anything wrong with 
the sound, graphics and general 
fun, but if you can reach fourth 
of five screens in an initial 
session, it doesn’t bode well for 
months of games playing. 

You need a joystick to control 
the Incredible Hump as he leaps 

put at the wheel of a Formula 1 
racing car, fitted with rev coun¬ 
ter, petrol gauge, gear indicator 

and speedo. Even the steering 
wheel rotates when you go 
round a corner. Each race is run 
over three laps of the track, and 

and runs around the platforms 
that make up each screen, 
ringing all the little bells in 
sight. The first screen has just 
four platforms, with nine little 
bells on each (rung by running 
over them), and you move from 
platform to platform by leaping 
and grabbing (you hope) one of 
the ropes that moves up and 
down either side. When you 
ring the last little bell you move 
on to the next screen. 

Like the first, this has birds 
flying from side to side — the 
inlay card claims bats, but that 
ain’t what they look like. Some 
birds come at you at head 

there are a variety of these 
based on existing international 
circuits. To try all of them you 
have to finish in the first four on 
the previous race. 

By revving up well before the 
start lights change to green and 
slipping quickly through the 
gears, you can usually get into 
the first bend in second posi¬ 
tion. Then it's just a question of 
finding a suitable spot to over¬ 
take number one. This you can 
do only by pulling half off the 
track, and you have to watch 
out for trackside hoardings, 
which can make a mess of your 
front end and cost you a place. 

height, others aim straight for 
the knees if you don’t jump. 

Screen two adds moving plat¬ 
forms, as well as a sliding hook 
at the top, though you can in 
fact get round without having 
to resort to this. The game 
is said to get more difficult, but 

Once in pole position you can 
follow the tail-enders for the 
rest of the race, although you 
occasionally get a nasty sur¬ 
prise in the third lap when the 
second-placed man sneaks 
through. 

There are one or two inconsis¬ 
tencies in the program, but 
3D Grand Prix is a lot of fun. 

Simon Williams 

Rating 810 
Price £9.95 
Publisher Software 
Invasion, 50 
Elborough St., 
UndonSW185ND 

screen three is one of the 
easiest, or so it seemed. On 
screen four I did come to grief, 
though, with cannon-balls 
bouncing around the place — I 
couldn’t get to the bells for the 
balls, so to speak. 

Hunchback II is an excellent 
display of programming skill, 
but it should have been tougher 
and generally zappier all 
round. Mike Gerrard 

Rating 6/10 
Price £7.95 
Publisher Ocean 
Ocean Software 
061-832 6633 
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send for list of local 
Amstrad users to meet and swap 
programs 50p (p&p). Tel: 092 684 
2981 Or write to The Paddocks. 
Lowaonford, Solihull. W. Midlands 
Amstrad Software, Manic Miner. Roland 
in Time. Punchy Electro, Freddy. 
Haunted Lodges. Hamer Attack, 
Character Generator. Program Copier 
etc. Tel: Mark onWashford'40599 after 

i: Spannerman. Roland 
InTime,£4 SOeach. Tel:021-453 8876. 
Amstrad CPC 464 colour monitor + 2 
games. £290. Also One + software, 
£90 Tel: Gosport 520204. 
Amstrad CPC464, green screen. Three 
months old. Hardly used. Excellent 
condition. £175 ono. Write Paul 
O'Neil, Northbank, Beacon Street 
Penrith, Cumbria. 
Aasstrad CPC464 - colour monitor and 
two games Also articles and maga¬ 
zines, £290 Also Orie l + software 
and attache case. Tel: Goeport 520204 
Amstrad Software for safe. Original 
Hamer attack. Code Name Mat, 
Colossal Adventure Return to Eden, 
£5 each. Tel: Steve 01-672 2509 
Amstrad Gamas. Hunchback Electro 
Freddy. Oh Mummy Swap for anv 
level 9. Arnold or Roland software, £5 
each, all £12 Stephen Rae, 190 North 
Gower Street, London NW1. 

BSC *B' eight months old, excellent 
condition, complete with graphics 
ROM, software books and leads. Worth 
£490, only £350. Tel: Banchorv 
(03302)3307 
BBC Software to sell or swap. (Origin¬ 
als). Large collection, under Vi price. 
Tel: Welwyn 4053 or write Sean 
Kerrigan. 23 Heothbrow Road, Oak- 
lands, Welwyn. Herts AW 0QG. 
BBC Warp 1 Icon), £5. and Hobbit. £12. 
Both unwanted gifts and have never 
been used. Tel: (0449) 721835 
BBC 780, second processor plus soft¬ 
ware pack Also Opus dual d/dnve 
40'80 track. Both two months old, 
wiling for only £595. Tel: Brighton 

Wanted BSC B OS 1 2 FDFS if possible 
Please Tel: John on 0642-484785 
(north east England). 
Wasted: a Cheetah Speech syntheaisor 
for the BBC Micro Please Tel Welwyn 
4053 or write to Sean. 23 Heathbrow 
Road. Ooklands, Welwyn. Herts. AW 

A/D converter, flash¬ 
gun. sunlamp, darkroom exposure 
metertelescopc, vintage records,Spec¬ 
trum 10 Port, racing bicycle Sefl or 
swap for Psion. Tel: 0408-21870 
Atom Electron, £60 worth of software, 
leads and dust cover Total cost £270, 
sell for £190 ono Tel: 0233 27457 

each. > 

gift. £ 10. Twin Kingdom Valley,£4.50, 
Cylon Attack. £4 Tel: 061-368 6935. 
BBC disk drive, SS 40TK, 100K. (200K 
double density). Opus case with PSU 
and space for second drive, sell £150. 
Tel: 06285 21206 (evenings >. 
BBC B with Word wise, graphics ROM. 
lots of software, books,joystick. All for 
£300, Microvitec 14in colour monitor, 
£150. Tel: Simon on 0732-833108 
BBC Ortgfciab for sale. Arcade Action, 

ilosophers. Quest, Arcadians. £5 
h. Also games to swap including 

Donkey Kong and Donkey Kong Jnr 
from A Lari soft Tel: Steve on 07073- 
34513. 
BBC B 1984 and Acorn toy sticks. £335 
Prism modem 1000 and ROM, unused. 
£65. Software worth £130, only £45 
Tel: 01-204 6285 after 5pm. 
BBC B102OS with Data recorder books 
and software mostly adventures (Hob¬ 
bit, ft ve Level 9*8 etc), £296. Tel: Roy on 
0902-332076 
BBC B six months old. Best offer over 
£250. Tel: 0604-30719 _ 

Commodore 

C64 software. Send price list etc to 
Andy Moore, 4 The Rooley, Huyton, 
Liverpool 36 5XJ 

PCN Billboard 
CSM64 software swap Sell over 40 
titles: Hobbit, £5. Level 9 Adventures, 
Manic Miner. Beachean Games. De¬ 
signer Quill. All £5. Tel: Taylor on 
07712-3214 
CBM 1541 disk drive with software 
Absolutely perfect condition. Unused. 
£185 Also Microdnve + 1/FI + 
cartridges in similar condition. £80. 
BBC matrix printer, £60. Tel: 01-863 
6113. 
Exchange Commodore Printer model 
4023. Business model, unwanted gift, 
new Will exchange for Commodore 64 
disk drive Tel: 01-890 0934 
CBM 64 Owner wants to swap software 
Have many good titles. Wants to buy 
joystick and maghooka. Send list to 
Jonny Mikalsen. Box 124, 5460 
Husnes, Norway 
Vte-20 t cassette recorder t super 
expander + 3 carta (Jupiter Lander. 
Jelly Monst. Adventureland) + 3 tapes 
(Arcadia. Catcha. Panic) + joystick + 
5 blank tapes £99 Gary Bennett. 25 
Broughton Rd, S.L.E., Leicester 
Vk-28 16K, switchable. tape recorder, 
joysticks, over £300 worth of software 
(50 tapes) + about 100 mags Only 
£120 ovno. Tel: Southend (0702) 
72238 
Vk 20 * 16K switchable. lots of S/W 
with Commodore tape deck + manu¬ 
als. excellent condition, ideal Xmas 
gift. £135 ono. Tel: Steve on 061-740 
1040. After 5pm. 
Co—liter. 64 Software Sals: Football 
Manager. Chinese Juggler, etc. Also 
Pixatick lightpen with paintbox prog¬ 
ram + 3games for £25. Tel: 0823 74410 
aak (br Stevel! 
Commodore 64 Software. Swap Laxy 
Jones, Star Commando, UGH’ Music 
64. Gridtrap, Skramble. Kong Galaxy. 
Hunchback and more. Steve, 2 Ash- 
over St, Gorsehill.Stretford. Manches¬ 
ter M320HG. 
C8M 64 swaps Jammin’, Metro Blitz. 
Bath Time. Exchange for Chuckie 
Egg, Sheep in Space. Ancipital. Tel: 
Southampton 0703 847168. 
Pet 3032, lots of programs. C2N 
cassette recorder, manual and books 
etc. perfect condition, looks new! 
Guarantee until spring 1985 Bargain 
at £196! Tel: 0244 675717. 
CBM 64 + 1520 Printer Plotter C2N 
cassette + joystick + 5 books (includ¬ 
ing CBM 64 reference guide i Games: 
Skramble, Snooker. Qbert (cost new 
£400+). Will sell - £330 ono. Tel: 
Birmingham 378 3137. 
CBM 64 Easyecript -O' Level History. 
Revelation Pyramid. Flight Path 737, 
Cosmic Cruiser, all as new. £40 the lot. 
Tel: 051-423 5493 after 7pm. 
CBM 64 Cassette Recorder software + 
Commodore 64 Exposed book + mags 

folders. Teach yourself Computing 
various computer languages. Worth 

£100. will take £60 onofQuick sale. 
Tel: 01-743 3619 

—odors 64 disk software for sale 
Jgh flyer, deadline, Jumpman, Zork 

I, Fort Apocalypse, Dungeonquest. 
Cost £ll£ sell for £70 ono. Tel: 
Andrew on 01-868 7526 
Pragr— Exchange CBM 64 disk. 
Have over 1,000 programs, will send 
complete list in return for yours if 
extensive. Per Nilsson. PL5281. S- 
44193 Alingsas, Sweden. 
Wanted CBM 64 software tapes — intro 

sic — games —- what nave you — 
_s etc for beginner. Write Moffat, 
42 Pennine Rd, Woodley. Stockport. 
Cheshire SK6 1JS 
Vte-20 + tape unit Porch language Gof 
cartridges. 8K + three slot mother¬ 
board. tapes, mags etc. Bargain at 
£100 ono. Tel: Stephen on Halesworth 

-ms for sale. All origin¬ 
als which include Hunchback, Quack a 
Jack. Xeaon II, Zorgon. Over 16 titles. 
Will sell £1 each or £14 the lot. Tel: 
(021)4264396. 
Printer/platter One MCP40 Printer (un¬ 
used) £85 ono. One software, Tansoft 
CAD (£7). Author (£10). Various 

graphics, character general 
da tabaae soft ware. Tel:Walaal 
Oric software swaps Dinky Kong, Killer 
Caverns, One Flight. Quark Flight, 
Simulator, Multigames One, Home 
Finance, Teach Yourself Basic. Tel: 
after 7pm Lancing 762361. 
Oric Basic VI. 1 PROM for your Oric-1.1 
use a customised EPROM and offer 
you the VI. 1 PROM for £10 Contact: 
A Borg. Sonnegg Str, 84 8006 Zurich. 
Switzerland. 
Oric I 48K plus quality professional 
keyboard. £30 worth books and origin¬ 
al software. £105 the lot or will split. 
Tel: Uicreter 0533 303586 eves 
Wanted Oric 1 software. Buy or swap, 
Oric books, will pay half price, also 
copies of Oric Owner required. Tel: 
Stephen. Wigton 0965 42247. 

Quickshot joysticks 
sette 

Spectrum 
2135, 4-9] 

Interface, 2 
condition, worth 

argain £100 or swap for 
48K Tel: Michael 01-671 

SEBL, -9pm. 
Orte 14SKVGC. Hobbit.Calaxians, Ice 
Giant. M.A.K.K.. Trek. Probe 3 Fan¬ 
tasy, Toad, Ultra Chess All original. 
Offers? Stereo radio loads any game at 
2400 Tel: 804 9858 
48* Oric-1 with six games including, 
Xenon 1, H. Attack, Flight Worth 
£215 approx Sell for £120 ono. In¬ 
cludes cassette lead. Contact Ian on 
0628 31706 
Oric 1 48K, cassette recorder, games, 
including Hobbit Hunchback, books 
and mags. £100 ono or swap for 
Commodore 1520 printer plotter. Tel: 
Bedford 0234 42361 
Oric software for sale. Selling all my 
originals, over 50 at near half price as 
have sold my Oric. Please ring! Tel: 
01-485 8393. 
Oric 48K. 7 games, cassette recorder, 
joystick & interface, 2 books, excellent 
condition. Total value £200 +. Bargain 
£100 or swap for 48K Spectrum. Tel: 
Michael 01-671 2135.4-§pm 

Spectrum 

Spectrin software £100s worth includ¬ 
ing Sabre Wulf. Beaky. Games Desig¬ 
ner, Scrabble, Kemps ton conversion 
tapes AllongmalB£49the lot ono. Tel: 
Peter 01-422 7583 evenings. 
Spectra* 4SK DK Tronic* keyboard 
Microdrive Interface 1. Zxprinter In¬ 
terface II. 4 x Microdrive cartridges, 
quickshot II £150, software books, 
courses mags. Sell for £280. Tel: 
Sandwich (03041613424. 
Spectra* software A tic Atac. Penet rator 
Pimania Groucho. and many more — 
all originals £3 each. Tel: 061-776 
3213. 
Spectra* software all Ultimate tncl 
Sabre Wulf. Kokotom Wilf, Pyjamar- 
ama. Manic Miner, Stonkers + others 
(originals). Sell or swap. All half price 
Tel: (027979) 2227 
Spectra* games inswap or sell. Valhal¬ 
la £5. Kong Galaxians, Pogo. Atic 
Atac. Fred. £2.50 each Tel: Nigel on 
01-643 8226 
Spectra* 46K.plus £200 worth original 
software, other extra#, £165, or the 
£200 of software only £90. Latest 

included. Tel: Rochdale 
1915 

!: David 

_r, good condition, plus five 
rolls of paper, £25 ono. Tel: Ash Green 
873 185 evening* or weekends and ask 
for Mark. 
Spectram 48K one year old. Cassette 
recorder, sound box. Fuller FD42 
keyboard. Tas word Two progri 
many others £150 ono. Tel: I 
Guildford (0483) 576233. 
Spectra* 48K good as new over £80 
worth of soft ware, Kempston Interface 
with Quickshot 1 joystick and data 
recorder. Price £140 ono. Tel: Lan- 
reath(0503)20398 
48K Spectra* - Com Com joystick 
interface + Quickshot II + tape oeck + 
over £600 worth of software + mags. 
£190 ono or swap for Commodore 64 
with C2N cassette recorder. Tel: Hali¬ 
fax 67827 

46* - £70 offered, 
work i ng order. Also some peripherals 
Tel: Dave on 051-424 5558. 
46* Spectra*, 100* reliable, cassette 
recorder. Currah Speech. £100 soft¬ 
ware, £50 books, mags etc Boxed with 
1 months guarantee Perfect condition 
£140 ono. Tel: 01-863 5113. 

ZX printer, interface 1, 

der. RS232 printer interface board and 
cable. case,£ 120 worth software. £200. 
Tel: Keith on 091 264 3439 after 6pm 

with instructions, must sell, yours for 
only £16 Tel: Fyfield 291 after 5 
ZX Spectra* games, over 60. all origin¬ 
als, includes Ultimate. Quicksilva. 
Imagine etc, all aa new. offers over £60 
for all Tel: Reading (0734 ) 712255 
evenings. 
Egktee* Spectra* software tapes £3 
each. All originals, also The Hobbit. 
Games Designer, £7 each. Pyston £5. 
“-ines and books. Tel: 021-474 Magazine 
6043 

16KZX81 and printer Have to 
be in perfect condition, will pav up to 
£75 Aak for Richard. Tel: 24026 (West 
Yorkshire) 
Spsrtre*. only six months old, two 48K 
RAM packs and dust cover. All manu¬ 
als and leads supplied. Quick sale 
£120. Tel: 01-891 0496. 
ZX81 16*- £200 software. Boxed, 
manuals, leads, magazines £50 ono. 
QS sound and characters boards £30 
ono. ZX printer £20. J Millott, 50 
Sy denham Road. Croydon. Surrey 
ZXS1 Forth ROM with all manuals 
Hardly used £25 Tel: 01-733 7188 
after 5pm. 
Spectra* software: Scrabble £8. Games 
Designer £7 Match Point £4. JSW, 
Visions Snooksr, Trashman. Bugaboo 
£3 SO Jetpac, Cookie. CDS Pool £8. 
Tel: 021 453 8876 
Spectra* 48K only six months old 
VGC. Some software, cassette recor¬ 
der £120 ono. Tel: 01-590 4849 Write 
T. Holloway 32B Belgrave Road. 
Ilford. Essex. 
Spectra* 48*ZX printer, data recorder, 
transform keyboard (needs repair) 
software, books, magazines, £150 
Fcguaon IX TV£140. Tel: 01-8864797 
Spectra* 46* + Turbo interface with 
ROM cartridge port + Quickshot 2 
joystick + £50 original games All 
worth over £200 with original boxes 
£150 ono. Tel: 031 337 0200 after 4pm 
Spectra* Software Sabre Wulf £5. Lords 
or Midnight £5 Jet Set Willy £2.50. 
Atic Atac £2.50, or swap any for 
Amstrad software Tel: 0294 56010 

good condition, com- 

•994 4172 even- 

46* Spectrum, Interface 1, microdrive. 

tridges and tapes. Software includes 
Hobbit, Finance Manager, £165. Tel: 
Bill on Stamford Bridge 0759 72005 

__jto for sale £90 ono. £186 
worth of software. 27 titles inducing 
Trashman, Jasper. JSW, Atic Atac, 
and many more. Tel: (evenings) Che¬ 
lan 01-805 9196. 
Spectra* Software half price including 
Knightlore Underwurlde. Sherlock. 
I-orda of Midnight, Pyjamarama, Cyc¬ 
lone. Strangeloop, Avalon. Zombie 
Zombie Also Kemps stick inter- 

Spectra* Games to swop Travel with 
Trashman, Chequered Flag, Chess. 
Exchange for Matchpomt, Trashman, 
Micro Olympics Write to Andrew 
Watton. 73 Whitehorse Hill, Chisle- 
hurst, Kent 

■m Priaaaarama swap for Amer- 
Football or Battle-care Also 
la and V- - - - - 

(other games i 
back 7054. 
Spectra* 46* Software for sale. All 
originals, half list price, including 
Manic Miner, Sabre Wulf. Cyrus 
Cures, etc. Tel: Holywell 0352 712444 
Stactetr Interlace 1, 2 Microdrivre, 8 
cartridges, manual + all leads. As new 
(boxed) Worth£155,sellfor£100.Tel: 
Romford 42574. 
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is lightpen. interface II. Quick- 
■hot joystick, one for ZX Spectrum, 
will sell for £25. Tel: Whitley Bridge 
(0977)661453 after 6pm. 
Spectrum 48K with software and mags 
(over £200), joystick interlace, <needs 
attention) and tape recorder Tel: 
Andy on 051-430 7608, may swap for 
Atari 800XL 
QL, brand new. full guarantee, used 
twice, works perfectly, JM ROM, £350 

o. Tel: 01 968 6742. 
ectnjm keyboard, £20. Dragon joys- 

_ jk. £5. Recorder compatable. £15 or 
exchange for Spectrum 32K RAM- 
pack, printer. Microdnve. Currah 
speech or other Tel: 021-743 6982 
(Solihull) 

Othello, Gulpman. Megapede and 
many more, £5 each, any 5 for £20. 
Write to Mandy Shack. 89 Cobbold 
Road, Leytonstone. London Ell. 
ZX Spectrum, joystick and interface, 
Currah Microspeech, paid £43 origin- 

" iply leads, manuals, 25 maga- 
£200. Tel: Stevenage 355874, 

evenings. 
Spectrum 48K software, includes Scope, 
Jumbly. Mugsy and others. Value £40. 
sell £12 ono. David Waite. I08C 
Camberwell Rd, Camberwell, London 

ir with 1 roll, 4 months old — 
£30. Spectrum DKTronics programm¬ 
able joystick interface. 3 months old— 
£15. Buyer collects. Tel: Rickmans- 
worth 771655 
zxai 16K software: Computacalc. 
aaaembler. Pimania, machine code 
test tool. All original — £2.50 each 
plus 2 free games. Also ROM dis¬ 
assembly books totalling £5. Tel: 
91-267 5034 

w require* work — i 

London SE10 9DJ 
Wasted: out of order ZX Spectrum for 
spares and experiments Up to £25. 
Also for sale Cheetah Sweet Talker, 
hardly used - £20 ono. Tel: 01-888 

b sell or swap Star- 
strike, Official Zaxxon, Popeye, Son of 
Blogger, High Noon, etc. Tel: Mark on 
Bedford (0234) 214677. evenings 
Spechamsoftware: Jasper. Dark Star — 
£4; Tir Na Nog - £6; Codename Mat 
Skooldaze — £3.50; Survival Mil- 

— £3. Many more. Tel: 
in 01-340 2630. 
4UK: brand new. unwanted 

present, with some software Bargain 
for Christmas - £100 Tel: 01-636 
9636, daytime. 
48K Spectrum, interface 1. Microdrive. 
Alphacom printer, programmable 
joystick interface, all boxed. Also 
Quickahot Two. books, software. 
-ines, microdrive cartridges, etc 

5. Tel: 041-771 8638 
K for sale with ZX printer, 

little used, perfect condition — £90. 
■ ‘ “ "T9 3393. 

. sctrsm with over £500 worth 
of software plus 18in colour television 

id m'c book — £300 ono. P Monk. 2 
nights Close. Pembury, Tunbridge 

Wells, Kent TN2 4EL. 

PCN Billboard 
Zzoom. Chess. Tranz-Am All as" new 
— £3.25 each or £10.50 for all Peter 
Wilson. 84 Birchwood Rd , Marion. 
Middlesbrough, Cleveland. 
Spectrum 4SM originals, Kaleidoscope, 
Death Alley. Meany Monster. Alien 
Armada, Night Raider — £3 50 each, 
£15aet. R.C. Jones, 4 St JamesCourt, 
W ricklemarsh Road, London SE3 ONE 
or 01-856 8773. 
Micro CommsaS speech recognition unit 
for Spectrum, brand new, cost £50, sell 
for £30 Includes instructions and 
demo tape. Tel: 01-472 7600, Mr 
Riches. 
Original software for Spectrum For list 
callTony on 061 -881 3651 
Spectrum 48ft, ZX printer, data recor¬ 
der. Transform keyboard meeds re¬ 
pair). books, magazines, software, 
£150 Ferguson TX TV. computer 
stand - £150. Tel: 01-886 4797. 

TRS SO Lewi R. Complete package 
cassette, VDU carrying caaes. extra 
books, games etc. As new, cost over 
£500. £165 for quick sale, fel: 01-672 

Tandy CSP 115 4 colours printer, £85 + 
interface. Spectrum Kempston 16, 
£25. Whole lot for £105 ono free 
postage. Boursaux. D . 9 Rue Mathur- 
in-Regnier. 75015 Paris/France. Tel: 
ill 687 3582. office) 
Attractive Codactina of Tandy eouip- 
ment. Model 1, expansion interlace, 
RS232, Aerocomp Doubler. CPM, 
Wordstar, LDOS, Fortran. Datawn- 
ter, Powermail, Modem 80, Viaicalc 
etc. Very cheap. Tel: Richard on 01 -359 
4587. 
Tandy TP-10 Thermal printer, suitable 
TRS-80 C/W handbook and spare 
paper, £50 ono Brand new, unused. 
Tel: Ron on 0256-69941 (day tune), 
073583-304 (evenings i. 
Video Genie 16K with software. £300. 
new. £70 ono. Tel: 01-958 9596 
T1 99 4A computer extended Basic joy 
■ticks and leads, Basic tutor books, 
assorted cartridges and cassettes. Tel: 
Basingstoke 477468. 
T19S/4A extended Basic speech syn 6 
games modules incl Parsec, Dual 
Leads, dust cover, Basic course, boxed 
with manuala£ 150. Tel :Teeeaide0642 
761625 
T1 99/4A with cassette player, speech 
synthesiser, joysticks, 2 cartridges, 3 
cassettes, Introduction to Basic. £140 
ono Tel: 01-521 9444 after 6pm 
TRS-80 Model i, 48 K, twin disk. monitor, 
cassette recorder, high-resolution 
graphics, numeric keypad. Books and 
software incuding wp. assembler, 
utilities, £600. Teh 0384 288602 
Tandy TRS-80, colour computer. 16K 
extended Basic, excellent condition. 
£175 worth of software, twoJoysticks, 
ten American mags, only £185. Tel: 
0695 4220731 Lancs) 
TRS-80 Model I. level 11.48K three disk 
drives, printer, vdu, keyboard and 
interface. Cobol compiler, disks, head 
cleaning kit, £460. Tel: * 

I, 48K. disk drive, word¬ 
processing. database, spreadsheet, 30 
disks, printer, cable. New computer, 
must sell, £350 ono. Tel: David Allen 
on 01-251 62221 work i or 01-803 8834 

T19W4A piss ex-basic joysticks, cassette 
recorder, seven game modules, three 
adventure games. Money Manager, 
Personal Records, manuals etc. £150 
or offer. Tel: 01-363 7203. 
99’ER wsgxrtsas for sale, dedicated to 
the TI99-4A microcomputer Loads of 
programs in basic and extended basic. 
£2 per cojiy Tel: 01-904 7884 evenings/ 

TT99AA Speech Synthesiser £25. Double 
Atari joystick adapter £5. Original 
programs in Basic and extended Basic 
£2.50 for pro^ram^ Tel: 01-904 7884 

. t, card index, 
five tapes, book, as new, £295 or swap 
best printer with RS232 interface. Tel: 
Bolton 45981 
Software for sale or swap for Commodore 
and BBC. All originals, all half price. 
Tel: 0472 74584 or send list to Martin. 
157 Crosby Road, Grimsby, South 
Humberside. 

great sound, with case and len(£with 
Shure 588SA microphone, for Acorn 
Electron and accessories. Tel: 0475 
23982 (Greenock: 

(cost £450) and amplifier icoat £140), 
both unused, for computer plus extras 
worth £250 or more Sell £300ono Tel: 
Deepak on 01-863 5113. 
Swap 1VC video recorder worth £600 for 
worthy computer plus vdu. Must be in 
good condition. Tel: Paul on 01-882 
4454 evenings, anytime weekend. 
Acetrenlc video came with 22 cartridge*, 
very little use. coat £300, sell for only 
£100. C. Vodden, 9A Whipton Village 
Road, Exeter EX4 8AW 
Gene! I with monitor and hundreds of 
games and utilities, built-in cassette 
recorder and graphics unit. 32K. one 
year old. £300 Tel: 021-358 1398 
fenui ergae to sell or swap Sell for £25 
ono or swap for Currah Speech 64 or 
CBM 64 software Tel: 01-808 4684, 
ask for Errol. 
Gresdstand Astro Ware and CGL Puck 
Monster table top games plus Grand¬ 
stand universal adaptor. Boxed, good 
condition, ideal Xmas gifts, £35 ono. 
Tel: Peter on 0222 758477. 
late Written, £55, cartridge* aroundf 10. 
Vectrex as new, £60. Spike cartric' 
£10. Acetronic cartridges. £5-£8 
erything in original packaging, 
eludes postage fel: 01-802 8724 
Eptos KX20 computer with micro cas¬ 
sette drive, printer, a.c adaptor and 
manuals. £390. Tel: 01-9593082. 
CGL M5 with Computone cassette 
recorder. 20K RAM. as new in boxes, 
£60 the lot Tel: Harlow (0279) 32688 

SH 

complel_,_ 
used. £85 ono. Tel: O. Abbassi o 
01-4868914. 
Swap Gem electric organ (cost £600), in 
superb condition, for computer + 
extras worth £250 (CBM64 or Am- 
strad preferred). Sell £250 ono. Tel: 
01 -863 5113. ask for Deepak 
Hewbrain, Sanyo monitor, books: tech¬ 
nical manual, Newbrain Dissected, 
Getting more from Software, Othello, 
Brainzap. plus others. Listings, scrap¬ 
book. Tel: 021-476 2430 after 6pm 
Epsoe HX-20 with cassette drive, tapes, 
label holder, paper and sticky labels, 
16KRAM. 16K ROM, extended Micro¬ 
soft Basic, £475ono Tel: 01-894 1151. 
Swap Aiwa portable stereo 880 (cost 
£320) with three years guarantee for 
Amstrad or CBM64 ♦ C2N Cash 
adjustment possible. Tel: 01-863 6113 
ask for Deepak 
“■*“** ■“-|| H copies of Per¬ 
sonal Computer World, Vols 1 and 2 
(1978/9). Offers, or exchange for ZX81 
printer or hardware. Tel: 0602 2511 
evenings. 
CGL Sort MS with data recover, Basic 1 
and G. tennis cartridge, two joypads, 
one tape, great machine, only £110 
ono. Tel: Steve on 021-352 0395 after 
6.30pm. 

Peripherals 

for use only with BBC micro. £140, as 
new Tel: Newton Abbot 3256 after 
6pm please 
Wanted: Epson printer or similar to run 
with a Sharp MZ80K computer. Tel: 
Jason on Maidstone 51955. 
400K single drive + DD LVL interface, 
£250, Watford ROM board, £15, dot¬ 
matrix printer DMP100, £130. Tel: 
0225 27066 evenings 
Printer for Beeb or any RS232 interface 
micro with handshake. Tally 1602 line 
printer dot-matrix, 120 epa on stand, 
£300 ono Tel: P Knight on 0732 

: 150 ono. Tel: Anthony on 01-678 7704 
after 7pm. 
Currah Micro-Speech. Complete with 
manual, tape Duplicated gift, new 
and boxed. £20. Also original micro¬ 
drive business and games cartridges 
as sold with Sinclair kit. Tel: Tyneside 
2656523 
Seteeths GP100* printer, plus Kemp- 
ston Centronics interface for Spec¬ 
trum (fits other computers including 
BBC with correct cable), hardly used. 
£120. Tel: 0753 22784 (Sloughi. 

changed for any Dragon printer, 
MCP40 or one to use with a Dragon 32. 
Tel: 051-420 6424 
Msfc drive (5V«to) and interface for 
Spectrum computer, very good condi¬ 
tion, supplied with twodiska. Cost new 
£246, sell for £149 Tel: Amersham 
6047. 
Swap Raleigh Arena in good condition, 
for an Atari lOlOcaaaette recorder and 
two cassette games to go with it. Tel: 
Roger on 01-856 4118 
riasceni 2 32K, Zeap 2.1, Basic, port 
probe, microtype case, power supply, 
games and tapes etc — £120. Tel: 
Ultoxeter (08893) 4660 

Billboard Buy & Sell Form 
Free forever — from now on you can advertise your 

second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you 
want for free in PCN. To place your Billboard ad, fill in the 
form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Send the 
completed form to: 
Bilbos rd, Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, Louden W1A 
2HG. 

Note that we cannot guarantee that your pd appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 
commercial organisations of any sort. 

Yourname.«LV:.. 

Address:.. 

Telephone: 
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OFTWARE PRO-TEST: IBM PC 

DESKTOP 
ASSAULT 

1 Gcof Whcelwiglit evaluates Quantec’s desktop package. In all the brouhaha caused by the 

development and launch of inte¬ 
grated software over the past few 

months, integrating software looked 
like it was going to be lost in the shuffle. 

But the recent appearance of several 
new integrating packages could be the 
start of a reversal. Although these won’t 
be on the scale of the now dubious- 

looking Microsoft windows or Digital’s 
popular concurrent DOS OEM, they will 
have an impact. 

One of the packages leading this new 
assault is Quantec’s QED (Quantec 
Executive Desktop), a concurrent integ¬ 
rating package which includes a diary, 
daybook, event file, address book, tele¬ 
phone list, calendar, text processing 

facility, form design option, as well as 
project planning and calculator func¬ 
tions. But in the concurrent version of 
QED (selling for £295), all those are 

subsidiary to the main task of integrat¬ 

ing your existing software. 

First impressions 
An ’integrating’ package is first and 
foremost a tool for allowing you to 
combine and mix-and-match stand¬ 
alone software. Second, it's a way of 

giving you lotsoflittleextras that might 
not ordinarily be worth putting on a 
computer (such as a desk diary and an 
address book). But if it doesn’t handle 
the former properly, the attractions of 
the latter become somewhat trivial. 

Taking an installed version of QED 
(with my preconceived notions about 
intergrating software firmly in place), I 

booted up the program and waited. After 

setting the time and date (something 
you should only have to do once as you 

would theoretically only have to boot up 
QED once a day), I was presented with 
something purporting to be a desktop 
representation. Unlike a Framework or 

Macintosh-style electronic desktop, 
QED presents itself as a series of'pages’ 

— each containing a possible QED 
function. These are arranged in a 

pyramid shape up to the middle of the 
screen and down the other side, with 

time management, addresses, deskfile, 
project planner, filing system and calcu¬ 
lator among the default configuration. 

Features 
At the extreme right-hand side of the 
screen is the box in which you can 
configure your options to hook up to 

Although QED includes a diary, calendar, project planning, address books and event files, it is better as 
an integrating package than for its individual applications. 
outside programs — the default con¬ 

figuration is for Lotus 1-2-3, but this is 

easily changed. 
The problem with QED is that you like 

it most when you’re not using it. The best 

features of this package are not the 

ability to find addresses and diary 
entries quickly, but—for example—the 
-ability to switch with a few keystrokes 
from Wordstar to Crosstalk to dBase 
(providing you’ve got enough RAM and 

disk space for all that — but that’s an 
issue we’ll get to later. 

In use 
I’m not sure that there’s any great use in 

being able to move into a diary or 

address file at a keystroke without being 
able to see the things at the same time. 
There seems to be something wrong with 

not being able to ’see’ something you 
want'to access immediately. Although 

there’s probably not much time differ¬ 
ence between looking up an address in a 
cardfile and getting it out of QED's 
address book, the difference is in how 
quickly you think you can get at it in a 
hurry. 

A better option would have been to 
offer windows in which the address and 

diary files could be accessed. This sort of 
window is possible in Ashton-Tate’s 
Framework or Lotus’ Symphony 
(although it probably isn’t practical in 

Symphony because you have to have all 
the information you want in a single 
’worksheet’ whereas Framework lets 

you load separate files). 

The applications within QED are 

Naae QED Price £195 or £295 
Application Software integrator System 

IBM PC or compatible + 128K RAM 
OOmr versions None Outlets Thom-EMI, 
0252 518364 
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New-the official Spectrum Upgrade! 

Turn your Spectrum into 
a Spectrum + for just £30 

• Professional full-size keyboard 
- includes 17 extra keys. 

• Responsive typewriter-style action. 

• Accepts all current Spectrum 
software and peripherals. 

with 80-page 
and Companion 

Cassette. 

Here's some exciting news for 48K 
Spectrum owners the official 
Spectrum Upgrade Kit 

The £30 Kit has everything you 
need to turn your Spectrum into 
the stylish new Spectrum +. You 
don't even need an understanding 
of electronics, just the ability to 
solder a few wires togetherl The 
leaflet in the kit gjves clear, step by 
step instructions 

If you're not sure about doing it 
yourself, don’t worry. Simply return 
your 48K Spectrum to Sinclair and 
for £50 we ll upgrade it for you. 

Whichever you decide on. you'll 
also receive the new 80-page User 
Guide and Companion Cassette: 

The bigger, better Spectrum 
keyboard 
The Spectrum + measures 12V x 
6." It has a large typewriter-style 
keyboard, with hard, moulded keys. 

You’ll find the new keyboard has 
a smooth, positive action - ideal for 
touch-typing word processing 
simulation programs, and extended 
programming sessions Two rectrac- 
table legs give a perfect typing 
position. 

There are 58 keys in all. indud- 
ing 17 new keys Programmers will 
be pleased to see dedicated 
punctuation keys, a space bar, and 
separate shift keys for graphics and 
extended modes And a reset 
button allows you to clear a 
program from your computer's 
memory without disconnecting the 
power supply. 

The official Spectrum Upgrade 
Naturally your upgraded computer 
will accept all the peripherals in 
your Smdair system- Interface 1, 
Microdrives and so on. as well as all 

m pan ion 

A 

software anc 
designed with the Spectrum -I- in 
mmd. So the Sinclair upgrade adds 
stylish looks new capabilities and 
new potential for the future. 

Included - the new Spectrum + 
User Guide and Companion 
Cassette 
The new User Guide 
has over 80 pages of 
information, including 
a handy BASIC dic¬ 
tionary. The Companion 
Cassette provides an 
interactive tour of the _ 
new keyboard, and indudes 
three entertaining arcade games. 

TO ORDER BY MAIL: 
When ordering the Upgrade 
Service, send off your 48K 
Spectrum to the address below 
carefully wrapped, together with 
the completed coupon and appro¬ 
priate payment (Please do not 
return the mains adaptor, manual 
or other ancillanes.) Your upgraded 
computer will be despatched to you 
within 10 days of receivirg your order 

When ordering the Upgrade Kit 
simply complete the coupon, enclos¬ 
ing the appropriate payment and 
pat it to us at the address below 
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery 

BY PHONE: Access or Bardaycard 
holders can call Cambedey (0276) 
685311 for personal attention, 9am 
to 5pm Monday to Friday Only 
the Upgrade Kits can be ordered by 
phone. 

Please note: the upgrade offer 
applies to working 48K Spectrum 
models in the UK only. 

Caps shift 

Semicolon 

^o: Sinclair Research Limited. Upgrade Dept, Stanhope Road, Camberley 
j Surrey GU15 3PS 
J All pnces include VAt post and packing User Guide and Companion Cassette. 

■ [“I Ptease send me the Spectrum + Upgrade Kit I enclose payment of £30. 
I OR 
J |—I Please upgrade my 48K Spectrum for me. I endose my computer together 
| '—' with payment of £50. 

I I endose a cheque/postal order 
| payable to Sinclair Research Limited for £-- 

| Ptease charge my Access/Bardaycard no 

I1 
| Signature— 

I 
I 

M I I I I I I I 1 I 1 1.LJ 

Name: Mr/Mrs/Ms_ 

Sinclair Research Limited, 
Upgrade Department 
Stanhope Road, Camberley 
Surrey GU15 3PS. 

Indian- 
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100% GRAPHIC EXPLORATION 

SOFTWARE 

A game of distinction vL/ from British Telecom. 
WELLINGTON HOUSE. UPPER ST MARTIN S LANE. 

LONDON WC2H 9DL. TEL 01-379 6755/5626 ^ 

Firebird and the Firebird logo are trademarks ol British Telecommunications pic 



Rates: £12 per single column cm. Minimum size 3cm. Series discount available. Also spot colour available Mechanical Data: 
Column width, 1 column 57mm. 2 columns 118mm. 3 columns 179mm. Copy Dates: 10 days prior to publication. 

Contact: Anita Stokes, Isable Middleton or Jacqui Edmiston. 

(.•mo for your Ortc 1 and Atmos 
Dovmway omfrunmahlr imsucfc interface 129 95 

Omckthot II (oyntek £12.95. 
vlr>|ii UK Don't Piet, the Letter O £7-50 
IVfcW UKDambusten 17.30• UKZcbtneIS.90 

Pnccs me VAT + PAP SAL for fuil Inti 
ouaMf.1 PWUMTA(PCN). 
BW*1 8 RkhnMHid Terrace. j, 
- - taunt PwtK.. W. YerU. 

i.saiwv 
ACCESS Olden Telephone (0532) 578X51 

SOFTWARE 
S. Dev* Snooker 

CadCamWamor . 

Chuckle Egg.... 
rtunchoac* 
Mr Wlz 

C7 50 
C6 9S 

• C7 50 

C9S0 
16 05 
16 95 
C8S0 
1690 

1600 
....£7.00 

1600 
16 75 

. C6.75 

...1796 
1650 

.16.75 
£800 
1700 

£596 
15 95 
1695 
16 50 

(Male micro). 
PSP FREE on software Send dteque P O. to 

MICRO COMPUTER WORLD 
1 Lane Close. London. NW2 6QZ 

Tel: 01-452 0893 

ES 

NEW 1985 SPECTRUM 48K 
COLOUR TELEVISION 

FAULTS 
PRINCIPLES 
how does rr work 

£6.95 ALLOW 21 DAYS DELIVERY 

Cassette 
& Circuit Diagram 

Wilson & C.D. 
64 Victoria Gardens 
Femdown 
Dorset BH22 9JH 
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BLANK CASSETTES AND DISKS 

UK HOME COMPUTERS 

WANTED! 
Machine code programmers 

for all makes of home 
computers. 

If you think you have 
anything to offer. 

WRITE TO:- 
GUY MILLS 

GREY COLLEGE, 
DURHAM, 
DH1 3LG. 

BASIC COMPILER 
Sow Kjpport! iround 90 Wy «xds Turn* B«s<c Programs n 
really Iasi Mactone Codas Its vary easy lo use and coir 
complete wilt full instructions Suitable lor the Model B or Mo 

SINCLAIR COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Fast, reliable repairs by experienced engineers, 
having serviced Sinclair computers since the 
introduction of the ZX80 Our price is inclusive of 
all parts, labour, postage and VAT irrespective of 
fault. *No hidden charges ’While-you-wait ser¬ 
vice available Spcctrum£18.75. ZX81 £11.50.16K 
Ram £9 95 Call or send svith cheque or P.O. to: 
T V Services of Cambridge Ltd. French's Road, 
Cambridge CB4 3NP. Tel (0223) 311371 

SPECTRUM ^MEMORY 
EXPANSION SYSTEM 

XK System Kit £15.95 Inc. VAT 
XK System Factory fitted £20.95 inc. VAT 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

all models bought for cash 

Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road, 

London W1. Tel: 01-388 2562 

YOU'VE 
GOT IT... 
KEEP 

BINDER ORDER CARD. Please rush me_PCN binders) at £3.50 each. I enclose my cheque mode payable to 
Personal Computer News. Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/American Express Card. 

NAME. ACCOUNT NO: 

ADDRESS. EXPIRY DATE: 
TOWN: . POSTAL CODE: 

. SIGNED:. 

SEND TO PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS. BINDERS DEPARTMENT. 53/55 FRITH STREET, LONDON W1H 2HG 



The famous jousting knight Sir 
Clive Sinclair is about to re¬ 
ceive another major honour. 
Madame Tussauds, the wax 
dummy specialist, has pre¬ 
pared a waxwork model of 
computing's most celebrated 
knight to go on show some time 
this year. Sir Clive, it can be 
exclusively revealed, is being 
modelled at the same time as 
Joan Collins — it's to be hoped 
that Madame Tussauds' mod¬ 
ellers don’t mix the pair of them 
up 

Another year opens, but old 
habitsdic hard, and Microsoft is 
up to its tricks again in its 
promotion of Microsoft Net¬ 
works. Eleven mqjor manufac¬ 
tures have signed up for Micro¬ 
soft Networks, it trumpets in a 
press hand-out issued just be¬ 
fore Christmas. You may re¬ 
member the launch of MS- 

Windows in late 1983, when 
Microsoft cot\jured-up a list of 
about384 major manufacturers 
who had all signed up to use the 
miraculous new software. 

With a name like windows, 
weshould all have seen through 
it, but the first signs looked 
good, and the product was 
actually glimpsed in action on 
an Olivetti M24 

But the months dragged on, 
and MS-Windows was seen no 
more. 

Meanwhile, radical changes 
are in the wind in the Soviet 
Union, (according to a report in 
the International Herald Tri¬ 
bune). Brushing the snow off 
his boots, Anatoli Alexandrov, 
president of the Academy of 
Sciences, reckons that training 
in computers must become a 
national priority. 

The main micro in Russia is 

apparently called the Agat, and 
it is modelled on the Apple II. 
The Agat, if reported produc¬ 
tion figures are reliable, must 
be a collector’s item in Russia— 
they’re turning the machines 
out at a rate of'tens a year’. 

'Consumers do not see any 
need for personal computers,' 
says another worthy from the 
Academy of Sciences, 'and pro¬ 
ducers do not produce them.’ 

In the decadent West one 
answer to low demand has been 
to make computers more and 
more ’user friendly’; in Russia 
the problem is rather more 
complicated. Information tech¬ 
nology is alI very well, but can a 
society that controls informa¬ 
tion as a matter of policy afford 
it?The answer, according to the 
US newspaper, is to make 
Soviet society more 'computer 
friendly’. 

For the benefit of all those of you 
who’ve often wondered what a hard 
disk looks like, here’s a picture to set 
your minds at rest K comes by 
courtesy of the kind gentlemen at 
Seagate. Mess their little cotton 
socks, and you’ll be surprised to note 
its dose resemblance to an ordinary 
record player of the cheapest sort (a 
handle to crank the turntable up 
wouldn't be out of place). Is this the 
technology we shell out thousands of 
pounds for? 

- Not xicoetL) 

Spectrum expanders who read Spectrum expanc 
with a hot flush of anticipation 
our review on the XK system 
building package should note 
that the all-important RAM 
packs are being produced by 
Spectrum Electronics, c/o Micro 
Computer Systems of Luton, 
110 Leagrave Road, Luton, 
Beds. 

We had a slight glitch in the 3D 
drawing program for the BBC 
in issue 92, where two lines 
were missed out. These should 
read: 

2930EN DPROC 
294odefproc left (points^) 

NEXT WEEK 
C3PT0 
Robots have landed on the cover 
— turn inside for a look at the 
latest DIY models from Fis- 
cher-Technik and Colne Robo¬ 
tics. 
Sideways glance 
We compare two approaches to 
sideways ROMs on the BBC: 
the piggy back technique and 
the slot-machine method. 
Spectrum tools 
Forget the Christmas Black 
and Deckers; get stuck into 
some software craftsmanship 
with this bunch of utilities. 

This batch of gift-wrapped tools 
for your QL is guaranteed to 
grow on you. 
Sparkling 64 
Put a twinkle in your Commod¬ 
ore 64’s eye with our sprite 
graphics listing. 
Amstrad scroll 
Sideways scrolling on the 
CPC464 is on offer. 
The Beeb has landed 
We present a souped-up 'moon 
lander’ game. 

Event Dates Venue Organisers 

CADCAM Inti Show Jan 8-10 NEC, Birmingham EMAP Inti Exhibitions, 01-837 3699 
What is artificial intelligence? 
Ten weekly meetings. 

From Jan 15 City University, London B Zanditon, 01-253 4399 ext 3268/9 

Which Computer? Jan 15-18 NEC, Birmingham Clapp & Poliak 01-891 5051 
High Technology & Computers 
Education 

Jan 23-26 Barbican, London Computer Marketplace Exhibitions, 01-930 
1612 

Computer Exhbn — Computer 
Thai 

January 23-26 Bangkok, Thailand Conf & Exhbn Management Services, 
61/5 Langsuan Soi 2, Ploenduit Road. 
Bangkok 10500 

Inti Microcomputer Fair Jan 29-Feb3 Frankfurt, Germany Collins & Endres. 01-734 0543 
Apricot & Sirius Computer Show Feb 5-7 Kensington Town Hall, London Paradox Group, 01-241 2354 
Inti trade show for home comps, 
software, etc — LET 

Feb 17-19 Olympia, London Turret-Wheatland, 0923-777000 

Inti Computer Graphics User Feb 19-21 Barbican, London Mountbuild, 01-486 1951 Show and 
Conference. 

MEXCOM Feb 25-28 Mexico City, Mexico AESI Ltd. 01-379 7628 
EDITORIAL: Editor Peter Worlock Dspvty editor David Guest Product)®* editor laiuraine Turner Pepnty production sdRer Harriet Arnold Editor's sssistant Karen Isaac 
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SR*\CE MISSION SIMULATION 

SOFTWARE 

A game of distinction from British Telecom. 
WELLINGTON HOUSE. UPPER ST MARTIN S LANE. 

LONDON WC2H 9DL TEL 01-379 6755/5626 ^ 
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THE FASTEXT 80 
Dot Matrix Printer 

from the New Force in Computer Printers 
Ull SMITH 
SI CORONIV 

The Fastext 80 comes from an exciting new range 
of printers created to give speed, reliability and 
flexibility to the businessman at a price to suit the 
home user. Models in the range are compatible 
to all home computers, PCs and business micros. 
The Fastext 80 has a Centronics parallel 
interface - an RS232C serial interface is optional. 
A machine of the highest quality, the six-pitch 
Fastext 80 performs at a speed of 80 cps with 80 
column width (at 10 cpi). The host of features 
include a full lme buffer, graphics capabilities, 
bi-directional text printing and logic-seeking. 
Friction feed is standard with a tractor feed 
available for continuous stationery. 

Fill in the coupon and find out how you can make 
the most of your computer with a printer from 
Smith-Corona Data Products. 

To: Smith-Corona Data Products. Unit 23. Northfield Industrial 
Estate, Beresford Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex HA0 1XP 

| Please send me: 
□ A free copy of the full colour printer brochure. 
□ A list of local dealers. 

Company (if appropriate)_ 

Address_ 

Post code --Tel No 

j Make and model of computer ui 9/jJ 
Smith-Corona Data Products, Unit 23 Northfield Industrial Estate. Beresford Avenue. Wembley. Middlesex HA0 1XP Telephone 01 900 1222 


